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CHAPTER I 

THE HIEROGLYPHIC INSCRIPTIONS 
By H. W. FAIRMAN 

THE inscriptions which are dealt with here are those which were found during the excavations at 
the Bucheum and the Baqaria between January 1927 and March 193!. The inscriptions which 
were found in 1928-9 (Nos. l-4, 6, 8-12, 14, 17-19, 22, 25, 27, 33-6) were originally copied by 
Messrs. Glanville and Shorter; the collation of all the other texts has been my sole work. I have 
made fresh collations of all the material which is published here from the photographs and originals, 
with the exception of No. 27, of which no photograph is in existence, and whose present position 
is unknown: the copy on Pl. XLIX A is made from a rough hand-copy in Shorter's notes. No. 25 
was traced by Emery and collated by Shorter. The inscriptions had almost entirely disappeared 
when I attempted a further collation. No. 44 is taken from L.A.A.A. XVI. ro, figs. 8 and 9. 

The whole of the material-final collations, translations, and photographs-has been submitted 
to Dr. Junker, who has given me some new readings and much valuable advice and information. 
Any value which these pages may bear must rest upon the assurance of his supervision of the 
translations. I must point out, however, that the only sections which Dr. Junker has read in final 
form are Sections I, II, and III (the actual translations): the other portions of this chapter have not 
been submitted to him, though certain points have been briefly discussed with him. 

In addition to Dr. Junker, tD whom my debt is far greater than is apparent in the following pages, 
I must gratefully acknowledge the help and assistance of the following scholars : the authorities 
of the British and Cairo Museums for new photographs and facilities for studying the originals; 
Mr. Sidney Smith for permission to publish the hitherto unpublished Stela B.M. 709 (Inscription 
16); Dr. A. H. Gardiner for much advice and the use of his library; Dr. L. Borchardt, Mr. C. C . 
Edgar, and Mr. W.W. Tam for notes on chronological points. 

T~e copies of the inscriptions which are given on Pls. XXXVII A to LIII A are only intended 
to be transcriptions in a formal, modem hand. It has been felt that no useful purpose would be 
served in drawing careful facsimiles of so many reliefs and inscriptions. The formal arrangement 
of the texts in the plates )s designed to illustrate this fact. Every care has been taken to ensure 
the preservation-of the relative sizes of the lacunae and the peculiar forms of certain signs. 

The various sections of the texts of the stelae have been given distinguishing letters which 
have been regularly employed in all the stelae except No. 20, to which this system could not easily 
be applied. The following is_ .the explanation of the lettering used: 

A. The vertical line of inscription immediately below the winged disk. 
A 2 ; A3. The subsidiary inscriptions to the left and right respectively of A. 
B. Above the bull. 
C. Immediately in front of the bull, high up. 
D. The cartouches: always high up before the king's head. 
E. Behind the king. 
F. Between the king and the bull, low down. 
G. The main text. 

B 



2 THE BUCHEUM 

ABBREVIATIONS. The following are the chief abbreviations which have been used in quotation in this chapter: 
A.J.S.L. American Journal of Semitic Languages. Chicago. 1885 ff. 
Annales Annales du Service des Antiquites. Cairo. 1900 ff. 
Archiv Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung. Leipzig. 1901 ff. 
A.z. Zeitschrift fiir iigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde. Leipzig. 1863 ff. 
B.I.F.A.0. Bulletin de l'Institut franfais d'Archeologie orientale. Cairo. 1901 ff. 
J .E.A. Journal of Egyptian Archaeology. London. 1914 ff. 
Junker, Gram. H. Junker, Grammatik der Denderatexte. Leipzig. 1906. 
L.A.A.A. Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, Liverpool. 1908 ff. 
L.D. R. Lepsius, Denkmiiler aus Agypten und Athiopien. Berlin. 1849- 58. 
O.L.Z. Orientalistische Literaturzeitung. Leipzig. 1898 ff. 
P.S.B.A. Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology. London. 1879-1918. 
Ree. Recueil de Travaux relatifs a la philologie et a l'archeologie egyptiennes et assyriennes. Paris. 

1870-1923. . 
Sethe, Amun K. Sethe, Amun und die Acht Urgotter van Hermopolis. Berlin. 1929. 
Urk. Urkunden des iigyptischen Altertums. ed. G. Steindorff. Leipzig. 1903 ff. 
Wb. d. iig. Spr. Erman-Grapow, Worterbuch des iigyptischen Sprache. Leipzig. 1926-31. 

References to Theb. T. or to "Sethe" are to Sethe's collections of Theban temple inscriptions of the Graeco-Roman 
period, and to his private copies. All these quotations have been taken from Sethe, Amun. 

I. THE STELAE 

A. THE EARLY PTOLEMAIC GROUP 

1. STELA OF NEKHT-HOR-HEB. Sandstone. (Pl. xxxvn) 
( l) "Year 14, Khoiak, last day, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Who 

makes glad the heart of Rer, Chosen of Amiln)I; Son of Rer (Nekht-hor-heb)I, beloved of Amiln, 
beloved of the ....... soul. (2) On this day the majesty of this noble god went up to heaven-
[the beneficent] Ba,a the living Ba of Rer, [manifestation of Rer], who was born of Ti-heh. (3) The 
length of his lifeb was .. years, .... . . [He was born in the] year (4) 3 (?), Thoth 16 of the majesty 
of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, who lives for ever . . .. c [He was] installed [in] (5) 
Hermonthis in the year 3, Mechir l 3. [May he remain] on his throne for ever and ever." 

Notes. 

a For discussion of the titles see below, pp. 39-41. 
b = o: = stands for iw = £. 0 may possibly be used inaccurately for ~ ( cf. 8, 3). A 

further possibility(though not very probable) is that we have here some form of qit: (cf. = } 0 0) 
some introductory particle. (J .) 

c Borchardt has suggested that the battered signs that begin the lacuna contain the name of 
Nepherites. A very careful examination of the original has failed to justify this in any way. More
over, it is hardly possible that the words niswt bit rn!J dt could have been followed by a royal name 
without a cartouche. The occurrence of the name of Nepherites in this stela would, of course, be 
of great importance for the chronology of the period, and would reopen the whole question of the 
relative positions of Nekht-neb-ef and Nekht-hor-heb. There is, however, nothing in this text 
that can upset the current theory that Nekht-hor-heb was Nectanebo II (cf. for the most recent 
discussion of this question, E. Meyer, "Zur Geschichte der 30. Dynastie", in A.z. LXVII. 
68-70). 

) 

THE H IEROGLYPHIC I N SCRIPTIONS 

2. STELA OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. Sandstone : width 38 cm. 
The Scene: the king offers wine before Buchis standing on a shrine : " Offering wine". 

3 

(Pl. XXXVII) 

(1) ' 'Year 4, Paopi .. under the majesty of the King of Upper [and Lower Egypt] .... (2) .. 
[On this day] the majesty of [this noble] god went [up to heaven] ... (3) .. who was born of Isis. 
T he length of his life was ... (4) .. . [the King of Upper] and Lower Egypt (Darius~ , who lives 
for ever, in ... (5) . . . [he reached?} Wart (?) .a Lo (?)b [he] was installed ... (6) .. .. May he 
remainc on his throne for ever and ever ... " 

N otes. 
a Read spr r wrrt? 
b These signs make no sense as they stand. Possibly the scribe was confused in his mind 

between such introductory particles as !Jr and ist rj and wrote down this garbled version. One 
would expect some qualifying adjective or phrase after wrrt, but this is obviously impossible in 
this case. 

c Here and in the similar phrases in the other stelae mn must, of course, be the optative use of 
the Old Perfective (cf. Gardiner, Gram.,§ 313). 

3. STELA OF PTOLEMY II PHILADELPHUS. Sandstone: height 55 cm. (Pl. XXXVIII) 

The S cene : "Leading him to his father's house". 
(1) "Year 13, Mechir 25 [under the majesty of the King of Upper and] Lower Egypt (Mighty 

is the Ka of Rer, beloved of Amilnl On this day the Ba of this noble god, the beneficent Ba, (2) the 
living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, who was born of Thenu-heb, went up to heaven. His 
length of life was 20 years, 8 months and 13 days. The day on which• (3) he was bomb was Year 14, 
Paoni 19 ... c of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Ptolemy)!. T he god came forth. He was 
installed<l within (?)e Thebes ... J in year 14, Mesore 23. May he remain on his throne for ever 
and ever.'' 

N otes. 
a Read iw wnn hrw = ~ Jt ~ Cf. In the later texts this phrase was misunderstood and changed 

into wnwt and the total length of the bull 's life was then given in years, months, days, and hours 
(cf. 8, 3). 

b The sign at the beginning of the line is most uncertain. j I is possible, but by no means 
probable. The traces d.~ not suit ?J, nor, in these texts, is iw wnn hrw followed by the indirect 
genitive. 

c No parallel to or reasonable explanation of this phrase can be found. It is exceedingly 
tempting to suppose that here we have another instance of a double dating such as occurs in 13, l, 
but no day of the month with such a writing as this is known. The only day to which it has the 
least resemblance is m r ~ g, the l 6th day ( cf. l 3, l), but it is not at all 'Certain that this is what the 
scribe intended to write in this particular instance. 

d The traces are exceedingly battered and suit neither Q nor ~ , though the latter is probably 
what was intended. 

e Read m bnw n (?) 
r It is difficult to decide precisely what was intended in this passage. In the first place, Her

monthis, and not T hebes, was the place of installation of Buchis at this period. Moreover, the signs 
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following W1st make little sense of themselves. Apparently an attempt has been made to write 
'Iwnw smr, and possibly we have here an anticipation of the formula of the later texts which describe 
the taking of the bull from Thebes to Hermonthis. The date, however, is almost certainly that of 
the induction of the bull, whether it took place in Thebes or in Hermonthis. 

4. SECOND STELA OF PTOLEMY II PHILADELPHUS. Sandstone: width 46 cm. (Pl. xxxvm) 
Two fragments only of the top were preserved. The scene shows the king offering wine before 

Buchis. 

5. FRAGMENTS OF A MISSING STELA. (Pl. XXXIX) 

It is impossible to decide with certainty the period to which these fragments belong, but, owing 
to a mistake when drawing up the plates, they are almost certainly out of position if included as 
here, among the early stelae. They most probably belong to the missing stela between Nos. 12 
and 13 (see below, p. 37). 

6. STELA OF PTOLEMY IV PHILOPATOR. Sandstone: 86 x48 cm. (Pl. XXXIX) 

The Scene: "Bringing him to his father's house". 
(1) "The living Rer-Horus, the strong youth, whom his father caused to appear; Nebti, great of 

strength, excellent of heart towards all the gods, protector of the people; Homs of Gold, (2) who makes 
Egypt well, who lightens the temples, who establishes laws like Thoth, the twice great, lord of 
Heb-sed festivals like Ptah-Tanen, sovereign like Re•; King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Heir of 
the Euergetes, chosen of Ptah, [mighty is the Ka of] Rer, [living] image of Amun)J; (3) [Son of Rer] 
(Ptolemy, living for ever, beloved of Isis )j, and the Mistress of the Two Lands ( Arsinoe )j, the two 
father-loving gods, [beloved] of the Osiris, the beneficent Ba, a the living Ba of Rer, the manifesta
tion of Rer. On this day (4) the majesty of this noble god went up to heaven, the beneficent Ba, the 
living Ba of Re•, the manifestation of Rer, who was born of Ta-Amen. The length of his life was 
18 years, (5) IO months, 23 days. The day on which he was born was year 13, Epep 20 in the life 
of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Ptolemy, living for ever, beloved of Isis?)\, (6) (in) the 
district of Ombos. He was installed in Hermonthis in year 25, Thoth 15. [May he remain] on his 
throne for ever and ever. (7) The majesty of this noble god went up to heaven in the year 8, 
Paoni 12 ... " 

Note. 
a For a discussion of this title see below, pp. 39, 40. 

7. STELA OF PTOLEMY v EPIPHANES. Sandstone. (Pl. XL) 

A2 , A3. "B"f:zdt, Great God, [Lord] of Heaven, with bright colours, who comes forth [from the 
horizon], for ever. Anubis, son of Osiris." 

C. "Utterance by the Osiris, the beneficent Ba, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, 
the Father of the Fathers, the Mother of the Mothers, who fashioned the Ennead, who renews the 
life of the gods.'' 

Note. For a discussion of these titles see below, pp. 40-42. 
F . The king stands before Buchis and offers the fields. The text reads: "Take to thee the Field 

verdant (lit. coming forth) with green stuff, and the Meadow beauteous with its goodly products." 
Read: m n·k sljt pr·ti br w1gwt, 1ljt 1lj·ti br nfrw·s. c 

THE HIEROGLYPHIC INSCRIPTIONS 5 
G. ( l) "Year 2 5, Tobi II under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Heir of the 

Philopators, chosen of Ptah, mighty is the Ka of Rer, living image of Amlin)/, Son of Rer (Ptolemy, 
living for ever, beloved of Ptah)j, the two gods Epiphanes, the Mistress of the Tw9 Lands (2) 
(Cleopatra)\, beloved of the· Osiris, the beneficent Ba. On this day the majesty of this god went 
up to heaven, a Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, who was born of (3) the Great 
Cow.b The length of his life was 14 years, 10 months, and 24 days. He was born in year II, Mechir 
13 under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (4) (iwr ntr·wi mr·wi, stp Pt"f:z, wsr 
k1 Rr, s!Jm rnb 'Imn); Son of Re• (Ptwrmys, rn!J gt, [mr] Pttz), the gods Epiphanes, in the cityc of 
Ta-ark, in the house of Ses,d Hori(?) (5) .. son of Pa-wesher ...... e Hermonthis in year 24, 
Paopi 7. [May he remain J on his throne for ever and ever ..... £'' 

Notes. 
a An obvious mistake for pr·in tzm ntr pn r pt. 
b Note that here 1ht 'lDrt is not the personal name of this particular cow, but the sacred name of 

the mother of Buchis, who was always identified with the 1ht wrt. Had this been the personal name we 
should have expected to find some such writing as T1 1ht wrt on analogy with such names as T1 
imn (6, 4), &c. 

c Read dmi. 
d Or, possibly, lfmnw? 
e One expects to find here the record of the installation of the bull; and obviously s!Jn, in a 

garbled form, can be recognized. To explain the other signs is not so easy. Is it possible to read 
"to the north of Hermonthis. He was installed in Hermonthis in, &c."? 

f The concluding phrases are quite obscure. Borchardt suggests that possibly they refer to the 

SJg-festival (r~ ~ a-;0 Wb. d. ag. Spr. IV. 28) and would translate "on the day of the eighth 

s1g-festival". Very little is known about this fe tival, except that it was celebrated twelve times 
a year. It is difficult, if indeed the s1g-festival is mentioned here, to explain why the eighth festival 
was celebrated in the first calendar month. 

B. THE INTERMEDIATE PTOLEMAIC GROUP 

Inscriptions 8 and 9 obviously occupy a well-defined position between the inscriptions of the 
early and late Ptolemaic groups. In the general composition of the text, and in the retention of the 
title b1 rn!J n Rr, they show their relationship to the early group, from which, however, they differ 
in omission of the phrase b1 11J (see further below, Section VI, p. 44), in the added details of the 
life of the bull, anCl in the title, peculiar to themselves, of b1 rn!J n 1Jnti-1ttf (but cf. J4, C). Their 
intermediate position is, moreover, clearly indicated by other facts: 8 retains the spelling b1 "f:zr b1t 
for the name of Buchis, whereas 9 uses, for the first time, bb; 8 still uses the title whm n Rr of the 
early group, but 9 employs whm Rr, 1 which is characteristic of Inscriptions 9-15 and 37 (which is 
contemporary with 12); finally, in 9 there occurs for the first time the title ntr r; nb "f:zt 'Itm, which 
is characteristic of the later texts. 

8. STELA OF PTOLEMY VI PHILOMETOR I. Sandstone: height 70 cm. (Pl. XL) 
B. "Living Ba of him-who-is-on-his-bier, manifestation of Rer, noble [god?], great god, Lord 

of Hermonthis." 
1 8 uses whm Rr in the short inscription B above the bull, but not in the body of the text. 
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bnti-1tt{ must of course be Osiris: cf. 9, 2; 14, C; and Philae Phot. 18, quoted Junker, 
Abaton, p. 19. 

F. The king stands before Buchis and offers incense and libations. The text reads: "Offering 
incense and libations [to] his father that he may be endowed with life." 

ir{ di rnb: so Junker: see Erman, Ag. Grammatik, § 358; Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 198. But cf. 
Garqiner, Gram., § 378, who would translate, "that he may make 'given-life'". 

G. ( l) "Year l 9, Tobi 7, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (heir of the 
gods Epiphanes, image of Ptah, chosen of Rer, who does Right [for] Amun)I ;a Son of Rer (Ptolemy, 
living for ever, beloved of Ptah)I, beloved of the Osiris Buchis. (2) On this day the majesty of this 
noble god, Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, who was born [of Ti-Khnu]mt, 
went up to heaven. (3) The length of his lifeh was 17 years, 9 months, 6 days, and II hours. c 

He was born in the year 25, month ? of Pert, day 2 (?) of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt 
(4) (iwr ntr·wi pr·wi, bpr Ptb, stp Rr, ir m1rt 'Imn)I ;a Son of Rer (Ptwrmys <nb gt mr PtMI, who 
lives for ever, in the Southern City. He reached Thebes in year 2, Paopi (5) 15. There was an 
attack by<l many foreign countries against Egypt in the year l 2, e and great civil strife broke out in 
Egypt. (6) The great wall of Thebes was mannedf by foreigners. Thereupon the burghers of 
Hermonthis came to Thebes the mighty. Then (7) their hearts were sore afraid for this god, and 
they performed the ceremonies of transportingg him to Hermonthis [in] year 12, Epep (sic!) (8) the 
third epagomenal day. h [May he remain] on his throne for ever and ever." 

Notes. 
' a Or read stp 'Imn, ir mJ<t Rr. 

h See above, p. 2, note b, on l, 3. 
c The phrase iw wnn hrw of the earlier stelae was now completely misunderstood, and was 

read as wnwt. 
d Read f1w: (Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 575). Ijr introduces the logical subject of the infinitive in the 

same.way as in is used in Middle Egyptian. 
e The reference is to the invasion of Egypt by Antiochus IV in 169 B.C. and to the civil war 

between Philometor and his brother, which was followed by their joint reign. (See further, 
Section V, p. 30.) 

f 1tp is used here in its original meaning. There is no question of Thebes being beset or attacked 
by foreigners, for it is hardly possible that the installation of the bull would have been held under 
the circumstances. The foreigners undoubtedly formed part of the garrison of the city. Neverthe
less, the people of Hermonthis were perturbed at the presence of so many foreigners in Thebes 
while Buchis was there, and therefore made a special expedition to take him to Hermonthis. (J .) 

g Read bn. 
h It is unusual to find the epagomenal days included within the year, but cf.J.E.A. XIX. 25, n. I. 

9. STELA OF PTOLEMY VI PHILOMETOR I AND PTOLEMY VII EuERGETES II. Sandstone: height 
84 cm. (Pl. XLI) 

B. "Utterance by Isis, Nephthys, the Lady of the Necropolis, Hathor the Great, Mistress of 
the West." 

/ 
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C. "Utterance by the Osiris Buchis, Atum with horns on his head, who repeats the life of the 

Ennead, great living god, Lord of the House of Atum." 
'Itm rb·wi{ [br] tp{: cf. the similar title of Apis (R ee. XXXVIII. 37, where full references 

are given). 
The House of Atum is the nam~ of the Bucheum (cf. Moller, Die beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind, 

Glossary, 542 ; Daressy, Ree. XXX. II; Gauthier, Diet . Geog. IV. 53). In Inscription 36 (Pl. LI) 
the House of Atum is specially said to lie to the south of Medinet H abu ('!Jt [)1mt). T here is 
a clear distinction in all the later Buchis inscriptions between Thebes, the place of installation of 
Buchis, Hermonthis, the place in which he lived, and the House of Atum, in which he was buried. 
There is no evidence that the Bucheum had any other use than as the burial-place of Buchis, and 
the superstructures, traces of which were found during the excavations, must have been only for 
the cult of the dead bulls and the dwellings of the priests. 

F. Scene: The king offers the contents of two vases to the bull. 
The inscription is incomplete and quite obscure. 

G. (1) "Year 36a corresponding to year 25,' Mesore 27,h the eleventh hour of night, as the 
morning of the 28th day dawned, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt 
(2) (iwr ntr·wi pr·wi, bpr P tb, stp Rr, ir m1rt 'I mn)I; Son of Rer (P twrmys <nb dt mr Ptb)I, beloved of 
the Osiris Buchis, living Ba of him-who-is-on-his-bier, c who repeats the life of all the gods. On 
this day the majesty of this noble god (3) Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer, who 
was born of Ti-Khnumt, went up to heaven. The length of his life was 17 years,<l 5 months, and 
20 days. (4) He was born in the year 19, Phamenoth 3 in the Northern Field of the House of . . . 
He was led to the name of lft-snfrw. e Then came priests, the royal inspectors, (5) and the soldiers 
of the Two Great Hou;es to lft-snfrw.f He was brought to Tnn. g Then the prophets, priests, 
hour-priests of the temple, (6) the royal inspectors, and all the people of Hermonthis sailed up
stream to Tnn.h A great oblation was made, the brazier was set up [with] the leg of an ox, and 
offerings were made. ; (7) T hen this good god, Buchis the beautiful , Amlin who goes on his four 
feet,i was rowed to thatk city T hebes the mighty, his place of installation from time primeval, (8) 
[and he was taken] into the lft-nb 1 in the 'Ipt, for there were no longer any foreigners from Yh 
in the Temple of Amun.m The ceremony of installing him was performed by (9) his own priests, 
..... an official decree having been made in the presence of His Majesty(?)n Then the king himself 
and those who were in his train sailed upstream to Thebes. (10) Amenopet, the god of the city,0 

appeared in procession. His Majesty went before him, Amenopet stood opposite this good god, 
and the king likewise, together with his courtiers, the prophets, (II ) priests, the scribes of the 
House of the Wise Men, and all the soldiers of the whole [land] . They came in his train to Thebes, 
and this good god was installed in the year 24 (of Philometor I ), the last day of Paopi. Then (12) 
[this good god ?] sailed upstream to [Her Jmonthis in the month of Pakhons, in the first year ( ?). 
He appeared on his throne in life. May he give all health [to] the Son of Rer (Ptolemy, living for 
ever, beloved of Ptah)I; (1 3) .. . .. the mother-loving gods ... " 

Notes. 

a An obvious mistake for n~ . 

h See below Section V, p. 30. 
c See above p . 6, note on 8, B. 
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d The figure is damaged in the original, but the total of 17 years is obtained by calculation from 
the other data afforded by this text. (Cf. too, Section V, p. 30.) 

e lft-snfrw has been identified with Asphynis (AsfUn) (Gauthier, Diet. Geog. IV. 126). 
f This is an obvious reference to the visit of an official commission to see that the bull did 

actually bear the distinguishing marks of Buchis. 

g ~· ·~ t ~ = Tnn. This place does not seem to be known. Gauthier(op. cit. VI. 21-2) identifies 

another ~ t ~ with either Memphis or Mendes, but obviously there can be no question of 

either of these cities in this particular instance. Tnn must be some place near to Hermonthis, and 
between it and AsfUn. 

h This must obviously be the same place as the Tnn of the previous line. ~ = n, probably 

under the influence of ;;: ~ n(i)1w, "gazelle". 
; The. preliminary sacrifice to Buchis after he had been recognized as the true bull consisted 

of three ceremonies : .. 
(i) ~ ~ 7 : this refers to a particular ceremony, and is not a general expression for making 

offerings. The ceremony is depicted on the walls of various temples of the late period. 

(ii) r ~ ~ ~ ~, "setting up the brazier for a burnt offering" ( cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. I. 254): 
another common ceremony in the temples. The addition of fC!J would seem to indicate 
that in this instance the reference is to a meat-offering. 

(iii) ~ wdn, "making offering", also mentioned as a definite ceremony ( cf. the inscriptions 
/WW>M 

accompanying the offering scenes in the temples, and also Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 391). (J.) 
i lfdw: cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 7i. Amlin had various forms; as Buchis, he was naturally con

sidered as a bull (cf. Sethe, Amun, §§ 173, 174, and particularly below, Section VII). 
k a ('.:l : the old demonstrative pronoun twi (Junker, Grammatik, § 60). 
1 m-bnt: "into" (Junker, op. cit. § 218). 

lft-nb: the part of the temple in which the sacred images were kept (Wb. d. ag. Spr. II. 238). 
m Yh does not seem to be known: it can hardly be the same place asp tJ n iht (Urk, II. 164. 12 = 

Stern, A.z. XXII. 101 ff. = Schaefer, A.z. XL. 31 ff.), which is apparently a suburb of Memphis. 
The recent troubles in Egypt had by now subsided, the foreign garrison had been withdrawn, and 
there was no longer any concern for the safety of Buchis while he was in Thebes. 

n Read br ir wb(1)? This suggestion is due to Junker, who, however, stresses the fact that the 
translation and reading is by no means certain. The writing of wb(1) may have been influenced by 
that of wg. The sense of the passage would seem to be that the king had created special Buchis-
priests. 

0 c5:s = dmi. 
,;,0' 

The precise course of events at the induction of the bull does not seem any too clear. The 
difficulty lies in what took place at Thebes. It seems difficult to escape the conclusion that a double 
ceremony took place at Thebes. The first ceremony (lines 7- 9) took place in W1st nbt ( cf. the same 
expression in 8, 6) to which Buchis was rowed from Tnn. The bull was placed in the lft-nb in the 
'!pt, and the ceremony was performed by his own priests by decree of the king. The mention 
of '!pt can leave little room for doubt that these events were considered to have taken place in the 
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temple of Luxor (for U3 alone as a spelling for the temple of Luxor cf. Sethe, Amun, §§ 29, 99, on 
112). The account of the second ceremony (lines 9- 1 I ) is introduced by the words rbrn bnt·in niswt 
. . r W1st. There can be little doubt that this ceremony is distinct from the preceding one, for it 
differs from it above all in the presence of the king, and in the prominent part played by Amenopet. 
It would seem probable that the first ceremony was considered incomplete without the presence of 
the king (see further Vol. I , chap. 1). 

Moreover, is there any significance in the fact that the first ceremony is said to have taken place 
in W1st nljt, " his place of installation from time primeval" (cf. 8, 6, where the burghers of Her
monthis come to Wist nbt), and that the second was performed in WJSt? Does this imply that the 
different ceremonies were performed in different parts of the city ? 

The probable course of events thus seems to have been: 
I. Buchis born and brought to lft-snfrw. 
2. A special commission goes to lft-snfrw, and, finding that the bull _bears all the marks of 

a genuine Buchis bull, brings it to Tnn. 
3. Thereupon more priests and soldiers, and the inhabitants of H ermonthis, go to Tnn and 

perform a threefold ceremony in honour of the new god. 
4. Buchis is brought t q W1st n!Jt and is there inducted in the temple of Luxor by his own 

priests, who had been specially appointed by the king. 
5. The king and his court sail upstream to W 1st and the second ceremony of installation, in 

which Amenopet takes a prominent part, is performed. 
6. Buchis is brought by river to Hermonthis. 

C. THE LATE PTOLEMAI C GROU P 

For a discussion of some of the outstanding problems in the interpretation of these stelae see 
below, S~ction V, p. 30, and J .E.A. XVI. 240-I. 

10. STELA OF PTOLEMY VII EuERGETES II. Limestone: height 66 cm. (Pl. xu) 
B. "Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer,-who was born of Ti-het .... " 

F. The king stands before Buchis and offers the fields. The text reads : "[Offering] the fields 
to his father, like Rer for ever." 

G. "(r) Year 45, a Paopi 20 ( ?)of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (iwr ntr·wi pr·w~, !Jpr Pt"f:i 
. ..... . ... )I ; Son of Rer (Ptwrmys ... .. . )I together with his wife, the Ruler, the Mistress of 
the Two Lands, Arsinoe, (2) beloved of [the Osiris] Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House 
of Atum. T he Philadelphoi, Philopators, Epiphani, Philometor .. . .. , the soul of this god 
Buchis went uph [to heaven , the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of ] Rer, who was born _in (3) · · · : 
[The day] on which h.e was born of his mother was year 26, Tobi IO ( ?) in the Southern City · · · · · · · 
his place of installation, (4) [which came into existence] aforetime, beside his father Nun the Old. He 
was installed by the king himself. Going [on the barque of Amlin] together with the boats (?) of t_he 
king, all the burghers of Thebes and Hermonthis, [prophets,] and the chief ( ?) priests bem.g with 
[him. He reached] Her[monthis], (6) his living place. He who was born in T i-khetyt, his soul 
went up .to heaven [as Rer?]. T he length of his life was 0 18 years, 10 months, ? days. (7) ~e _rlaced 
him on his throne that he might give all might and strength to the Son of Rer (Ptolemy, hvmg for 
ever, beloved of Ptah )I like Rer for ever and ever.' ' 

c 
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Notes. 
a For this reading compare l l, l and l l, 3. 
b Fairly clear traces of pr b1 ntr pn b!J, remain. Probably this was followed by r pt, b1 rnb n Rr, 

whm Rr. 
c The better examples of this type of stela (Inscriptions 12 and 15) give the length of the bull's 

life immediately after the name of his birthplace, and then go on to mention his death and burial. 

In this text, in which the new formula was not fully understood or developed, the length of life 

is inserted out of its normal position ( cf. l l, 6, where the same mistake was made and corrected), 

and all reference to burial omitted. There is barely room for the insertion of m Rr rl;,rj m rnb in 

the lacuna. 

11. STELA OF PTOLEMY VIII SOTER II. Sandstone: 84 x 58 cm. (Pl. XLII) 

C. "Utterance by the Osiris Buchis, living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer, who was born of 

the Great Cow.'' 

F. The king stands before Buchis and offers the fields: "Offering the fields to his father that 

he may be endowed with life like Rer for ever." 

G. "(1) Year 45, Khoiak 12 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt (Heir of Euergetes, and 

Queen Philometor-Soteira, chosen of Ptah, Rer, living image of Amlin)!; Son of Rer (Ptolemy 

living for ever, beloved of Ptah)i and his wife, the Ruler, the Mistress of the Two Lands (Cleo

patra)!, (2) the Philometors, Philopator, Philometor, the divine youth Philopator, Euergetes, and 

the Mother-loving Goddess, beloved of the Osiris Buchis, the Lord of the House of Atum, this 

god, a Buchis (3) the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, who was born of the Great Cow, 

went up to heavenh(sic/). [The day] on which he was born of his motherc [was] year 45, Khoiak 12 

in Pn-wnwt-smr-_prs-n wef,1-Mn ( ?). He was brought to (4) Thebes, his place of installation which 

came into existence aforetime, beside his father [Nun] the Old. He was installed by the king 

himself. The day of his installation was<l year 51, Pakhons 22, corresponding toe year (5) four. 

Going on the barque of Amlin together with the ships of the king, all the burghers of Thebes and 

Hermonthis, and prophets and priests being with him. He reached (6) Hermonthis, his living 

place. He who was born in Pn-wnwt, the length of his life was 24 years, 4 months, ro days.r His 

Ba went up to heaven as Rer. He was buried therein in (7) four days. He has been placed on his 

throne that he might give all might and strength to the Son of Rer (Ptolemy, living for ever, beloved 

of Ptah)l like Rer for ever and ever." 

Notes. 

• j a correction over t'J. 
b One of the chief characteristics of this group of stelae is that the date of the death of the bull 

is not given, but that the date of birth is given twice within the first two or three lines. In each 

case the birth is described in different words-in the first instance by pr, and in the second by 

~ ::-a~~ , but there can be no doubt at all that the two different passages describe one and the 

same event (i.e. the birth) in the life of one bull. In this particular instance the scribe undoubtedly 

had in his mind this double dating of the birth, but was confused by the recollection of the old 

formula and therefore omitted ~ and wrote pr ... r pt. In spite of this error, however, it is quite 
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clear that the dates in lines l and 3 do not refer to the death of any bull, but to the birth of that 

bull whose mother was Jht wrt. 
c For the omission of im and the resumptive pronoun, cf. Junker, Grammatik, § 183. 

<l ~ is quite clear and hence has been translated "the day of his installation" = iw hrw. On 

an analogy with the other stelae, however, we would expect to find ~1 , "they performed", and 

probably ~ is but an error for the normal formula. 

e A correction written over an original "Year 6, Khoiak 20". It is quite impossible to decide 

to what event the original version refers. 
r A correction over an original "his Ba went up to heaven as Rer in year" (cf. the similar mistake 

in ro, 6, which, however, was not corrected). 

12. STELA OF PTOLEMY XI AuLETES. Sandstone: 78 x 53 cm. (Pl. xu1) 

C. ''Utterance by Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer, who was born of (Ti)-Aset.'' 

F. The king stands before Buchis and offers the fields : "Offering the fields to his father that 
he may be granted life like Rer for ever." 

G. "(1) Year 16, corresponding to year 13, Pharmuthi 12 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt 

( )I; Son of Rer ( )I, and his wife, the Ruler, the Mistress of the Two Lands, 

the Philometors, Philopator, (2) Philometor, the divine youth Philopator, Euergetes, and the 

Mother-loving Goddess, beloved of the Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House of Atum, 

there came forth the Ba of Buchis, the (3) living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer, who was born of 

Ti-Aset.• The day on~ which he was born of his mother was year 16, corresponding to year 13, 

Pharmuthi 12, in nbn n (4) ... n n'!Jb. He was brought to Thebes, his place of installation [which 

came into existence] aforetime, at the side f his father, Nun the Old. He was installed by the king 

himself. (5) They performed his installation in year 35, Pharmuthi r. Going in the barque of 

Amlin together with the boats of the king, all the burghers (6) of Thebes and Hermonthis, prophets, 

and priests being with him. He reached Hermonthis, his dwelling-place. He who was born in 

(7) Nekhen, the length of his life was 24 years, 3 months, and 4 days. His Ba went up to heaven 

as Rer. He was buried therein in (8) four days. He placed him on his throne that he might give 

all might and strength to the Son of Rer ( )I like Rer for ever and ever." 

Notes. 
a An offering table of this cow is known (see below, Section III, p. 24; Pl. LI = Inscrip

tion 37). 

D. THE EARLY ROMAN GROUP 

13. STELA OF AUGUSTUS. Sandstone. (Pl. XLIII) 

The identity of the three rulers mentioned in this text is discussed fully in Section V, p. 32. 

The bull was born in the reign of Ptolemy XI Auletes, was inducted in the first year of Cleo

patra VI; al).d died in the first year of Augustus. 

C. "Utterance by the Osiris Buchis, living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer, who was born of 

the Great Cow." 
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The Scene. The king offers the fields. 

G. "(1) Year l, Pharmuthi 21 of_ Caesar, the mighty one"(?), beloved of the Osiris Buchis, Great 

God, Lord of the House of Atum. On this day, the second Ms-pr,b the majesty of (2) this noble god 

went up to heaven as Rer the Old. Mayest thou traverse the earth, mayest thou be united with 

the Disk, and may the rays of Rer be beautiful in thy body. Mayest thou settle down on thy 

image, c (3) and may it make excellent thy condition. l\1ay Amlin breathe forth sweet breath into 

thy nostrils,d may thy nostrils inhale the goodly north wind, without ever being separated from 

thee. Mayest thou be glorious; mayest thou be powerful; (4) may thy Ba be stable; mayest thou 

grow young like the moon. Mayest thou pass through the (holy) cities, mayest thou traverse the 

temples of the gods in their festivals. The Ba of Rer causes thy Ba to live, the Ba of Shu (5) endues 

thy nostrils. Thy mother Nut, she places thee within her, and is not devoid of thee for ever. Mayest 

thou see Ifl:z.e when he shines forth by day, and l)t when he enters in by night. The House of (6) 

Atum, mayest thou live therein, and not perish within it for ever. In the year 28, Phamenoth 12, 

"The Night of the Favourite of the Osiris Buchis", in the time of the majesty of the King of Upper 

and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands ( )I ; ( 7) Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems ( )\, 

there appeared Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, who was born of the Great 

Cow, Tenen unitedf with the Eight Gods. He is Amlin who goes on his four feet,g (8) the imageh 

of Mentu, Lord of Thebes, the Father of the Fathers, the Mother of the Mothers, who formed the 

Ennead, who renews the life of every one of the gods. i He is the image of Onnophris, the justified1 

the sacred image of the Ba of Rer, the bik n nb (9) in .......... He came to Hermonthisi in the 

goodly festival of the twentieth day of Pakhons, .the festival of Mentu, Lord of Hermonthis, his 

seat of eternity. He reached Thebes, his place of installation, (10) which came into existence afore

time, beside his father, Nun the Old. He was installed by the King himself in year l, Phamenoth 

19. The Queen, the Lady of the Two Lands ( )\,the goddess who loves her father, (u) 

rowed him in the barque ofk Amlin, together with the boats of the king, all the inhabitants of 

Thebes and Hermonthis and priests being with him. He reached Hermonthis, his (12) dwelling

place, on Mechir 22 (sic!).1 The length of his life was 24 years, l month, and 8 days. His Ba went 

up to heaven as Rer. He was buried therein in one day. Ceremonies were performedm (13) for his 

Ka at every good festival, by his true servant, his delight, his true libationer, who makes his liba

tions, the baron and count, priest of Mentu, Lord of Hermonthis, Rer-Horakhte, and his Ennead, 

priest of the Osiris (14) [Buchis],n Lord of the House of Atum, Kalasiris·,0 son of Pa-Amen-Pwny 

(?),born of Ta-senty, that he might be granted life for ever in life, stability, and well-being." 

Notes. 

• ~ ~ (~.t.t~2_T£); cf. Ree. XXVIII. 205; XXXIII. 178; and below Section V, p. 32. 
~-.;:a 

b m r £ g : the l 6th day of the lunar month. 

c i.e. may he settle down on the stela. In this connexion it is not without interest to recall 

that this stela was found in position in the niche before the burial. At the foot of the stela, and on 

top of the stone slab on which the stela stood, were remains of a mask or figure of painted plaster. The 

pieces were far too fragmentary and crushed to be fitted together or reconstructed in any way, but at the 

time it seemed probable that they came from the head or the body of a bull-the fragments accorded 

far more with the head and crown of a bull than with a human figure. Further traces were found 
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on the top of the stela, which was still standing upright; and hence it seems as though the mask was 

originally placed on top of the stela as though to exemplify this passage (Vol. I. chap. xv and XVI). 

cl Reading !J,nm 'Imn jJw ngm r fnd·k. Another possibility is to read !J,nm 'Imn ngm, &c., Amlin, 

as a wind god, himself being considered to be the wind ( cf. Sethe, Amun, Kap. 14). 

e ~ 0 ~ = Rer (Wb. d. iig. Spr. II. 302). 

r Read dmg m sp. For the discussion of the significance of these titles and epithets of Buchis 

see Sections VI and VII. 

g See note j on 9, 7. 
h ~: ssp-rn!J. 

; ~ :f:n:3:: r-sy (Wb. d. iig. Spr. II. 453; Gardinet, Gram., § 205, l). 
---<I>-

' 

i Read 'Iwnw-smr (cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. I. 54; Rochemonteix-Chassinat, Edfu, I. 294; II. 18). 

It is peculiar that the festival of Mentu should be celebrated in Pakhons. 

k 0 probably for /WVVVV\ , a Ptolemaic variant of the indirect genitive. For A = imn, cf. Wb. d. 
-\\ a\\ U 

iig. Spr. I. 83, 84. For the significance of this journey of Cleopatra's see Tarn's chapter on Cleo-

patra in the Cambridge Ancient History (C.A ;H. X. 36).1 

1 Since no year date is given it is reasonable to assume that Buchis reached Hermonthis in the 

same year as he was installed. Hence there is probably an error here, and possibly we should read 

third month of Prt (Phamenoth) instead of the second month. ' Thus, four days would elapse 

between the installation at Thebes and his arrival at Hermonthis. 

m LQ::o>.. ~ __:_ 'JEl, cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. 202. 

n Restore in the lacuna cj} ~. There is hardly room for the addition of ntr r J, though 

that is what one would expect. 

0 ~ n T : Kalasiris: this man is not the Kalasiris of the Rhind Bilingual Papyrus, though 

the latter bore similar titles and was a so a priest of Buchis. He does not seem to have even been 

of the same family, and is apparently his successor. The funerary papyrus of our Kalasiris is now 

in the British Museum (Papyrus Clot Bey, B.M. 9995 = Budge, Book of the Dead, Facsimiles of 

the Papyri of Hunefer, &c., pp. 39-43, and 3 plates).2 In B.M. 9995 only the name of Kalasiris 

and his mother is given. The name of Ta-senty is speiled ~ ~ ~ ~ ~; but there can be no doubt 

that the Ta-senty of the papyrus and this stela are one and the same person. Is there any significance 

in the fact that so many men with the name of Kalasiris are connected with Buchis? In addition 

to the two men mentioned in this stela, in B.M. 9995, and Pap. Rhind, two other men, bearing 

the same name, are known to have had some connexion with Buchis (see below, 17, 2. 3). For 

other occurrences of the same name see Spiegel berg, Eigennamen ( = Dem. Studien, I), * l 7, No. I o 5 ; 

Die Sagenkreis des Petubastis, 62*, No. 438; A'.Z. XLIII. 87; and Griffith, Rylands Papyri, p. 233, 

A. 17. Cf. too, the article "Die Hermotybier" by Struve in Griffith Studies, pp. 369-72. . 

14. STELA OF AUGUSTUS. Sandstone: height 77 cm. (Pl. XLIII) 

C. "Utterance by the Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House of Atum, united with the 

Ba of Him-who-is-on-[his]-bier." 

dmd lzr b1 bnti-1tt [j]: compare 8, B; 9, 2, and the note thereon. 

1 To be published early in 1934. I am much obliged to Professor Adcock for the exact reference. 

2 Found in Thebes and bought in 1852 from the representatives of Clot Bey. 
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F. The king stands before Buchis and offers the fields: "Offering the fields to his noble father 
that he may be granted life." 

G. "(1) Year 7(?), [Pakhons?] 17(?) (or 18?),a [under] the majesty of the King of Upper and 
Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands (Augustus)!; Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (Caesar)! there 
appeared Buchis, (2) the living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer. He was bomb in Hermonthis, and 
[He-who-was-born-of-]the-Great-Cow was his name.c (3) The length of his life was 17 years 
and 59 days, and they became very pure<l in Epep, day? .. (4) day 16, in the third hour of the night. 
Hail Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House of Atum ! Mayest thou be glorious; mayest 
thou be powerful; (5) may thy Ba be stable; mayest thou grow young like the moon; mayest thou 
walk about on earth. Mayest thou be united with the Disk, and may the rays (6) of Rer be beautiful 
in thy body. Mayest thou settle down on [thy] image, and may it make excellent thy condition. 
May Amlin breathe forth (7) sweet breath into thy nostrils. The Ba of Rer causes thy Ba to live, 
the Ba of Shu endues thy nostrils. Anubis, imi-wt, (8) makes pleasant thy bones for thee; He-who
is-on-his-hill, he unites thy limbs, his arms are [raised) to thee with the divine wrappings which 
are loosed from the body of the Great God. (9) Mayest thou go forth to the Neshmet-barque, 
mayest thou embark on the divine boat on that day of Sokar's rowing. Mayest thou come forth 
by day and never be repulsed. (ro) Mayest thou settle downe in [any] place at thy heart's desire. 
Mayest thou walk about freely in the House of Atum, being praised by (u) the gods who are in it.£ 
Mayest thou see If"/:t when he shines forth by day, and [)t when he enters in by night. "The Great 
One",g great in Hermonthis, (12) he makes thy body great; mayest thou receive cool water from 
his hands. The House of Atum, mayest thou live therein, and never perish within it." 

Notes. 
a The exact date of birth is quite uncertain owing to the damaged state of the stone. The 

figure given here has been obtained by calculation based on the age of the bull and the certain 
details of the life of the following bull. The whole question of the fixing of this date and other 
difficult chronological details of the life of this bull are discussed in detail in Section V, pp. 32, 33. 

b ~}~I ( = ~l)ffi r ~ = ~}tt~cTq. 
c Ms n has apparently been omitted after 'Iwnw Mntw. The first signs are none too clear, but 1ht 

suits the traces. There is not room for either ms or ms n, neither do the traces suit. 
d The pronoun in ljpr·sn can only refer to the bull's age. The whole phrase is apparently a 

euphemism for "he died". 

e -y/. _/), <::::::7>: cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. III. 287. 

r Read ntrw imiw·s, .~being an error for~. 

g ~ ~ ~ must be a nam€ or title of Amlin. Cf. Pap. B.M. 9995, sheet 3. The whole passage 

from Anubis (1. 7), &c., to the end is repeated almost word for word in Pap. B.M. 9995, sheet 3. 
Cf. note o, on 13, 14. 

15. STELA OF TIBERIUS. Sandstone. (Pl. XLIV) 

B. "He who was born of the Great Cow." 

C. "Utterance by the Osiris Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer, the living 
manifestation of Rer." 
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B is probably not a separate inscription, but should follow immediately after whm rnlj n R r as 

in the other texts. 

F. The king stands before Buchis, and offers the fields : " Offering the fields to his father that 
he may be granted life." 

ir has been omitted from irj di rnlj. 

Vertical Inscription behind Buchis. 
"(1) Hail Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House of Atum, there comes to thee (2) Anubis, 

imi-wt, Lord of T1-ef,sr, that he may give thee a goodly burial on the west of (3) H ermonthis. Mayest 
thou enter in and come forth ; may thy heart be glad ; mayest thou be prosperous in peace; mayest 
thou see (4) the styt of him whose heart is tired (Osiris). Mayest thou come forth in the following 
of Osiris, (5) without ever being turned back on thy way." 

G. " (1 ) Year 2, Epep 29 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands 
(Augustus)!; Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (Caesar)!, beloved of (2) the Osiris Buchis, Great God, 
Lord of the House of Atum, there came forth the Ba of Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifesta
tion of Rer, who was born of the Great Cow. (3) The day on which he was born of his mother was 
year 24, Epep 29 in Hermonthis. He was brought to (4) Thebes, his place of installation, [which 
came into existence] aforetime, at the side of [his father] Nun the Old. He was installed by the 
(5) king himself. They performed his installation in year 28, Paopi ro. Going in the barque (6) of 
Amlin, together with the boats of the king, all the burghers of Thebes and Hermonthis, (7) and 
prophets and priests bei.gg with him. He reached Hermonthis, his dwelling-place. (8) He who was 
born in H ermonthis, the length of his ife was 24 years . His Ba went up to heaven as (9) Rer. 
He was buried therein in four days. He placed him on his throne [that he might give] all might 
and strength to (ro) the King of Upper and Lower Egypt , Lord of the T wo Lands (Caesar)!; 
the Son of Re, Lord of Diadems (Tiberius, who is revered)! like Rer for ever and ever." 

E. THE LATE R RO MAN G ROU P 

16. STELA OF DoMITIAN. Sandstone : 75 x 52 cm. (Pl. XLIV) 

This stela has been in the British Museum since 1906. Nothing is known of its provenance 
except that it came from Thebes. The stela has not been published hitherto. Budge, Guide to the 
Egyptian Galleries (Sculpture) (1909), 283, merely records that it represents "the Roman Emperor 
Trajan ( ?) making offerings to a cow wearing the horns and plumes of Isis or Hathor" . My thanks 
are due to Mr. Sidney Smith for permission to publish this stela among the other Buchis inscrip
tions. The recognition of the true nature of the stela is due to M r. Glanville, who also made the 
first copy of the text in l 929. 

It must be pointed out that the copy on Pl. XLIV A is only a provisional one, and can be 
regarded as in no sense final. The stela is still covered to a large extent with mud which has been 
covered with celluloid in solution. Very considerable portions of the text are therefore completely 
hidden,, and it has been impossible to clean the stela in time for this volume. T hat this should be 
so is particularly disappointing in view of the very interesting and important nature of the text, 
and it is intended to publish a final copy, with translation and notes, when the stela has been cleaned. 
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The present copy and translation must therefore be regarded as provisional, and no attempt has 
been made to provide a detailed commentary on the text and readings. 

No effort, however, has been spared to make the present copy as accurate and as complete 
as possible. Mr. Glanville and I made independent collations. These were submitted to Dr. 
Junker together with two full-size enlargements of the stela, each photograph having been taken 
with a different lighting. Finally, Dr. Junker's final copy was jointly collated by Mr. Glanville 
and myself with the original and a second collation of my own, and on the result of this joint 
work the copy on Pl. XLIV A has been based. The following translation is mainly based on a 
rough translation supplied by Dr. Junker. There can be no doubt that it will be possible to obtain 
an almost complete copy of the text once the stela has been cleaned. 

"(1) Year ... , Hathor 13, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the 
Two Lands (Augustus, Caesar~, Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (Domitian, who is revered~, the 
... of this god a ( 2) ...... b the Lord of the Gods ( ?) went up to heaven. He united himself with 
the Disk c ••• on that day [on which J he ':Vent. Year 22 ..... offerings<l ( ?) ..... in Her-(3)
[ monthis] .... men and women (?)what had been ordained for hime on this day ( ?). Afterwards 
he reached Thebes in order to receive the ... of the "hidden Ba".£ (4) [The inhabitants of?] 
lfdtg rejoiced to the height of heaven ... his 'lwntyw .... him to his city, Thebes. The Great 
Cow, the Mother of Rer (5) .... on the road likewise, h many horses, i more numerous than the 
sand (nsw), troops, more numerous than the sand of the shore.i ...... (6) ..... beside the !J,nw 
of the palace. His statues were made as they had been ( ?), k [each one J according to its proper 
form ( ?).1 They rejoiced in him to the sky, (7) [namely] the ... and the 'lwntyw. He was led 
into the rwty-smr. His head was adorned with the double feather crown.m The king ordered that 
he should be ... n to Thebes, the sacred stall0 (8) of his living body. His bdbt was made .... his 
feather crown, Wind (Breath?), Light . . . Hermonthis and the beautiful Thebes were united in 
drunkennessP and [the noise] was heard in heaven. Then he turned back to his city in joy in order 
to assume his throne (9) in life for ever,q while he stoodr on his srb-throne, and his kingdom had 
the duration of that of Rer.s His Ka took the form of a bull, his body grew young, he repeated 
his birth, [namely] Buchis, the living Ba of Rer. He went and he came, and he brought rejoicing. 
( ro) . . . . May he give the kingdom of Rer in heaven, and the years of Shu in carryingt the sky 
to the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands (Augustus, Caesar)J, (11) the 
Son of Rer (Domitian, who is revered~, while he lives on the throne of Horns, who is at the head 
of the Kas of all living beings, like Rer for ever and ever." 

Notes. 
a The reading seems reasonably certain, though all these signs are covered with mud. Ntr pn, 

however, is somewhat doubtful, and the horizontal sign above is quite uncertain: restore 61 b1 
"the soul of this god"? 

b The name and some titles of Buchis are undoubtedly to be restored in the lacuna; possibly 
we should read "Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation of Rer". 

c Read snsn·nj itn. The reading of the following signs is quite uncertain; Junker suggests dm. 
a Reading rb for rb1? The remainder of the phrase is quite obscure. 
e Read m wrJ-tw nj. Another possibility is m wdt·nj (rel. form) "that which he had ordered". 
f Read bJ imn. It is also possible to read bw imn "the hidden place". 

J 
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f Junker reads W1st, but the original does not confirm this. The top of the sign is obscured, 

but it does not resemble the form off later in the line or in lines 4 and 7. W1st, however, is what 
one would expect. 

g After pt read nbt. It is difficult to imagine exactly what verb should be read here. These lines 
are clearly occupied with a description of the bull's ceremonial progress, and possibly we should 
read that the bull was "accompanied" or "led" to Thebes. It is hardly possible that we should 
translate 'lwntyw as "Nubians". Is it at all impossible that, in spite of the masculine determinative, 
we have here' lwntyw "female musicians" (Wb. d. iig. Spr. I. 55)? If this is so we may have a possible 

explanation of nbt, which is reminiscent of <fP~ ! nbtyw (Wb. d. iig. Spr. II. 242), the minor 

goddesses in the train of Hathor, who acted as musicians. The absence of a determinative is 
puzzling, however, but this may be solved when the stone is cleaned, when the tall sign after nbt 

may prove to be,, as in line 6 (the determinative to nhm). It is therefore possible that the passage 
describes the musician priestesses who helped the rejoicings in the triumphal procession of Buchis. 
It need hardly be pointed out that at present this is sheer conjecture. 

h Read = ~: ~ ~ r mitt fry. 1 

i Read brp-~nw: cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. 329. 
i Read r sr n wef,b. 
k Read ~m1·n·tw sspwj mi wnn·sn. / 
1 Read twt r irwj. J~nker translates: "twt in seiner wahren Gestalt." 

m Read iw bnk tpj m swty. 1 1 i 1 ~ is a play on the well-known use of S for 7. For bnk cf. Wb. 
d. iig. Spr. III. l 18. 

n The reading of the verb is doubtful. At present ~ suits the traces best, but no verb brd is 
known. Possibly O may be the correct reading, and we may have a late spelling of bnd, with the 
meaning "to go" (cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. 313). If this be so, the determinative may be due to the 
fact that the verb refers to the ceremonial procession. 

0 Read ih(w) gsr. 
P Read bp(r) 'lwnw-smr W1st nfr lmm m sp n nwb. 
q Read rnj s(w) r niwtj m ndm-ib r ssp nstj m rnb dt 
r Read iw rbrf. 
s Read rbrw n Rr. 
t Read tw1. 

No useful purpose would be served, at present, in translating the minor inscriptions. The 
cartouches and the vertical inscription behind the king are absolutely illegible, and much of the 
text of B and Fis still uncer~ain. C, however, is clear, and reads: "The Osiris Buchis, Great God, 
Lord of the House of Atum." 

17. STELA OF ANTONINUS Prns. Sandstone: height 8 5 cm. (Pl. XLV) 

B. "Osiris, Great God, Lord of the House of Atum." 

G. ''(1) Year 4, Hathor 4, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of 
the Two Lands (Augustus, Caesar, Titus, Aelius, Hadrian)!; Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (2) 
(Antoninus, who is revered, Pius)J, there came forth Buchis, the living Ba of Rer from the byre 
of Kalasiris,h (3) the son of Kalasiris. Year 7, Hathor 8, after three years and four days, his Ba 

D 
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flew up (4) to heaven, to the star '1:, which judges righteously, c liked Dwn-r·wi. e Hapi, Amset, 

Duamutef, and Kebehsenuf are equipped, (5) without anything being too large or too small. Thy 

heart remains in its proper place/ and abides always, g (6) without ever being moved.h His mother, 

the Great Cow, appeared on her throne, (7) 'the daughter of Isis' men call her.; Mayest thou 

receive libations and incense like . . . . . . . . . . . .. the Primeval Gods who created A tum)" 

Notes. 
a SJ: "cattle stall, stable", contrasted with pr the house of men ( cf. Wb. d. ilg. Spr. IV. I3; 

Mariette, Dendera, III. 25). 

h Kalasiris: cf. the same name in I3, I4 and the note thereon. 

c ~ ~ ~ ~ (~>=an error for~ n ~ (Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 406). The writing has probably been 

influenced by the star name~~~ ei y (Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 209), and <: > must stand for y . 
d m snt-r: Junker, Grammatik, § 227. 

e The Ba of Buchis flies up to heaven like Horus, or a falcon. 

f Read l;,ri-mkt·k mn·ti l;,r mktj. For l;,ri-mkt "heart", cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. III. I34; A.z. XLV. 

I I6. For mkt cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. II. I6I. For the whole phrase see Wreszinski, Wien, III. 2: 

smnj ib·i ftr mktj: "may he establish my heart in its proper place" (J.); and compare Davies, 

Rock Tombs of El Amarna, VI, pl. 33. 

g T ~ ~ e= ~ : apparently an attempt to write m ef,tj r (or r-r) btf, "from morning to night" 
~( o~=G I 

or "always" (Wb. d. ag. Spr. III. 359). 

h Read r-r dt (cf. Junker, op. cit., § 239). 

; Read T1 frit 'lst k1·tw r rn·s. 

j Cf. Sethe, Amun, §§ 78, 100. 

18. STELA OF VALERIAN. Sandstone: height 65 cm. (Pl. XLV) 

"(I) Year 7, a Pharmuthi I, under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord ()f 

the Two Lands (Valerian)!; Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems, there came forth Buchis (2) the living 

Ba of Re< from the byre of . . . . . . . . . . In the year 4, Tobi I, of .... h after (3) years 10 + ? ? ? 

his Ba flew up to heaven to=::: , who judges righteously, like (4) Dwn- r·wi. Hapi, Amset, Duamutef, 
I 

and Kebehsenuf are equipped, without anything being too large or too small. (5) Thy heart 

remains in its proper place, and abides always, without ever being moved (6) from the place from 

which thou earnest forth." 

Notes. 
a Year I is also a possible translation, but see below, Section v, p. 34· 

h See Section V, p. 34. 

19. STELA OF DIOCLETIAN. Sandstone: height 68 cm. (Pl. XLVI) 

B. "There comes the Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House [of Atum]." 

G. "(I) Year 4, Phamenoth 20, ... the third hour of the night, under a the majesty of the King 

of Upper and Lower Egypt (Augustus, Caesar)!; Son of Rer, (2) Lord of Diadems (Probus??),h 

there came forth Buchis, the living Ba of Re< from the byre of Ifr-nriw-n-br (? ?), the man of ( ?) 

Ta-shym, (3) Year I2 of (Nrs, Diocletian)!; Year II of (Maximianus)!; Year 4 of (Caesar)!, (4) 

(Maximianus)j, whose names are revered, Hathor 6, after I6 years, 9 months, 6 days, and 8 hours 
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of days his Ba flew up to heaven, (5) to c:-1, who judges righteously, like Dwn- r·wi. Hapi, Amset, 
.,.___.. I 

Duamutef, and Kebehsenuf are equipped, without anything being too large or too small. c Thy 

heart remains in its proper place, and abides always, without ever being moved.d (6) H is mother, 

the Great Cow, ........... the Primeval Gods, (7) who created Atum." 

N otes. 
11\JL. ~ 

a ffe = "!Jr ?; lJVL = =; Jf'' = ®· 

h See below, Section V, p. 34. 
c Read fttm·ti nn iJ in. C7 = ~ = flt, l;,d; cf. ftdi, Wb. d. ag. Spr. III. 205. 

d For the reading see the parallel passages in Inscriptions I7, I8. 

20. STELA OF AN UNKNOWN ROMAN EMPEROR. Sandstone. (Pl. XLVI) 

For discussion of the possible position of this stela in the series see Section V, pp. 34, 35. 

A. "(I) Hail Osiris Buchis, Great God, Lord of the House of A tum. (2) He brings thy Ba to thee 

and is not distant from thee. a" 1 

N ote. 
a Read nn l;,rj r·k. 

B. "(r) M ayest thou live, and may thy Ba come into existence, (2) mayest thou grow young, 

and may thy limbs grow young." 

C. "(I) Year 33, (2) under the majesty of the King of U pper and Lower Egypt, the L ord of the 

Two Lands (?Augustus?)!; Son of Re<, Lord of Diadems ( ..... )j, (3) Lord of the gods, who made 

the goddesses. He was born a in Thebes, his motherh being Ti-Aset. (4) He was brought to 

Hermonthis ...... c in the year 39. He was firm ( ?) [in?] the templed ( ?) (5) in the great festival 

in the Theban Nome of Rere at the New Year. (6) [Year] f 37, Hathor 8, the seventh hour of the day, 

his Ba entered (7) [heaven?].g [His] reign was 24 years, 8 months, ~o days, and 7 hours (8) . . ... 

may he give all life, stability, well-being, health, andjoy like Re< for ever and ever." 

N otes. 

a rdi·tw:f r t1: cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. II. 467, B.g. 

b Cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. II. 436. 
c This passage is somewhat obscure, and probably stands in need of emendation. Daressy's 

translation, "qui le vit, son ame rejouit" , is difficult to justify philologically. Possibly we should 

emend ir·w s!Jn j (m? ) msb1( ?) " he was installed with joy"(?). Cf. the spelling of s!Jn "to settle down, 

alight upon" in I3, 2; I4, 6. 
d The reading and translation of this passage is quite doubtful. Possibly we should read 

rwg·nj (m) wb1 ( ?) : i.e. he was established (installed) in his shrine ( ?). 

e See note a on line 5 of the transcription (Pl. XLVI A). Spt-ft1t seems to suit the traces best , 

but I cannot find any other instances of spt-l;,1t n R r. Should we translate "the great festival of 

Re< in the Theban Nome"? For spt-l;,1t, cf. Sethe, A mun, § 93. 

f It is also possible to read " Year 3I": see further Section V, p . 35. 

g Emend r"IJ, b1j [r pt]. 
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F. A STELA OF THE MOTHER OF BUCHIS 

21. STELA OF COMMODUS. Sandstone: 58·5 x 39 cm. (Pl. XLVII) 
The scene shows Isis standing between the dead cow and the king who is offering incense. 
B. "Utterance by the Great Cow, who bore Rer, Amaunet, the Mother of Rer, Eye of Rer, 

Lady of Heaven, Mistress of all the gods." 

C. "Utter.ance by Isis, the divine mother ( ?), mistress of Hermonthis." 

D. "Offering water and incense." 

G. "(1) Year 30 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord ,of the Two Lands (Augustus)!, 
Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (Commodus)I, Khoiak 2, (2) The mother of Rer .... thelefteye(?) 
... beautiful in the night. She put on br-wryt• .. (3) Horns, the Mighty Bull, .. son (?)of the 
Great Cow ( ?), whose uraeusb is on her head c when she arrives every day.<l "Right Eye and Left 
Eye of 'The Shining One' e (4) ... "men call her by her right name/ for (?) g they ... before her. 
Great Uraeus of the Eight Gods (? ?), (5) Tngngs, h who fashions millions, Living One, Great One, 
... of Rer, in this her namei of Great Mother." 

Notes. 
a flr-wryt: the name of a crown (Budge, Diet. 535 b). 
b Read mlznyt (Wb. d. iig. Spr. II. 129). 
c Emend lzr tp·s? 
d Read m spr· s rr -nb? The strange sign after _JJ may possibly be a miswriting or equivalent of 

\) = s. 
e Read wnmt i;bt n If;yt . .. If;yt "The shining One" is an epithet of Hathor (Wb. d. iig. Spr. 

III. 15) whose right and left eyes were the sun and moon. I can offer no suggestion for the final 
words of the name. 

f Read k;·tw r k;·s m;r. Fork; "name", cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. V. 92. 
g Emend gr ntt? 
h Tngngs (Dngngs): the Uraeus (Wb. d. iig. Spr. V. 471). 
i Read m rn·s pf. 

.. 

II. MISCELLANEOUS BUCHIS INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE BUCHEUM 

22. A miniature, private stela, covered with a pink wash. The majority of the minor inscriptions 
at the top are merest scratches, and the transcription is very doubtful in many cases. I am unable 

to produce a connected translation of the main text. From below the Superstructures. Limestone: 
height 14 cm. (Pl. XLVII) 

23. Green faience nmst vase, found in the Bucheum dump (Pl. LXXXV). Under the spout are two 
short, vertical columns of inscription: "Son of Rer, Lord of Diadems (Nekhthorheb, beloved of 
Amen-Rer)I, beloved of the Osiris Buchis, granted life." For the form of the name of Buchis see 

further Section VI, pp. 39, 40. Dimensions: height 15 cm.; width 15 cm. (Pl. LXXXIII, l) 

24. Small bottle of lead (?),found in the Bucheum dump. Inscribed, "The Osiris Buchis". 
(Pl. LXXXVIII, 2; CLXI , 4.) 

25. Inscriptions painted on the top and front of Burial 18 (Pl. LXVIII). This buriai was excavated 
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in 1928. The inscriptions were collated by Shorter and traced by Emery. In 1929 I made two 
further attempts at collation, but the paint had suffered so badly from weathering that hardly 
a single sign remained clear. This is most regrettable, for it is clear that the original collation is 
imperfect. The copy of inscriptions on the front of the sarcophagus is taken from a rough copy in 
Shorter's notes, and I can therefore offer no guarantee that the spacing is absolutely accurate. 

The top. In the centre, at the end of the sarcophagus nearest the passage, is a scene of the 
Ba hovering over the mummified Buchis, lying on a shrine; Isis and Nephthys kneel to the right 
and left respectively. The texts are too broken to permit of a connected translation. On the right, 
after some obscure opening phrases which contain a reference to the Mrngt-boat, we read, "he makes 
young thy bones, he makes t~y flesh to flourish (frij "f!.sw·k; rnpj lzrw·k) ..... in the hole of life. 
The chief of the Westerners, he makes . . . for the gods and goddesses." On the left : "The Eye 
of Atum, when he rises, the left eye of Rer (?),in the Underworld (? or "in the West"). He hath 
promoted (?read sJ.ni) the Msktt-boat ....... in thy styt. He hath caused [thy] Ba to live .... . 
the Mrngt-boat when it shows itself in Mmw ..... " 

The front of the lid. A central rel~f shows a scarab on a shrine, flanked by two figures of Buchis, 
also on shrines, to the right and left of which stand Thoth and Horns. I can make very little sense 
of the remains of the texts. 

26. INSCRIBED BLOCK OF PTOLEMY III. Sandstone: 50 x 23·5 x 14·5. (Pl. xux) 

BC" ... millions of Heb-sed festivals, hundreds of thousands of years to the Rer-Horus, whose 
face gods and men adore; Nbti mighty one, who protects the gods; Horns of Gold, great of strength, 

sovereign like Rer ; King of Upp er [and Lower Egypt] . . . . '' 
DA. " ... in the course of every day in the temple of the Osiris, the beneficent Ba, the living 

Ba of Rer, manifestation [of Rer] ... " Below this line are two lines of Greek, which read: 

[ vrr ]ep ~o:crt/..ec.uc; ffro'AEµaiov Tov DToAEµo:iov Ko:i 'Apcrtv6[ ris] 
[fo]pam2t [ ? L'lt]ocrK[opic.u]v. 

On behalf of King Ptolemy son of Ptolemy and Arsinoe 
[dedicated] to Sarapis by Dioskorion. 

We are indebted to Professor Hunt for this translation and the emendations. Professor Hunt 
considers the emendation .LliocrKopiwv probable, though he knows of no instance of the name as 

early as this. 

44. HIERATIC GRAFFITI ON A JAR FROM THE BAQARIA. (Pl. Liii) 

These graffiti have already been published in L.A.A.A. XVI. 9, and Figs. 8 and 9 on p. IO. 

In a description of Burial A.B. l ( = No. 30) we read: "All these pots were broken into many 
fragments, and it was not . until we had begun to restore them that we found that one pot which 
was incomplete bore two hieratic inscriptions. Search was made for the missing fragment, and 
we ultimately discovered this close to the surface at the north-west corner of the inner court." 

The translation is : 
"The purifications of the bones of the Mother of Buchis." 
"Y p . " ear 2, aop1 ... . 
"Year 9, Hathor .... " 
"Year ...... " 

It is strange to find dockets of at least three different years on a single pot. 
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45. BRONZE SITULA. (Pl. LXXXV ; CLXI, I) 

Found in the Bucheum dump. 

Main Inscription : 
(1) "Utterance by the Osiris, the scribe of Amlin, Petemestous, justified, son of Hor, justified, 

(2) born of the Mistress of the House, Nhms-Rr-t1·wi. Thou hast water, thou hast water, 0 Osiris. 

Thou hast (3) water, 0 Osiris Petemestous, justified. Thou hast water from everlasting to ever

lasting. Thou hast (4) millions of [jars of] ointment, and hundreds and thousands of [vessels of] 

Mkrm. Thou hast water from the Great Lake." 

Round the Rim: 

"The Osiris, the scribe of Amlin, Petemestous, justified, son of Hor, justified, born of the 

Mistress of the House, Nhms-Rr-t1·wi, justified, may thy Ba live!" 

Minor Inscriptions: 

A. "The Osiris, the scribe of Amlin, Petemestous, justified, son of Hor, justified .. " 

B. "Osiris, Chief of the West, Great God, Lord of Abydos, Lord of Eternity, Ruler of Ever-

lasting.'' 

C. "Isis the great, the divine mother." 

D. "Horns, son of Isis, and of Osiris, the Great God." 

E. "The Osiris, the scribe of Amlin, Petemestous, justified, son of Hor, justified." 

F. "His eldest son, his beloved, Amenhotep." 

G. "Offering incense and libations." 

III. THE OFFERING-TABLES 

A. BUCHIS OFFERING-TABLES 

27. MINIATURE OFFERING-TABLE. Granite. (Pl. XLIX A) 

Found in the Bucheum Superstructures in 1928. The fragments of this offering-table have been 

lost, and no photograph is extant. No dimensions are given, and the copy on Pl. xux A is taken 

from a rough hand-copy of Shorter's: the spacing, therefore, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate. 

The king mentioned in the offering-table is probably Nekhthorheb. The form of the name of 

Buchis is probably the same as that on the nmst-vase of Nekhthorheb (No. 23; Pl. Lxxxv). Possibly 

we should read [iw] n·k mw .. , "Thou hast water .. " after "The Osiris Buchis" in the largest 

fragment. 

28. Sandstone: 38 x 35 cm. (Pl. xux.) Bought in the village. 

Line I. (AB) " ... in Thebes ... (BC) ... priest of the temple of ... bull who is in Tod .... 

(CD) ... embalmer, purifier ... " 

Line 2. (AB) "in Hermonthis, Hor, justified, son of the embalmer, priest .... (BC) receiving 

offerings .... of the Lady of the house; i!zy of Mentu, Lord of Hermonthis, Ta-en-heh ( ?). (CD) 

.. son of the !znk-nwn-priest ... " 

The transliteration of !znk-nwn is uncertain, and may also -be either !znk-nww, or simply !znk. 

The title is that of a priest in Hermonthis (Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. l 18); cf. also the statue of Ahmes, 
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son of Smendes (Cairo 37075), who is bnk-nwn m 'lwnw-smr (see below, p. 48) . The fact that 

a number of offering-tables from the Bucheum bear this title may possibly indicate that it was used 

by priests of Buchis, but in the present state of our knowledge this is by no means certain. 

29. Sandstone: length 44 cm. , (Pl. L.) Found near the Bucheum. 

"The bnk-nwn, embalmer, purifier of the god, P-sheri-aa-pehti, the elder, son of Nes-Hor, 

t " ms _nw .. 

30. Sandstone fragment. (Pl. L.) From 200 A.V. 

(1) "The !znk-nwn, embalmer ... (2) Hail Osiris .... " 

31, 32. Sandstone fragments of offering-tables, both from 200 A.V. (Pl. LA) 

32, at least, is probably a fragment of 29. T hese four fragments of offering-tables would seem 

to indicate that some of the graves in Cemetery 200 were of priests of Buchis. 

33. Sandstone: 53 x 43 cm. (Pl. L) (Buch. II) 

(AB) "Hail Osiris Buchis, Great God, (BC) Lord i of the House of Atum! The green Horns-eye 

protects thee, it guards thee. In peace, in peace, in the House of Atum. (CD) May the gods receive 

thee in the Hall of the Two Truths. (DE) Mayest thou partake of offerings within the Great 

House. (AJ) Hail Osiris Buchis, Great God, (JH) Lord of the House of Atum! Take unto thee 

that which comes fo[,th from Nun, that thy heart may be glad [therewith]. Mayest thou drink 

with thy throat (fobt), mayest thou eat (HG) with thy mouth. Mayest thou receive bread from the 

arms of the (GE) Primeval Gods, and Coming-forth-at-the-voice-Offerings of bread, incense, and 

beer every day." 

34. Sandstone: width 53 ·3 cm. (Pl. L) (Buch. 7 or 8) 

(AB) "Mayest thou receive numerous offerings, without limit, (BC) Osiris Buchis, Lord of the 

House of Atum. Mayesf thou partake of these thy offeripgs together with a (CDE) the Ennead 

which belongs to thee. (AJ) Mayest thou receive libations and incense sweet of smell. (JH) May 

thy Ba meet thy Sbm. 'The Arm of the 81-mrj'b is in my hand (HG) as I gladden thy majesty 

with (GF) what thou desirest ." 

Notes. 
a Read m-rb. 
h The name of an incense burner. 

35. Sandstone: 27 x 27 cm. (Pl. L) (Buch. 19) 

(AB) "Mayest thou receive (BC) libations and incense sweet of smell. (CD) May thy Ba meet 

thy S!Jm. 'The Arm of the 81-mrj' is in my hand (DE) as I gladden thy majesty with what-thou 

desirest. Mayest thou live and receive -offerings ( ?) without end, 0 Osiris Buchis, (EF) Great 

God, Lord of the House of Atum ............... the Primeval Gods." 

36. Sandstone: width 53·3 cm. (Pl. LI) (Buch. 7 or 8) 

(AB) "An offering which the king gives to the Ka (BC) of •••. Buchis, (CD) Great God, Lord 

of the House of Atum, consisting of bread, beer, and every .... thing, (DE) gladdening the king 

every day, from the hand of Amenopet, every tenth day." 

(JH) "Libations ..... and incense in the course of (HG) [every] day, running water ..... 
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(GF) ..... for the Ba of Rer in Hermonthis, a who rests in the House of Atum, (EF) which is to 
the south of Medinet Habu, and the reception of bread every tenth day." 

Note. 
a Read 'lwnw Mntw. 

B. COW OFFERING-TABLES 

37. Sandstone: 46 x 42 cm. (Pl. LI) (Baq. P. 25) 
(EF) "An offering which the king gives, consisting of food, provisions, and every good thing, 

(FG) for the Great Cow, who bore Rer, whose name is called Ti-Aset. (GH) The man of 1)1mt 
before Osiris, Great [God], chief (HJ) of the Necropolis, for the duration of Eternity." 

(ED) "An offering which the king gives, consisting of bread, wine, cattle, and birds (DC) [to] 
the Great Cow, who bore Rer, the mother of Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, the manifestation <?f Rer. 
W1!z-ib-Rr in joy for ever." 

This is the only offering-table which can be dated with any ·Certainty. The cow Ti-Aset is 
known to be the mother of the bull of Inscription I2 (p. II; Pl. XLII) which died in 77 B.C. 

Assuming that the cow died some little time before the bull, and that this offering-table was made 
at its death, it is probable that this offering-table is to be dated to 90-80 B.C. approximately. 

Wah-ib-Rer is very probably the possessor of the cartonnage B.M. 6969 (see J.E.A. XVII. 
227-8; pls. LY, LVII). Wah-ib-Rer was a !zri-sstJ of the Osiris Buchis. B.M. 6969 has not hitherto 
been dated with any accuracy, but in the discussion of its dates good reason was advanced for its 
not being any earlier than I45 B.C. On the evidence supplied by this offering-table, however, the 
cartonnage may reasonably be dated to about 60 B.c. 

38. Sandstone: 50 x 42 cm. (Pl. LI) (Baq. P. 26) 
(AB) "May the king make an offering (BC) of all good, pure, and sweet things, for the great 

mother, the Great Cow, who bore Rer, (CD) consisting of incense and libations." 
G-D similar. 

39. Sandstone: 32 x33 cm. (Pl. LU) (Baq. P. 20) 
(AB) "An offering which the king gives to (BC) the Great Cow, who bore Rer, who is in the House 

of Atum, consisting of libations, (CD) bread ( ?), wine, and milk in the course of every day." 
( G F) "An offering which the king gives to (FE) the great mother of the l\1ighty Bull, consisting 

of libations, bread, beer, cattle, (ED) birds, and incense upon the fire." 

40. Sandstone: 39·5 x39·5 cm. (Pl. LU.) Bought in the village. 
(AB) ... Hathor, the Great (BC) Cow, who bore Rer again. May thy Ba live (CD) for ever, 

mayest thou grow young for ever. ' 

(AF) ... Hathor, Great (FE) Cow, who bore Homs, son of Isis ... (ED) ... Rer for ever. 

41. Sandstone: 28·5 x 25·5 cm. (Pl. LU.) Found in the Baqaria in I927, and probably coming 
from the entrance ( cf. L.A.A.A. XVI. 6). A translation of this text was published on the same page, 
though, by error, the translation there given is said to be that of our No. 42. 

(AB) The divine mother of Buchis in Hermonthis. (BC) Hail Great Cow, (CD) who bore Rer. 
(AF) Offering incense, libations, oblations, (FE) and offerings every day. 

42. Sandstone: 36 x 25. (Pl. Liii.) See preliminary note on 4r. A photograph of this offering-
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table was published in L.A.A.A. XVI, Pl. VII a, but the translation (op. cit. 6) is of 4r. The 
surface of this offering-table is i~very poor condition, and I have been unable to recover the 
complete text: a connected translation is therefore impossible'. 

43. Sandstone : 29 x 22 · 5. (PI. Liii.) See the preliminary note on 4 I . I have failed to make sense 
of more than a few scattered words. 

IV. OTHER INSCRIPTIONS WHICH MENTION BUCHIS 

This section does not pretend to offer a complete publication of the texts from other sites 
which mention Buchis, but simply aims at collecting, for the sake of completion, all known refer
ences to Buchis, and briefly translating or commenting upon them. It does not, moreover, aim at 
dealing either authoritatively or· exhaustively with the Demotic or Greek evidence. 

A. FROM NATIVE SOURCES 

r. THE TEMPLE OF ARMANT: published L. D. IV. 6o-4; L. D. Text, IV. I-II (date: Cleopatra VI). 
The most important scene from this temple is published in L. D. IV. 64 a ( = L. D. Text, IV. I). 

Buchis is shown standing, facing to the right. In front of him is the Queen, and behind him Mentu, 

hawk-headed, and crowned with the disk and tall plum~s, and holding the -f and 1 in his hands, 
followed by Rrt-tJ·wi: Between the Queen and the bull a small vertical column of text reads: 
"I adore thy majesty. I give praise to thy Ka, 0 Great God, self-created". The main inscription 
above the bull reads: "Buchis, the living Ba of Rer, manifestation of Rer ..... four Mentus 
joined in one, living image of (ssp-rnlj) ... White bull in tplzt ef,1r." 

Before Mentu: "Utterance by Mentu, Lord of Hermonthis, Rer-Horakhte, [Great] God, Lord 
of theTheban Nome (spt lz1t), the male members of the Primeval Gods united in one." 

Over Rrt-t1·wi: "Utterance by Rrt-tJ·wi, who is in (bri-ib) Hermonthis, Great Cow, who bore 
Rer, . . . . . divine mother of the bik n nb.'' 

The inscription behind the goddess is mainly destroyed, but the concluding phrases are complete 
and of importance: "united with the White Bull in tp!zt ef,1r". 

The following passages should be noted also : 
(i) L. D. IV. 60 d: "Utterance by Shu, the son of Rer, Great God who is in Hermonthis, 

'lwn-wr (cf. Wb. d. ag. Spr. I. 53), first born of Mentu, who appeared on his throne as 
a White Bull, that image of him with the four faces." 

(ii) L. D. IV. 6I c: "Utterance by Neith the Great, Amaunet, who bore the Primeval Gods, 
Mother of Rer" (dd mdw in Nt wrt, 'lmnt, prpr p1wtyw, mwt n Rr). . 

(iii) L. D. IV. 6I d: "Utterance by Ptah, with high plumes and sharp horns, 'lmn-wr, who came 
into existence in the beginning, who made the White Bull in tp!zt ef,1r." 

(iv) L. D. IV. 6I f: "The Great Cow, who bore Rer, Rrt-tJ·wi who is in Hermonthis." 

(v) L. D. IV. 61 g: Osiris is called "K1 lztp (~ ~ ]), Lord of the Theban Nome, who 

hides his form (imn ssmj) in Hermonthis". 
The significance of these passages is discussed more fully in Sections VI, VII, but in passing 

attention may be drawn to: 
· (a) The equation of Buchis with the four Mentus. 

E 
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(b) The identification of Buchis with the White Bull. 
(c) The identification of Amaunet, Neith, and Rrt-tJ·wi with the Jht wrt, and hence with the 

mother of Buchis (cf. Sethe, Amun, §§ 47, 57, 173, 177). 
(d) The identification of Ptah with 'Imn-wr, and the statement that Ptah made Buchis (cf. 

Sethe, op. cit. § l 14). · 

2. THE STELA OF PITHOM, lines 25-6. Spiegelberg ("Zurn Buchisstier", in Ree. XXVI. 46) con
siders that he has recognized Buchis in this stela (see Urk. II. 103, for the context and the latest 

copy), and suggests that~ X of the stela should be emended~~ = Buchis. 

3. RocHEMONTEIX-CHASSINAT, Edfu, I. 519 ( = de Rouge, Edfu, pl. 134, and cf. pl. 101). An 

inscription of the reign of Ptolemy IV gives ~ ~ ~ ~ = Q~ t "SmJ wr, Buchis in 
Hermonthis". Lefebure commenting on this passage (Sphinx, VIII. 10) concludes that this proves 
that Buchis was sacrificed. There is no evidenc.e to prove this, indeed the stelae would prove 
the contrary, unless we assume that the aged and failing Buchis was slaughtered in his extreme 
old age to make way for a new and presumably more efficient and satisfactory bull. 

4. GRIFFITH, Two Hieroglyphic Papyri from Tanis, Plate 10. A small drawing of Buchis is given. 
The bull has a black head and shoulders and a white body. 

5. MOLLER, Die Beiden totenpapyrus Rhind. Date: 9 B.C. In the description of the mummification 
(II. 4, h. 4) we read: "they boil oil (mr"f:tt) for her as is done for the mother of a sacred animal". 
The demotic version substitutes "as is done for the mother of Buchis" (cf. I. 3, h. 6-10). 

6. B.M. 6969. Date: about 60 B.C. The cartonnage of a "f:tri-sstJ of the Osiris Buchis (cf. above, 
Section III, p. 24;J.E.A. XVII. 227-8, pls. LV, LVII). 

7. DEIR ESH SHELWIT: published Champollion, Notices descriptives, I. 377-80. Date: reign of 
Hadrian. At the top of the left (southern) wall of the shrine the second scene depicts the Emperor 
offering before two seated figures. Both figures have a human body, but the head is that of a bull 
and is crowned by the disk and plumes. It is noteworthy that the plumes are not the tall, straight 
type which Mentu wears, but ostrich feathers. The first figure is called "The Osiris Buchis" 

1]1~ b.; th~ second, "The Great Cow, who bore Rer". 

8. SETHE, Amun, § 173, note I, mentions a text (Theb. T. 30 c) in which Buchis is called "Father of 
the Fathers and Mother of the Mothers". 

9. BRUGSCH, Diet. Geog. 200, refers to "Harris F. 22". This reference is quite obscure and has 
not been traced. Daressy (Ree. XXX. 10) has apparently taken this to mean "Great Harris Papyrus, 
Plate 22", but this is not so. 

10. A possible reference to Buchis may be found in a text published in Ree. XV. 162 (date uncer
tain, but certainly of the late period). The inscription is mainly concerned with some work which 
was done in the "City of the Great Bull" (Tod??), and in line 4 we find "[priest of?] Mentu, 
Lord of Her,monthis, Tnnt, 'lwnit, Rrt-tJ·wi, Hathor, Rer-Horus, the living Ba of Rer (BJ rnb n Rr), 
and the gods and goddesses of the Theban Nome (spt "f:tJt)". Since the most common title of Buchis 
is BJ rnb n Rr it seems not at all unreasonable to conclude that he is included in this list of the chief 
Theban deities ( cf. Inscr. 36, where the phrase BJ n Rr is used instead of the name of Buchis). 
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B. CLASSICAL 1 

Macrobius, Saturnalia, I. 21, is the only classical author to mention Buchis by name. We are 
much obliged to Professor A. S. Hunt for the following translation and notes: 

In the magnificent temple of Apollo at the town of Hermonthis they worship a bull which they call 
Bucis1 consecrated to the sun and distinguished by marvels according to the sun's nature. For it is 
said to change its colours every hour and it is stated to be shaggy with hair which sprouts outwards, 
contrary to the nature of all animals. Hence it is regarded as an image, as it were, of the sun shining 
into the opposite part of the heavens. 

Strabo XVII. 817 does not mention Buchis by name, but says that at Hermonthis, where men 
worship Apollo-Zeus, there was a sacred bull. There can be no reasonable doubt that this bull 
was Buchis. 

The passage from Aelian, Nat. An. XII. ii, which is quoted in L.A.A.A. XVI. 4, does not 
refer to Buchis, but to another sacred bull, Onuphis. 

C. MISCELLANEA2 

A mummy ticket in Greek which has been published by Spiegelberg (Archiv. I. 339 ff.) men
tions the Bucheum, and is deserving of quotation here. The text has been republished by Preisigke, 
Sammelbuch, I. 5538. We are indebted to Professor Hunt for the following translation and notes: . 

To Hermonthis. a Thaesis, daughter of Senthoteutes, for delivery by her son-in-law Pikosb to 
Pseneoneris, grave-digger, with a notification at the Bucheum to Pseneoneris, pastophorus 0 of the divine 
animal Buchis, that he has paid the freightage and tax and all expenses. Choiak 26. 

Notes. 
a i.e. the destination of the mummy. 
h The Greek says "the son-in-law of Pikos", but it is full of blunders, and I think there can 

be little doubt that Pikos was the son-in-law. 
c The pastophoroi were one of the lower classes of priests. 
For Greek names in which Buchis occurs see Spiegelberg, op. cit. 339-42; P. M. Meyer, 

Griechische Texte aus Aegypten, Ostr. 10, 6; 59, 4; Plaumann, Archiv. VI. 219, No. 3; Wilcken, 
Grundziige, 105; Zereteli, Archiv. V. 173, No. ~o. 

For demotic personal names see Brugsch, Thes. 1059; Pap. Berlin 3u6, 4, 10; Preisigke
Spiegelberg, Inschriften aus Gebel Silsileh, Nos. 271, 277, 281; Spiegelberg, Archiv. I. 339-42; 
Ree. XXIV. 32; and below, chapter II (Demotic Ostraca from the Bucheum). 

A mummy label in the Strassburg Museum (Pl. CIX. 4) mentions an embalmer ("f:tri-sstJ) of the 
Osiris Buchis. We are indebted to Sir Herbert Thompson for the translation of the demotic: 

"Year 20, Thoth 16-Zeho, son of Pamenhe, the chief priest ( ?) ... of the 4th phyle, (and) 
Pdje-Tuot (?), son of Nefertum, the embalmer of the Osiris Buchis. Was made (their) burial, 

b . d,, water emg poure . 
"f:t-sp 2o·t tp-'b ss 16 
Z-"f:tr s Pa-mn-"f:t 
p ( ?) r J n ( ?) wrb nt ... 
s 4-nw P~z-Twt ( ?) 

1 The text has Bacis, but Bucis is an obvious emendation.-A.S.H. 2 Also P. Land. 610, and see Vol. I, Index. 
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(5) s Nfr-tm p ~ry-sst 
wsr-Bb 
'r gr e-w w~ mw 

V. THE DATING OF BUCHIS INSCRIPTIONS 
This section is primarily concerned with two aspects of the chronology of the Buchis inscrip

tions: (1) a brief discussion of the dates which are recorded on the stelae; and (2) a study of the 
criteria which may aid in the dating of inscriptions which are not dated by the years of a king's 
reign. Under this last head we must include the style of the reliefs and decorations of stelae and 
offering-tables, and the evidence of the incidence of certain titles of Buchis, and the spellings of 
his name which occur in dated texts. The value of the titles and names of Buchis is discussed fully 
in Section VI (see especially the Analysis, p. 44). 

A. AN EXAMINATION OF THE DATES RECORDED ON BUCHIS STELAE 

1. STELA OF NEKHTHORHEB. 

Born: Year 3 (?), Thoth 16. 357 B.C. 
Installed: Year 3, Mechir 13. 357 ,, 
Died: Year 14, Khoiak 30. 346 ,, 

The chief problem in the interpretation of this stela is the possibility of the occurrence of the 
name of Nepherites in line + This question has already been discussed (see above, p. 2, note c) 
and no further remarks are necessary. Junker agrees with me that N epherites cannot be read. 

There is some doubt as to the exact date of birth. A glance at Pl. .x:xxvn will show that the 
date is incomplete, and that even the fact that the date refers to the birth of the bull is missing 
(ll. 3- 4). A comparison with the other stelae, however, can leave little room for doubt that the 
date does refer to the birth of the bull. It is not impossible that n occurred at the end of line 3, 
but the traces suit ~] rather than n. There is therefore a possibility of the bull's having been 
born in year 13 of Nectanebo I (366 B.c.), but since the bull was installed in Year 3, it is very pro
bable that its birth took place in the same year. It need hardly be added that neither the birth nor 
the installation of the bull can possibly be placed in the third year of N ectanebo I. 

2. STELA OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. 

Died: Year 4, Paopi. . . . 329 B.c. 

An interval of seventeen years elapses between the death of the bull of Nekhthorheb and the 
bull of Alexander. This is quite a reasonable age for a bull at this period, and there is no real 
reason to suspect the existence of two bulls in this interval. There is a remote possibility, it is 
true, that in the Persian Conquest Buchis may have met with the same fate as is reported to have 
been meted out to Apis (Petrie, History, Dynasties XIX- XXX, 389), but there is no evidence in 
support of this theory, and we are on fairly safe ground in placing the birth of this bull in 
346- 345 B.C. 

3. STELA OF PTOLEMY II. 
Born: Year 14, Paoni 19 (Ptolemy I). 291 B.C. 
Installed: Year 14, Mesore 2 3 ,, 29 I ,, 

Died: Year 13, Mechir 25 270 ,, 
Age: 20 years, 8 months, 13 days. 
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The months of the birth and installation of the bull are written ~ , and hence it is possible to 
read either Sm or Prt; i.e. the birth and installation might have taken place in M echir and Phar
muthi respectively. Sm, however, seems the more probable reading.1 

Edgar, in a note on this stela, writes: "If all these dates refer to the same bull, they give 
Ptolemy I a reign of 22 complete years, whereas the Canon, supported by the Stela of Amenemho, 
gives him 20 years. In fact he did reign 22 years, but for the last two years Ptolemy II was co-regent, 
and these tVi'O years were afterwards counted officially as part of his reign and not of his father's . 
But it is quite possible that for some time some of the Egyptian priests counted the reign of 
Ptolemy II as starting from the death of his father. Beloch, Gr. Gesch. IV, Part II, 170, has already 
drawn attention to a possible instance of this: " man scheint damals, kann ein Jahr nach Soters 
Tode an der Sudgrenze Aegyptens noch nicht gewusst zu haben, wie man zu zahlen hatte" . 
Tarn refers to a similar instance with regard to the death of Ptolemy XIII in relation to the mention 
of him in P. Oxy. 1629 (Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, XIV, note on N o. 1629). 

By calculation from the dates of birth and death, the age of the bull, as given in the stela, is 
six days too long. 1 

4. STELA OF PTOLEMY II. 
Only two fragments of the top of this stela remain. Since we already possess one stela of his 

reign, the last date of which is year l 3 ( 270 B.C. ), it is not unreasonable to assume that this stela refers 
to a second bull. The gap between Inscriptions 3 and 6 is 36 years , an interval sufficient for two 
bulls, each of whom lived approximately 18 years. This is a year less than the average life of the 
bulls of 3 and 6, but is no great objection. Thus the bull of No. 4 was probably born about 270 B.C. 

and died about 252. A demotic ostracon gives the death of a bull in Paopi ro in the 3 l St year 
of a king of the third century B.c. It is therefore probable that the date 252 is confirmed, and that 
it was this bull which died in Paopi ro. 

The bilingual stone (Inscr. 26) of Ptolemy III Euergetes I affords good grounds for assuming 
the existence of a bull under this king. This would be the bull whose life would fill the remainder 
of the gap, and which was probably born about 252 B.C. and died about 234 B.C., but not later. 

6. STELA OF PTOLEMY IV. 
Born: 
Installed: 
Died: 
Age: 

Year 13, Epep 20 (Ptolemy III). 234 B.C. 
Year 25, Thoth 15 (?) ,, 222 ,, 
Year 8, Paoni 12 (Ptolemy IV). 214 ,, 
19 years, ro months, 23 days. 

7. STELA OF PTOLEMY V. 
B orn: Year II , Mechir 13. 194 B.C. 
Installed: Year 24, Paopi 7. 181 ,, 
Died: Year 25, Tobi r r. 180 ,, 
Age: 14 years, ro months, 24 days. 

By calculation from the dates of birth and death the age of the bull was 13 years , ro months, 
28 days. 

The dating given here is that which is usually accepted. Recently, however, Dinsmoor has 
put forward a new scheme for Epiphanes' reign (W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, Appendix 

1 Borchardt suggests, in a letter, the reading 1lj,t, This seems quite unjustified from the philological point of view. 
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G, and Table XXVI, p. 479; see especially p. 492, n. 3 on the current theory); he makes year II 

of Epiphanes I95 B.C., and the others follow. (Tarn.) 

8. STELA OF PTOLEMY VI. 
Born: Year 25, month .. , day .. (Ptolemy V). I8o B.c. 

Bull reached Thebes: Year 2, Paopi I5. 
Civil War: Year I2. 
Installed: Year I2, Epep, 3rd Epagomenal Day. 

Died: Year I9, Tobi 7. 
Age: I7 years, 9 months, 6 days, II hours. 

I79 " 
I69 " 
I69 " 
I62 " 

The date of birth is unfortunately incomplete, but it is quite possible that Pharmuthi is to be 

read; it was certainly a month in Prt ( cf. Pl. XL A). 

Edgar observes: "Year 25 of Epiphanes =Year I of Philometor, according to the Canon and 

to other evidence. Subtract I7 years, 9 months, 6 days from Year I9, Tybi 7, and we get (not 

including the epagomenal days) Year I, Pharmuthi 2. As a matter of fact, Epiphanes was probably 

dead before Pharmuthi, so that the phrase 'under Ptolemy Philometor' would be strictly correct." 

The Civil War in I 69 is that between Philometor and his brother, which was followed by their 

joint reign. The attack of the many foreign lands refers to the invasion of Egypt by Antiochus IV 

m I69. 

9. STELA OF PTOLEMY VI AND PTOLEMY VII. 
Born : Year I9, Phamenoth 3. I62 B.C. 

Installed: Year 24, Paopi 30. I57 ,, 

Died: Year 36= Year 25, Mesore 27. I45 ,, 
Age: Years I4+x, 5 months, 20 days. 

By calculation the correct number of years in the age is I7, but there is an error of five days 

in the total length of life, as, if the age is given correctly, the bull would have died on Mesore 22. 

Inscriptions IO, II, and I2 . 

A preliminary discussion of the dates of this group is given in J.E.A. XVI. 240-I, which is 

accurate on the whole, though a few modifications are now necessary. The problem centres round 

the question whether two bulls are mentioned in each stela. The arguments against there being 

two bulls briefly are : 
(a) No other Buchis stelae mention two bulls. 

(b) The period of time covered by the stelae is too short to include five or six bulls, especially 

as the recorded ages of three of them fill the whole gap except for two months! 

(c) The supposed date of the first bull (the false bull) in each case is not the date of its death, 

but the date of the birth of the real bull-a date which is repeated twice in each text. A further 

point in support of this view may be mentioned : if there are any facts certain about these stelae 

they are that the bull of IO was "he who was born of Ti-het .... ", that the bull of I I was "he 

who was born of the Great Cow", and that I2 was "he who was born of Ti-Aset". If, therefore, 

the first recorded date on each stela refers to the death of the previous bull, we must expect to find 

that in Io it was ms n Ti-Ijnmt, in I I ms n Ti-l:zt .. , and in I2 ms n 1ht wrt, but in no case is this 

so. There can, therefore, be no possible doubt that the first date on each stela, and the word 

pr, refer only to the birth of the bull whose life-history is recorded on the stela, and the date of whose 

birth is repeated twice (except in the case of I o). 

; 

• 
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(d) The names of the extra bulls are not the names of bulls but place-names. 

(e) The names of none of the supposed bulls occur in the other stelae: this would be absolutely 

necessary were two bulls mentioned in each text . 

10. STELA OF PTOLEMY VII. 
Born: Year 26, Tobi 10 (?). I44 B.c . 

Died: Year 45, Paopi 20 (?). 125 ,, 
Age: I8 years, 10 (?)months, .. . days. · 

This is the only one of this group in which the dates of birth and death are given. T he exact 

number of days in the date of birth is not quite certain. T en at least is certain, but the actual 

figure may have included a few more days: the end of the group is destroyed. Similarly, there is 

some uncertainty as to the exact length of life. It is not at all impossible that I I months should 

be read instead of IO. No trace of the number of days remains. 

It would appear that the bulls of Inscriptions I I and I2 were recognized immediately their 

predecessors died. The bull of II was born in Year 45 , Khoiak I2. If we assume that the bull of 

ro was born on Tobi IO of Year 26, and that it died on Khoiak I I of Year 45, we obtain an age of 

I8 years, II months, and I day, a figure which is not impossible, since the number of months in 

the age may be eleven. 

11. STELA OF PTOLEMY VIII. 

Born: Year 45, Khoiak I2. I25 B.C. 

Installed: Year 5 r. II 9 ,, 
Age: 24 years, 4 months, ? days. 

By calculation the day of death must have been on or after Pharmuthi I I , IO I B.c. In order 

to agree with I2 it must have been either Pharmuthi II or I2, most probably the former. 

It is as well to discuss here a problem which concerns both this and the following stela. It will 

be noted that though the years 45 and 5I can only refer to the years of the reign of Euergetes II, 

yet the names and titles of the Pharaoh are those of Soter II. Chassinat (Edfu, V. v-xi) has stated 

that the titles of Soter II which are used here refer only to his first reign, prior to his expulsion 

from Egypt in I08-7. Whatever the situation may have been at Edfu, it is clear that this remark 

does not hold good for Armant, for the identical t itles of Soter II are used again in Inscription I2. 

We must not, however, exclude the po~sibility of scribal errors. In addition to the instance already 

noted we find that the name in the last line of II is that of Soter II, rather than that of Alexander, 

though at the time of the death of the bull (IOI) Soter was still in exile in Cyprus. Again, the 

bull of Inscription I2 is said to have been born in the joint reign of these two kings, though actually 

Soter was in exile and did not return till 88, and yet the main titles are those of Soter II. Moreover, 

the scribe was clearly puzzled in the case of I2 and left the cartouches blank. This emphasis of 

Soter cannot have been due to the king's attempting to ignore Alexander's reign, for Soter himself 

died in 80, and the bull did not die till 77. It will thus be seen that both of these stelae contain 

obvious errors, and that they do not accord with Chassinat's theory. 

12. STELA OF PTOLEMY XL 

Boni: Year I6 =year I3, Pharmuthi I2. 
Installed: Year 35, Pharmuthi r. 
Age: 24 years, 4 months, 10 days. 

IOI B.C. 

82 " 
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By calculation the bull must have died Epep 2I, 77 B.c. See above for further discussion of 
the titles recorded on this stela. 

13. STELA OF AUGUSTUS. 

No names are recorded on this stela, all the cartouches being ldt blank. The known facts are : 
Birth: Year 28, Phamenoth 28 of a king of Upper and Lower Egypt. 
Installed : Year 1, Phamenoth 18 of a king. The Queen is mentioned as taking a special part in the ceremony. 
Died: Year 1, Pharmuthi 20 of Caesar. 
Age: 24 years, 1 month, 8 days. 

It is obvious that the bull died in the reign of a Roman Emperor. The arguments in favour of 
that Emperor being Augustus are: 

(a) The bull was born in the reign of a Ptolemy. 
(b) Caesar does not bear the developed titulary which the Romans eventually assumed, nor 

is his name enclosed in a cartouche. This may indicate that the stela was set up at a time 
when the claims of the Emperor to be a legitimate Pharaoh had not been recognized. 

(c) The composite nature of the inscription which compris·es an incomplete version of the 
text of the Augustus Stela(No. I4); a part of the Later Ptolemaic Text(Nos. 10, II, I2 , I5), 
and a short inscription by a private person. 

All these facts seem to point to a period of transition when not only the formulae might be 
uncertain and broken up, but when a mere private person might venture to usurp the royal 
prerogative. 

Additional evidence in confirmation of the view that the Caesar of this text is Augustus may be 

found in the title which he bears in line r. No exact parallel to the phrase ~ ;:=t. can' be found, 
~'-.:0 

but three closely related expressions occur among the titles of Augustus, and only, apparently, 
with reference to him: 

(i) f~ ~~~~~(2~ \~~~\-D G~~rcj~rc)c1i) CGauthier, Livre des Rois, V. I8. 
LXIV = Dern. Greek Pap. B.M. 262). Gauthier gives the full references, and equates 
n p1 m(tti (.t.rn~.u.~2_'T€) with TfjS-KpaTTjCJEWS. Cf. also R ee. XXVIII. 205 . 

(ii) A. f~~~~~~~r= ~)t" ~~~ (2~ 
B. f~~~(m~~~ r =r)t " 7~~ (2:: 
(Gauthier, op. cit. 10. XXXI. A, B = Pap. Rhind. I. I, 8-9; II. 2, r.) Spiegelberg (Ree. 
XXXIII. I78) translates this expression as "der Machte, die er ausi.ibte". 

There are good grounds, therefore, for assuming that this bull was born under Ptolemy XI 
Auletes, was installed by Cleopatra VI (the Great), and died in the reign of Augustus. We thus 
obtain the following figures: 

Born: Year 28, Phamenoth 28 (Ptolemy XI) . 53 B.C. 
Installed : Year 1, Phamenoth 18 (Cleopatra VI) . 51 ,, 
Died: Year 1, Pharmuthi 20 (Augustus). 29 ,, 

14. S TELA OF AUGUSTUS. 

The difficulty in calculating the dates of this stela lies in the fact that all the dates are damaged, 
the only complete figures being those of the length of life- I7 years, 59 days. 

The date of birth seems to have been very cramped. " Year" is clear, and then three strokes 
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at the bottom of the line. A small gap follows, which is hardly sufficient for the insertion of the 
month, and then seven strokes are clear. Immediately after the age of the bull (1. 3) comes the 
phrase !J.pr·sn wrb wrt, "they became very pure", which must surely be a euphemism for "he died", 
followed by a damaged date. No year is given, and we read "Third month of Shem", after which 
come three small strokes on the lower part of the line. A very small gap follows (too big to have 
contained the number of days alone), and the next line begins with " day I6, second hour of the 
night" . 

Now, the bull in the Stela of Tiberius (No. I5) was born in the third month of Shem, day 29. 
It is reasonable to suppose that its predecessor died only a short time previously, and hence the 
mention of the third month of Shem in this stela may be significant: may it not record the date 
of the bull's death? The omission of the year and the apparent repetition of the day are both 
inexplicable. 

Assuming that the bull actually did die on Epep I6 in the twenty-fourth year of Augustus 
(the year in which the bull of Tiberius was born), we obtain by calculation Pakhons I7 or I8 in the 
year 7 of Augustus as the date of birth. This resuh suits the traces at the beginning of the stela 
fairly well. 

It is difficult to account for the gap of seven years in the sequence of the bulls. It is hardly 
likely that it was filled by a s.hort-lived bull. A possible explanation may be that Augustus did not 
pay much attention to the local native cults until some time after his accession. In this connexion 
it is worth noting that the interval between the death of this bull and that of the previous one is 
approximately twenty-four years-the average life of a bull at this period, Can this mean that 
perhaps the bull was living for the first seven years of its life in a private capacity, so to speak, 
and that it was regarded as having been born only after its official accession? T he chief dates in 
the bull's life appear to have been : 

Born : Pakhons 17 or 18, year 7. 23 B.C. 
Died : Year 24, Epep 16. 6 ;, 

15. STELA OF T IBERIUS. 

B orn: Year 24, Epep 29 (Augustus). 6 B.c. 
Installed : Year 28, Pao pi IO ,, 2 ,, 
Age: 24 years. 

It therefore follows that the bull died on Epep 29 in year 6 of Tiberius (A.D. I9) · 

16. STELA OF D oMITIAN. 

The uncertainty as to the precise meaning of the first few lines renders it impossible to deter
mine the exact date of this stela. T he first date is damaged, but undoubtedly records that the bull 

. h f "h " died during the reign of Dornitian. I am at present unable to explam t e re erence to t e year 22 , 
or " 22 years" in line 2. 

17. STELA OF ANTONINUS Prns. 
B orn : Year 4, Hathor 4. A.D. 141. 
Died: Year 7, Hathor 8. ,, 144. 
Age : Three years, four days. 

18. STELA OF VALERIAN . 

The age and date of death of this bull cannot be calculated with certainty owing to the ~ge 
being quite uncertain (it was at least IO years old when it died), and because the name of the kmg 

F 
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in whose reign it died cannot be read with certainty. Moreover, & in the texts of the Late Period 

may be either l or 7, and hence the bull may have been born in either the first or the seventh 
year of the reign of Valerian. ~ 

A possible solution is to take year 7 of Valerian as the date of birth and assume that the death 
took place in year 4 of Probus. There is no certain evidence in favour of this assumption, but it 
has the merits of giving the bull a reasonable age-21 years-and of leaving no gap between it 
and its successor, who was born in year 4 of Probus. The bull, therefore, would have been born 
in A.D. 258 and died in 279. 

19. STELA OF DIOCLETIAN. 
Born: Year 4, Phamenoth 20 (?) A.D. 279. 

(
Year 12, Hathor 6 of Diocletian. l 

Died: Year II, Maximianus. ,, 295. 
Year 4, Galerius Maximianus. 

Age: 16 years, 9 months, 6 days, 8 hours. 

By calculation the bull must have been born in year 4 of Probus, but the figures given in the 
stela contain an error, for, if the date of death and the age is correct, the bull should have been 
born on Mechir l. 

20. STELA OF AN UNKNOWN ROMAN EMPEROR. 
Owing to the difficulty in reading the names in the cartouches it is impossible to fix the exact 

date of this stela. Spiegelberg (A.z. XLV. 91-2) has attempted to prove that this stela is dated by 
an era of Augustus (so too Daressy, Ree. XXX. 10 ff.). This view can no longer be maintained. 
Not only do we already possess two stelae of the reign of Augustus, and one covering the first few 
years of the reign of Tiberius, but this stela differs so completely in style and content from those 
of the time of Augustus that it is quite clear that it must be assigned to a later period. We had 
been inclined to place it at the end of all known Buchis inscriptions and to date it as "post Dio
cletian", 1 but this view seems almost as unlikely as Spiegelberg's. 

In style, the stela has obvious connexions with the later Roman stelae, and particularly with that 
of Diocletian: note the heaviness of the modelling, the detail of the wings, and the very big stars 
above the bull. It differs from the three latest stelae in the omission of the jackals, the F=:::;:J sign, 
and the winged disk over the bull. The nature of the text, moreover, tends to render it unlikely 
that we should place this stela after that of Diocletian. It seems hardly probable that at this late 
period an entirely new formula should have been invented, or produced, and written grammatically, 
when the inscription of Diocletian shows numerous traces of degradation and misunderstanding 
of hieroglyphic. Finally, it must be noted that the only title of Buchis recorded is ntr rJ nb 'f:tt 
'Itm. This title does not occur in Inscriptions 18 and 19, and its latest occurrence is in the Stela 
of Antoninus Pius (No. 17). Since the titles have proved such a reliable guide to the dating of 
Buchis inscriptions, it seems probable that this stela is to be placed before the reign of Anto
ninus Pius, or only a comparatively short time after his death. 

The dates which are recorded in the text are of little help in deciding to what period the stela 
should be assigned. The bull was born in year 33, installed ( ?) in year 39, and lived 24 years, 

1 Our original idea was that the years of the stela were those of an era of Diocletian, which would have given A.D. 316 
for the date of birth, 322 for the installation, and 340 for the death. The fact that the death seems to have taken place in 
year 37, and not in year 57, makes this explanation exceedingly unlikely. 

l 
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8 months, 20 days, and 7 hours. But the date of death is not absolutely certain. The only clear 
figures are 37, though Daressy thought he could see an additional n. Daressy therefore assumed 
that the bull died in year 57-an attractive possibility considering the age of the bull and the date 

of its birth. Unfortunately, Datessy has failed to realize that f ~ at the end of line 5 does not refer 

to the following date but _must be taken in conjunction with the figure of the ape and must be read 

wp rnpt, "The New Year". It follows that in line 6 we must read f 0 or f 0 in the lacuna and 
0 I ' 

this restoration does not leave room for an additional ~ . It is true that the scribe may have been 

confused by the writing of rnpt at the end of line 5 and 'f:tJt-sp at the beginning of line 6 and may 
have therefore omitted the latter, but in default of further evidence it seems most likely that the 
bull died in the year 37. There is, of course, no real contradiction in the fact that a bull aged 24 
years should have been born in year 33 and should have died in year 37. An attractive explanation 
of the apparent anomaly may lie in the fact that Roman emperors frequently included within their 
reigns the years of their predecessors. I have, however, been unable to find any emperors whose 
known reigns coincided with any of the dates which are given on this stela, and we are left with 
the barren conclusion that this stela was probably erected before or about the reign of Antoninus 
Pius, and certainly before that of Valerian. 

In the Chart (Pls. CLXX, CLXXI) it will be noticed that the birth of this bull has been assigned to 
A.D. 170 and its death to A.D. 191. These figures have been obtained by taking the year 33 (date of birth) 
as the thirty-third year of Marcus Aurelius, who included the years of Antoninus Pius in his reign, 
and the year 31 (date of death) as the thirty-first year of Commodus, who included the years of 
Marcus Aurelius in his reign. It need hardly be pointed out that this involves the assignment of 
a life of some 21 years to the bull. The position of this stela on the chart must therefore be taken 
as merely provisional, and it has only been inserted here because, although the text contains 
considerable errors in the regnal years, or in the length of the life of the bull, or in both, the 
reign of Commodus seems the most likely date for the death of this bull. It cannot be stressed 
too strongly, however, that there is no date in the Roman period that agrees with the dates which 
are recorded on this stela, and that all attempts to fix its precise position and date are hypothetical. 

21. Cow STELA OF CoMMonus. 
The only date which is recorded on this stela is Mesore 2 in the thirtieth year of Commodus. 

Since Commodus reckoned his reign as commencing with the accession of Marcus Aurelius, we 
obtain the date A.D. 190. This is presumably the date of the death of the cow. 

Additional Note on the Installation of Buchis. 
It is rather difficult to explain in a satisfactory manner the great irregularity in the date of the 

installation of Buchis. In some cases the installation took place almost immediately after the bull 
was born (Nos. l and 3), but in others a very long period of time elapsed: thus in one case Buchis 
was only installed in the year before his death (No. 7), and in another case some nineteen years 
elapse between the birth and installation (No. 12). It is possible, of course, that the delay in installa
tion was due to delay in recognizing the bull as Buchis, but in view of the great period which 
elapsed in many cases this explanation hardly seems .convincing. Moreover, in No. 8, though the 
bull reached Thebes within two years of his birth, his installation and journey to Hermonthis 
seem to have been delayed for another ten years. (It must be pointed out, however, that the journey 
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to Hermonthis need not necessarily imply that the bull was installed immediately beforehand. 

Though the fact is not specifically stated, Buchis may have been installed shortly after his first 

arrival at Thebes, and the expedition to Thebes and the journey to Hermonthis are incidents quite 

unconnected with the installation. On the other hand, the passage in question may indicate that 

Thebes and Hermonthis took opposite sides in the troubles in the reign of Ptolemy VI.) Finally, 

No. 9 makes an obscure reference to the journey to Hermonthis having taken place in "the first 

year". This first year cannot have been the first year of a king, and must apparently refer to the 

official reign of the bull, the length of which is distinct from its length of life. But even in this case, 

though the events of the bull's life are described in some detail, the installation seems to have been 

delayed some five years. 
We had been inclined to suggest that these delays in the installation of the bull were connected 

with political troubles in Egypt, but this hypothesis is hardly tenable. As Mr. Tarn points out, 

No. 7 might well be equated with the troubles in Epiphanes' reign, for, though he mastered the 

Delta in 197, one might argue from the suspension of building of the Edfu temple (see Bevan, 

History of the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 239-40) that trouble lasted in Upper Egypt nearly to 186, though 

this is a little early (installation, l 8 l). Similarly, No. l 2 might be connected with the revolt of 

Thebes, 88-85; though as Ptolemy VIII mastered Thebes in 85, again 82 seems a little late. But 

there is one document to which this cannot apply, No. 6. Here the bull was born in 234 and in

stalled in 222. It seems quite certain that this, the latter part of the reign of Ptolemy III, was a time 

of profound peace, during which the army and navy went to pieces, and also that the first of the 

long series of native risings began in 216, a year after, and consequent upon, the success of the 

native Egyptian troops at Raphia in 217. If then we have to find another reason for one of the 

series, it is doubtful whether native risings can be the explanation of the rest of the series. (For 

native risings in the second century B.c. cf. Holleaux's bibliography in C.A.H. VIII. 747, § 9; 

cf. also the papyrus published by 0. Kruger in Raccolta Lumbroso, p. 316, and republished in his 

Papyri russischer und georgischer Sammlungen II). 

B. THE STYLE AND DESIGN OF THE STELAE 

The development of the reliefs affords some slight clue as to the dates of stelae, but no hard

and-fast rules can be formulated, and there are exceptions to almost every rule that we can make. 

The main characteristics of the different types are briefly: 

l. PTOLEMAIC. 

The characteristic feature of the Ptolemaic stelae is the representation of the living bull standing 

on a shrine or pedestal and facing the king who is making offering. Some further subdivisions 

are clear. 
(a) Stelaefrom 357 to 329 B.C. (Nos. land 2). The bull is not drawn in any detail and is rather 

thin; the details of the wings of the winged disk are not indicated; the horizontal inscriptions above 

the~ read towards the centre. 
(b) Stelae from 291 to 214 B.C. (Nos. 3, 4, and 6). The body and limbs of the bull are made 

much thicker than in the previous stelae; a winged disk is inserted over the hind-quarters of the 

bull; no inscriptions appear above the ~, but a jackal is inserted on each side of the centre line; 

the stand of offerings is placed on the shrine. No. 4 does not conform with these criteria. 
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(c) Stelae from 194 to 145 B.c. (Nos. 7, 8, and 9). The workmanship of these stelae is definitely 

superior to all the others ; the bull is drawn with great detail ; the winged disk above the bull is 

replaced by a hawk with outspread wings; the jackals, over each of which appears a short inscrip

tion, are separated by a vertical line of hieroglyphs; stars are drawn on the ~sign. No. 9 differs 

slightly from the others in the omission of the falcon and in the insertion of a goddess behind the 

bull. In all cases the offering-stand is on the shrine. 

(d) Stelae from 144 to 77 B.c. (Nos. ro, II, and 12). All these stelae differ slightly from each 

other, but as a general rule the jackals and their accompanying inscriptions remain the same as 

in the previous group ; the winged falcon is replaced by a vulture; the offering-stand remains on 

the shrine; a vertical line of inscriptions is inserted between the king and the bull (in No. ro this 

inscription is a horizontal one, above the bull); stars were drawn on the ~ sign in No. II and 

probably in the other two stelae; the feathers in the wings of the winged disc at the top of the 

stela are marked in great detail (but not in ro). 
The fragments of No. 5 (Pl. xxx1x) are probably from a stela of this group, and therefore would 

belong to the missing stela between Nos. 12 and 13. The inscriptions above the jackals and the 

detailed marking of the feathers support this identification. The fragments are certainly from 

a Ptolemaic Stela. 

2. ROMAN. 

So few of the Roman series of stelae have been preserved that no useful purpose will be served 

in attempting to classify them according to types. The distinguishing feature of the Roman Buchis 

stelae is the representation of Buchis as mummified (Nos. 13 and 15, however, still depict the living 

bull, and are obviously influenced by Type l, d). The workmanship tends to become progressively 

poorer, and inscriptions above the ~ tend to disappear. The latest stelae are narrower than all 

others in proportion to their height. 

C. THE OFFERING-TABLES 

It is impossible to formulate any rules for dating the offering-tables. The difficulty lies in the 

fact that there is no certainty that any of them were found in their original position (No. 37, for 

instance, is certainly late Ptolemaic in date, but was found in the Roman section of the Baqaria). 

It is possible to put many of the offering-tables into rough groups on the grounds of the texts, but 

there is no shred of evidence which would justify placing any group earlier than another. Myers 

(Vol. 1, chap. vn) has attempted to tackle the problem of dating from the typological point of view in a 

study of the style of the reliefs on the tops of the offering-tables, but his results are equally unsatis

factory, for there is no apparent connexion between the groups whi.ch can be obtained on the grounds 

either of style or text. The one certain fact is that the offering-table No. 37 from the Baqaria was set 

up about 90-80 B.c. This offering-table is of the square or rectangular type, the face of which is ruled 

with straight lines with a depression or well in the centre. It is therefore possible that the other 

offering-tables of this type are to be placed about this period. Nos. 40 and 41 are obviously of ths: 

same type, but more degraded, and may have therefore been somewhat later in date than 37. 40 

and 41 were apparently found on the west side of the trilithon, probably in connexion with the 

vault in the passage (L.A.A.A. XVI. 6), and therefore were used there in the latest stage of the 

history' of the Baqaria. It need hardly be pointed out, however, that there is no guarantee that they 

were found in their original position. 

\ 
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There thus seems to be some reason for supposing that the "well" type of offering-table origin
ated in the late Ptolemaic period. To account for the number of offering-tables of this type we must 
allow a considerable period of time, and it therefore seems exceedingly unlikely that the last 
degraded examples of the "well" type could have been succeeded by fine offering-tables such as 
33 and 34. It therefore seems probable that the type of offering-table with elaborately carved 
offerings on the face is earlier than the "well" type. There is not enough evidence to enable us 
to say more than this. 

VI. THE NAMES AND TITLES OF BUCHIS 

A. THE NAMES OF BUCHIS 

The name of Buchis is known to us in two different forms, ~ ~~and~~· The former 
is only known in the texts which have actually been found in the Bucheum, and as a general, but 
by no means invariable, rule in the Bucheum it is the early form, and only occasionally appears 
after 162 B.c. In demotic only Bb is known, but Greek texts give ~ovx1s. The following 
explanations of the names have been given: 

(a) That BJ-l;r-bJt means "soul and body" (L.A.A .A. XVI. 4). This explanation, of course, 
leaves Bb out of consideration. 

( b) That Buchis is derived from PJ kJ in the name of the bull of Madam lid (Brugsch, Religion, 
117), e.g. PJ kJ n MJdw, O.L.Z. XIII, pl. 3, line 25; Brugsch, Diet. geog. 312; Drioton in 
Chronique d'Egypte, No. 12 (July 1931), 260, 26r; PJ kJ rJ wr sps l;ri-ib MJdw, Drioton in 
Les Fouilles de Medamoud, Part II, Les Inscriptions, 1925; 1926, passim. This explanation 
ignores BJ-l;r-bJt (which was unknown to Brugsch), but at least has the merit of recognizing 
the probable connexion between Buchis and the bull of Madamii.d. 

(c) That Buchis means "L'Oriental" (Brugsch, Diet. geog. 200). Brugsch obviously connects 

Bb with BJbw, "The East", and in this he is influenced by~~~, " I am the bull of 

BJbw" (Metternich Stela 84; so too, Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, II. 352). Once more, of 
course, BJ-l;r-bJt is ignored. 

It is imperative that, before drawing any conclusions, we should try to decide which of these 
two forms was the earlier, and what was the connexion between them. 

The fact 'that in demotic and Greek we only find forms similar to or derived from the hiero
glyphic Bb is of interest, and may well serve as an indication that Bb was considered the original 
form of the name, but it is hardly conclusive proof. Here it must be pointed out that though Bb 
is the form most commonly used after 162 B.c., yet BJ-l;r-bJt occurs under Ptolemy VIII (Inscr. 37), 
Augustus (14), Domitian (16), and Diocletian (19) , and the evidence of 14 proves quite definitely 
that both forms could be employed in the same text. In short, there is no point during the period 
covered by the inscriptions from the Bucheum at which we are justified in saying that the name 
BJ-l;r-bJt was unknown. Hence, any argument that would explain the demoti~ and Greek forms 
by assuming that they originated at a time when BJ-l;r-bJt was unknown or was no fonger used 
cannot be justified. On the other hand, it must always be borne in mind that BJ-l;r-bJt only occurs 
in the funerary inscriptions of Buchis (stelae and offering-tables) which have been found in the 

,_) 
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Bucheum, and that Bb is the only form of the name known from other sites. It may therefore 
be quite possible that B J-l;r-bJt is only a sacred name, with a very restricted use, and that Bh 
was the name in general use, and was hence the prototype of the demotic and Greek forms. -

Having thus established the fact that BJ-l;r-bJt was known throughout the period covered by 
the Buchis stelae, it remains to be seen whether Bb was equally widely used. From other sites two 
instances-one certain and one probable-are known from the reign of Ptolemy IV (Section IV, 

A. 2. 3). From the Bucheum itself we have the form J )t.a= from the reign of Nekhthorheb 

(23). We can hardly be far wrong in identifying BJb with Bb. Thus there is strong reason to believe 
that Bb was known and used over as long a period as B J-l;r-bJt.1 

A close examination of inscriptions l-7 and 26 reveals further facts of interest and importance 
which have a direct bearing on the question of the extent of the use of Bb. It will be noticed that 
in all of these (except l and 2, which are damaged2 ) there occurs a phrase bJ JO which at first sight 
is merely a title of Buchis . . There are, however, good reasons for doubting whether this is really 
an ordinary title. In the first place it does not agree with the form of such a title as BJ rno n Rr. 
Furthermore, if it is a tide, it is the only one which has a determinative : a bull (26), a bull-headed 
man (7), or the normal determinative of a god (4 ; 6). In addition, the phrase "the Osiris bJ JO" 
occurs. Moreover, in two (or possibly three) cases B J-l;r-bJt is not written on the stela, and in 
each case bJ JO alone occurs (3; 6 ; and very probably 4; cf. too 26). It is hardly possible that 
a Buchis Stela should omit the name of Buchis altogether. Finally, it should be noted that when, 
in the texts from the Bucheum, Bb makes its first appearance, bJ JO disappears and is never found 
again. The details of the occurrence of BJ-l;r-bJt and bJ JO may be set out thus: 

{wsir BJ-l;r-bJt bJ rno n Rr whm n Rr does not occur. 
wsir bJ JO bJ rno n Rr whm n Rr occurs in 6 ;3 7 ;4 26. 

{ wsir BJ-l;r-bJt mri ,, l. 

wsir bJ JO mri ,, 7; 23. 

{ BJ-l;r-bJt bJ rnh n Rrs ,, l ; 2. 

BJ JO bJ rno n Rrs ,, 4. 

{pr . . . B J-l;r-bJt bJ rno n Rr whm n Rr ,, 7 (and possibly l ). 

pr .. . bJ JO bJ rno n Rr whm n Rr ,, 3 ; 6. 

Thus, out of fourteen instances, bJ JO occurs nine times, BJ-l;r-bJt four times, and one is uncertain. 
It is quite clear that no distinction is made between BJ-l;r-bJt and bJ JO, and that the latter can 
and does act as a name of Buchis, and that BJ-l;r-bJt appears to be less commonly used than 
bJ JO. Indeed, it will be found that BJ-l;r-bJt is always less popular than either bJ JO or Bb : 
B J-l;r-bJt appears in the body of the text in five only ( l ; 7; 8; 14; 19) out of the twenty known 
Buchis stelae, and then only in two cases (8; 19) does it appear alone- in all the other instances 
it is also accompanied by either bJ JO or Bb. 

1 The only name 'of Buchis which is given in the Worterbuch is Bb, which is accompanied by the remark "belegt Sp; 
Gr." (Wb. d. iig. Spr. I. 472). I know of no evidence in support of the former assertion- the earliest instance of B!J, with 
which I am acquainted is Rochemonteix-Chassinat, Edfu , I, 519 (reign of Ptolemy IV; see above, p. 26). 

2 It is not certain whether B1-~r-b1t or B111J is to be read in 1, 2. The lacuna is slightly too large for b1 11J alone, and 
yet that is what one would expect on an analogy with the other texts of this period. 

3 6 also has wsir b111J ntr 1J. 
4 7 adds whm n Rr itj itfw mwt mwwt t s psgt whm rn!J n ntrw. s Occurs only in the Beischriften. 
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It is now clear that there are good reasons for supposing that bJ JO and Bb are identical and 

are variant spellings of the name of Buchis. 1 Hence, it is clear not only that B!J, in some form or 

other occurs throughout the period covered by the Buchis inscriptions, but that it is also far more 

common than BJ-/;r-!J,Jt. 
The connexion between BJ-/;r-!J,Jt and B!J, is less easy to define or identify, and it is quite probable 

that there is none. Both make their appearance, as far as can be judged, at approximately the same 

date, and there is not a jot of evidence to prove that either developed out of the other. Indeed, such 

evidence as is available seems to indicate that both names were unconnected, and that while BJ

l;r-!J,Jt was the sacred name which was employed in the Bucheum only, Bl! was the secular name 

and was in more general use. It is thus possible that B!J, is the original form, but the definite proof 

of this has yet to be found. 
The meaning of BJ-/;r-!J,Jt is almost certainly "soul and body" or "soul on body". It may be 

connected with the idea of the soul coming to the body after death. 

The meaning of B!J, is less obvious, but of all possibilities "The Easterner" seems the most 

probable and convincing translation. Is it merely coincidence that at the apparent beginning of 

organized Buchis-worship in the reign of Nekhthorheb we should find a bull of BJ!J,w mentioned 

in the Metternich Stela, and BJ!J, as a spelling of the name of Buchis ( cf. Inscr. 23)? The deter

minative which bJ lfJ frequently carries and the undoubted solar nature of Buchis may lend some 

further support to this view, but it cannot be emphasized too strongly that as yet this is mainly 

theory-attractive possibly, but nevertheless only theory with very little hard fact to support it. 

We therefore reach the following conclusions : 

1. cjf ~ is the secular and most widely used name of Buchis. It is identical with bJ JO,. 

2. ~ 7~ is the sacred name of Buchis, and only occurs in the funerary inscriptions from 

the Bucheum. 
3. It is probable that B!J, means "The Easterner". 

B. THE TITLES OF BUCHIS 

The Chief Titles. 
BJ rnO, (n) Rr: the commonest title of Buchis which appears in all but one of the stelae (No. 20). 

Whm ( n) Rr. Whm has previously been discussed in relation to its occurrence in the titles of 

Apis and Mnevis. Among the suggested translations are "second life" (Chassinat, Ree. XXXVIII. 

44 ff.) ; "I 'intermediaire vivant" (Le grain, B .I.F.A. 0. XII. II r) ; "Wiederholung" (Erman, Beitriige 

zur iigyptischen Religion= Sitzb. kgl. preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. XLV (1916), II49). The difference 

between these translations is mainly one of degree, and there can be little doubt that whm expresses 

the fact that the bull is the earthly representative, the incarnation, of Rer. Of all the translations, 

Wiederholung seems to express this idea in the most satisfactory way, but in a way which cannot be 

easily turned into English: "manifestation" or "representative" is about the most satisfactory 

English equivalent. 
One further point, however, which has not received consideration in this connexion, may throw 

some additional light on the meaning of whm. A well-kriown title of Thoth is ,ll 0 ~ 8 ~ , which 
. ~~B1B 

1 Note the interesting variant of the name in Inscr. 23. 
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has been well translated ~ocum tenens of Rer" (Boylan, Thoth, Sr, 82). In one case, howeve:: 

we find the variant J~\\filMVN.'\ ~~~ (Naville, Totenbuch, c. r69, 20 = Text Pb) in which 

JI~~~ appears to be equivalent to ~ ~ ~ . Obviously one isolated instance cannot be accepted 

as proof, and there are a~~ittedly good arguments which can be raised against its equation with 

the whm of the stelae, but it may well be borne in mind, and certainly "locum tenens of Rer" or 

perhaps "vicegerent", does express the function of the bull. ' 

The title whm rnO, n.~trw ~n~ it~ variants pr~bably.embodies a somewhat different conception 

from whm n Rr. In add1t10n, it is difficult, even m ancient Egypt, to believe that Buchis was ever 

considered to have been the incarnation of all the gods, hence we have in every case translated 

this expression by "who repeats the life of all the gods". 

ntr r J, nb l;t-itm: the characteristic title of Buchis from the middle Ptolemaic period onwards. 

lft-itm, as has already been pointed out, is the Bucheum. 

The remarkable feature of these titles is the emphasis which is laid upon the relationship between 

Rer and Buchis. It is usually stated as a matter of course that Buchis is the bull of Mentu and it 

is indisputable that the connexion of Mentu with bulls goes back at least to the XIIth Dynasty 

and that Buchis was identified with him; but if the original connexion of Buchis was with Mentu 

surely his chief and most commonly used titles would have contained at least a trace of this. Bu~ 
this is not so, and this very fact may indicate that the connexion of Mentu with bulls was quite 

secondary, and that Buchis was essentially solar in origin, and possibly originally quite unconnected 

with Mentu (see further, Section VII, pp. 45, 46). 

Other Titles of Buchis. 

In distinct contrast with the chief titles, the less common titles and epithets of Buchis emphasize 

his connexions with Mentu, and hence with Amlin, and thus inevitably involve him in the welter 

of complicated and frequently contradictory Theban beliefs and legends of the Graeco-Roman 
period. 

Js psef,t; ssp-rnO, n Mntw: merely present and state the relationship of Buchis with Mentu, with 

whom he is identified, and whose role of head of the Theban Ennead he assumes (but cf. Section IV, 

A. ro, where there is a possibility that Buchis is included as an ordinary member of the ennead). 

'Imn sm l;r if dwj. The equation of Buchis with Amlin was the inevitable consequence of his 

connexion and identification with Mentu. In any case, however, since one of the forms of Amlin 

was a bull, it is hardly possible that Buchis could ever have escaped being identified with him, 

even if the connexion with Mentu had never existed. The identification with Amlin automatically 

gives Buchis yet other connexions. Traces of some of these may be discerned in his titles, the 

others can only be assumed for the present, but it is as well that we should realize what the identifica

tion of Amlin with Buchis involves. The form of Amlin which was identified with a bull was 

Amenopet of J)Jmt, the father of the Eight Gods (Amenopet I; cf. Sethe, Amun, §§ r ro-13). But 

Amenopet I was equated with Ptah-Tenen as father of the Eight Gods, while, through his ithyphallic 

nature and such titles as "The Bull" andfJi-r, he was connected with Min. We should therefore 

be prepared for Buchis to have connexions with Amenopet and probably the cult of Medinet 

Habu, and with Min and Ptah. 

Very little emphasis is laid on any possible relationship with Amenopet in the known Buchis 

inscriptions, nevertheless, sliryht indications do e:ist. It will be recalled that Inscription 36 prays 
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for offerings from Amenopet every tenth day. It is not at all improbable that this is to be connected 

with the journey made by Amenopet every tenth day to Medinet Habu to make offerings to the 

Km-Jtj snake ( = Amlin as father of the fathers of the Eight, and hence as father of Amenopet) 

and to the Eight Gods themselves (Sethe, op. cit., § I 12; cf. § 38). Buchis in this particular instance 

would be regarded as the father of Amenopet. The equation of Buchis with Amenopet has not 

as yet been definitely stated in any known inscription, and can only be implied from the identifica

tion of Buchis with Amlin and Ptah, but the fact that Buchis may have acted as the father of 

Amenopet in no way renders it impossible for him also to have been equated with Amenopet. 

The connexion of Buchis with Ptah is definitely stated in the title Tnn bnr nniw dmd m sp 

(13, 8): here, in a single title, Buchis is identified with the Eight Gods, and also with their father 

Ptah. On the other hand, Buchis (as the White Bull) is said to be made by Ptah (L. D. IV. 61 d; 

cf. Section IV, p. 25). It is particularly to be noticed that in this last-mentioned text Ptah is 

identified with 'Imn wr (cf. Sethe, op. cit., § u4, and note 3; § 207), and that 'Imn wr is that form 

of Amlin which is usually identified with Mentu (Sethe, op. cit., § 6, and cf. § 196). 

itf itfw, mwt mwwt (7; 13, 8; Theb. T. 30 c). This title is also borne by Amlin (Naville-Hall, 

Eleventh Dynasty Temple of Deir el Bahari, III, pl. 10; Leiden 350, 5. 3/4). This must be connected 

with that other title of Amlin, itf itjw, which he bore as father of the fathers of the Eight Gods, and 

which is always used in special reference to the cult of Medinet Habu (Sethe, op. cit., § 108). Thus 

Buchis is now considered neither as the father nor the son of the Eight Gods, nor even as the Eight Gods 

themselves, but as their grandfather. He is therefore the father of Ptah, who was considered to unite 

in his person the fathers of Eight Gods, just as Mentu united in himself the four male members 

of the Eight. Mentu is also called itf itfw (Sethe, op. cit., § u6). 
K1 bd. It is abundantly clear that before any convincing explanation or statement of the nature 

of Buchis can be made, the whole question of bull-worship in general must be examined, and that 

moreover the precise relationship between Amlin, Mentu, and Min and their individual activities 

and spheres in Thebes must be discovered and defined. Until this can be done, and it must 

necessarily be a slow piece of work, nothing final can be said concerning Buchis, and many 

of our comments on known aspects of the god must be incomplete and unsatisfactory. The 

question of Buchis and the White Bull, for instance, raises points for the interpretation of which 

the knowledge is still lacking. No attempt, therefore, is made in these lines to do more than indicate 

the connexions and possible implications of the White Bull. 

It has long been known that Buchis was a white bull, and hence it is not at all surprising that he 

should have been specifically called K1 bd. The picture of Buchis (Griffith, Two Hieroglyphic Papyri, 

pl. 10) shows that Buchis had a white body and black head. An inscription found recently at Mada-

m lid may also express the same idea: T2~Q~~~~~TT;;~o f l&I~ m ~' 
"in his great name of Mentu the Mighty. The Two Horus are united in him as one white of body, 

and black of face" (Drioton, Medamoud (1925), II, p. 46 = Inscr. No. 102). It is particularly 

unfortunate that the remainder of this text should have been lost, and that it is impossible to say 

definitely to whom these words apply, but there is every probability that they ref er to the bull of 

Madamlid, who is probably to be identified with Buchis, and hence these words may well contain 

a description of Buchis (see further, Section VII, pp. 49, 50). 

Buchis as the White Bull has apparent connexions in three directions: 
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(a) He is identified with Men tu. An inscription at Edfu (Rochemonteix-Chassinat, Edf ou, II. 72) 

says: "Utterance by Mentu-Rer-Horakhte, who is in (bri-ib) Bbdt, white bull in tpbt rJ.,1r, 

Rer himself in his forms with his children ( ~ ? ~ == 8 ° ~ ~ W1fl U .I?;\~ == ~ 
Yril1 l~ao~o~~an 1 B;;;::J => 

Jj ~ ~ ffi r _} ~ )." Compare also the phrase k1 bd ptpt 'Iwnwt (Stela of Senusret I at 

Wadi Haifa = Breasted, P.S.B.A. XXIII. 230-5). 

(b) With Min. In Medinet Habu in the reign of Rameses III the White Bull is connected with 

Min (Gauthier, Les Fetes du Dieu Min, 83). Gauthier points out the resemblance of the 

White Bull in name and in appearance with Buchis, and identifies Buchis with the White 
Bull. 

(c) With Lower Egypt. The earliest known references to~!~==~~~~~~ are all 

Lower Egyptian in origin. Cf. Grebaut-Maspero, Le Musee Egyptien, I. 19; L. D. II. 85 b, 

101 a; Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Konigs Ne-user-Re, u3, u4. Borchardt translates 

k1 bd by "Mnevis", but this can hardly be so, for Mnevis was a black bull ( cf. the picture 

of Mnevis, Griffith, op. cit., pl. 10 ). Cf. als~ the reference to the White Bull in the Palermo 
Stone (Urk. I. 245, 1-2). 

It will be realized that the majority of these less common titles ascribe to Buchis the same 

roles as are held by Amlin and Mentu. Amlin, in his various forms, was considered to be the oldest 

of the gods, the father of the fathers of the Eight Gods; he was also their father; he was, moreover, 

one of the Eight Gods, and finally he was also their son and heir. Mentu also bore titles which 

reveal that he acted in the same capacity. The titles of Buchis which we have just been considering 

show grounds for believing that he too was the father of the fathers of the Eight Gods; that, through 

his connexion with Ptah = Amenopet I = 'Imn-wr, he was their father; he is also the Eight united 

in one ( cf. how the Mentus of Thebes, 'f od, Madam lid, and Hermonthis were identified with 

Ifub, Kuk, Ni1w, and Nun respectively (Sethe, op. cit., § 173)); and finally he is the son of Ptah. 

It does not seem to be specifically stated that Buchis was the heir of the Eight Gods. 

Summary. The chief results of the study of the titles of Buchis may be summarized briefly: 

(I) The nature of Buchis is predominantly, and probably originally, solar. His identification 

with the White Bull may possibly be connected with this, and may indicate a Lower Egyptian 
on gm. 

(2) In the Late Period Buchis is completely absorbed into the Theban cycle of Amlin and 

Mentu, and enters into and is ascribed all the attributes which go therewith. 

(3) There seems to be a definite connexion between Buchis and Min, the precise extent of 
which it is as yet impossible to define. 

The Titles of the Mother of Buchis. 

The material for the study of the nature of the Mother of Buchis is far less complete, even, 

than that for the study of Buchis himself. Such titles as we know do not reveal anything at all 

unusual or unexpected, or anything that demands detailed comment. The Mother of Buchis 

was the 1ht wrt. She was therefore the motlier of the Sun-god, and as a natural consequence of 

this was identified with Rrt-t;·w~, the wife of Mentu, and also with Amaunet and Neith (cf. Sethe, 

~ op. cit., §§ 47, 57, 173, 175). 
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The Titles of Buchis as an aid in dating Buchis Inscriptions. 
At about the middle of the Ptolemaic period a definite break occurs in the Buchis inscriptions, 

and apparently the titulary of the god and the ideas which were held about him underwent some 
modification and restatement. The precise nature of the change is not very apparent, but the 
change is none the less real for that. The three chief titles of Buchis and the spellings of the names 
have, as a consequence, a certain value for the dating of inscriptions. It is obvious that they can 
give only approximate dates, but within their limitations they are a useful supplement to the 
evidence from other sources. The table below illustrates this far better than words. 

The table only includes the commonest titles, for the others are valueless from the point of 
view of chronology. The inscriptions which are used in the analysis are only the dated ones, i.e. 
the stelae, and three other inscriptions which have been dated with certainty. The analysis is self
explanatory, but it may be pointed out that in the last column the last recorded date of each stela 
has been given. There are three exceptions to this: Inscription 23 bears no date, but since it must 
belong to the bull of Nekhthorheb it has been given the date of the death of that bull; Inscription 26 
bears only the name of Ptolemy III, and the approximate date of 240 B.C. has been given it; 
Inscription 37 also bears no date, but must undoubtedly be placed between the birth and death of 
the bull of Inscription 12, and therefore the approximate date of 85 B.C. has been assigned to this 
offering-table (see above, p . 24); the inscriptions from Armant Temple come from the reign of 
Cleopatra, but, since the exact date of the erection of the temple is unknown, the date of Cleopatra's 
death has been given. 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE NAMES AND CHIEF TITLES OF BUCHIS 

I. BIJb,. 3. Bb. 5. BJ rnlj Rr. 7. WhmRr. 

2. B J-[tr-bJt. 4. B J rnb n Rr. 6. Whm nRr. 8. N tr rJ nb [tt- 'Itm. 

No. I. 2 . 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. Date. 

I ? x .. x . . lost . . . . 346 B.C. 

23 .. . . bJb . . . . . . . . . . 346 " 
2 . . x . . x . . . . .. . . 329 " 
3 x . . . . x . . x .. . . 270 " 
4 x . . . . x . . .. . . . . 252? " 

26 x . . . . x . . x .. . . 240 " 
6 x .. . . x . . x . . . . 214 " 
7 x x .. x . . x . . . . 180 

" 
8 .. x . . x . . x . . . . 162 

" 
9 .. . . x x . . . . x x 145 " 

10 .. . . x . . x . . x lost 125 " 
II . . . . x x . . . . x x IOI 

" 
37 .. x . . x . . . . x . . 85 " 
12 .. . . x x . . . . x x 77 " 

L.D. . . .. x x . . . . pro b. . . 30 " 
13 .. . . x x , . . . . x x 29 " 
14 .. x x x . . . . x x 6 

" 
15 .. . . x x . . . . x x A.D. 19 
16 .. x . . x . . . . . . x ? 
17 .. . . x x . . . . . . x " 144 
18 .. . . x x . . . . . . . . 

" 279? 
19 .. x . . x . . . . . . .. 

" 295 
20 .. . . x . . . . . . . . x ? 

--
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VII. THE ORIGINS OF BU CHI S 
The fun~tion of an excavatio~ memoir is to publish facts rather than to indulge in theories 

and speculat10ns. Neverth~less , 1t has been thought fit in the present case, taking· into account 
the fact .that :we.are attemptmg to collect here all material which refers to Buchis, to depart slightly 
from this pnnc1ple and to try to trace the origins of Buchis worship . It cannot be stressed too 
strongly, howeve~, t~at the follo"'.ing l.ines lay no claim to completion, far less to finality. At the 
bes.t, they merely md1cate the possible Imes upon which future research may work and the inferences 
which rr:ay be d~awn from the .a~ailable . evidenc.e . T o discuss the significance, nature, and history 
of Buchis~wo~sh1p a~equately 1~ 1mposs1ble until the whole qu~stion of bull-worship in Egypt has 
been s~ud1ed m detail, and until a thorough investigation of the gods, towns, and history of the 
T hebaid, and of the nature of Mentu, has been made. T he following pages are therefore somewhat 
diffidently presented in the belief that they embody some legitimate inferences from the known 
facts, but with a full realization that future research may prove much or all of them to be wrong. It is 
for the reader to decide whether he believes them or not, but at least we hope that they may serve 
as a focus for research, and that out of what may possibly be wrong the truth will eventually emerge . 

It has frequently been stated that Buchis was the bull of Mentu , and it is indisputable that 
Mentu did come to have a close connexion with bull-worship, but whether this connexion is 
original and inherent in the nature of Mentu is quite another matter and open to doubt. It has 
already been shown (Section VI, p . 41) that the titles of Buchis lay emphasis on Rer, and that the 
place of Mentu is purely secondary- a strange state of affairs if Mentu were primarily a bull-god. 
Another indication that the connexion of lVIentu and Buchis is not the original one lies in the head
dre~s which Mentu wears. T he typical head-dress of Mentu is the sun-disk surmounted by the 
straight eagle plumes, even when he is represented with the head of a bull ( cf. the figure in 
B.I.F.A .O. XII. 120 ; from the temple of Tod). Now Buchis usually, but not invariably, carries 
the sun-disk and the ostrich plumes. I know of no example of Buchis in human form, but bull
headed, in which any but the ostrich plumes are worn ( cf. Champollion, Not. descr. I. 377). T his 
may be a minor point, but the difference in head-dress between Mentu and Buchis may well 
indicate a difference in origin. The question of the various crowns is not one that has so far received 
careful study, but the balance of evidence seems to point at present to a Lower Egyptian origin 
for the ostrich-feather crown (cf. Blackman in Myth and Ritual (ed. S . H. Hooke), 31). 

How, then, did Buchis-worship come to be localized in H ermonthis? And why was Buchis con
nected with Men tu? Our evidence for answering both these questions is painfully scanty, but at least, 
if we assume the solar connexions of Buchis and his relationship with Rer, it is possible to offer a 
logical explanation. The solar connexions of bull-worship have long been admitted,1 and it seems 
not at all unreasonable to suggest that when the Heliopolitan sun-worship began to spread, the 
incorrigible Egyptian love of symmetry and parallelism demanded the institution in Upper Egypt 
of bull-cults similar to those already existing in Lower Egypt. 

One can only hazard a guess in explanation 9f the choice of Hermonthis and Mentu as the 
centre and god of bull-worship in the Thebaid. The explanation seems to lie in the fact that Her
monthis was considered as being spye-ially connected with sun-worship. Thus there was a temple 

1 The cult of Mnevis at T ell-el-Amarna (Davies, Rock Tombs of el Amarna, V. xxxii. 21), for instance, must surely be 
explained by the connexion of Rer with bull-worship. . 
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to the Aten at Hermonthis, and the high priest of Aten at Hermonthis was called wr m1w ( cf. Kees, 
A.z. LIII. 81-3, and especially p. 83: "Nach alledem ist es mir nicht unwahrscheinlich, class der 
Einfluss der heliopolitanischen Sonnenlehre nach Theben speziell uber Hermonthis gekommen 
ist"; cf. also, Legrain, Annales, IV. 147; Ree. XXIII. 62). 

On the other hand, one cannot leave entirely out of consideration the possibility that the 
connexion of Buchis and Mentu may have been due to some relationship between Min and Mentu. 
But these are matters on which evidence is almost entirely lacking, and further research is urgently 
required. 

The worship of Buchis, as we know it, is a comparatively late product, and not even the name 
of Buchis is known before the reign of Nekhthorheb. It may well have been the result of Nekh
thorheb's known care for the native cults and animal worship ( cf. his work at the Serapeum, 
Annales, IX. 154-7), and also to the reaction, in the Late Period, of the Egyptians against the foreign 
conquests and domination, a reaction which seems to have found expression in a revival of, and an 
exaggerated attention to, the typically Egyptian cults, and, above all, to animal worship ( cf. Hopfner, 
Tierkult, 24, 25; Wiedemann in Der Alte Orient, XIV. 21). 

Nevertheless, it seems incredible that Buchis-worship should have suddenly sprung into being 
in the reign of Nekhthorheb, and it seems reasonable to prosecute a search in order to see whether 
anything existed which could have acted as a prototype of the later developed form of Buchis. 

The obvious starting-point for our research is Mentu. The connexion of Mentu with bulls 
goes back at least to the Middle Kingdom. The Stela of Nesumonth (Breasted, A.J.S.L. XXI. 
153 ff.) gives the phrase ink wr k1 n Mnjw, "I was the sole one that was (i.e. that could be called) 
Bull of Mentu" .1 Indeed, it has been suggested that the epithet "mighty bull" which was borne 
by the Pharaohs from the time of Tuthmosis I was influenced by the importance of Mentu in the 
Thebaid (Sethe, Amun, § 5; cf. the boundary stela of Senusret I at Wadi Halfa: Breasted P.S.B.A. 
XXIII. 230-5). 

Mentu was worshipped in four towns in the Theban Nome-Hermonthis Medamiid Tod , , . , 
and Thebes. This fact is not infrequently expressed in Egyptian texts: e.g. "(The name of N . 

endures like) ~ ~ j 1111 ~~ /WVVVV\ !1 r 1~1 that of the Four Mentus in their cities" (Brugsch, 
Diet. geog. 1068/9; cf. Pap. Cairo 58007, recto 4, 3 = Golenischeff, Les Pap. hieratiques (Cairo 
Catalogue), p. 33; and also pp. 64, 76). The same idea also finds expression in the mention of the 

four faces of the god: 0 r £&~~~I r I (Theb. T. 9 h, quoted Sethe, op. eit., § 6, note 5). 
A noteworthy development of the conception of the Four Mentus is the statement that they 

were united in one: ~ ~ 0 c:=: 7a (L. D. Text, IV. 7 = L. D. IV. 64 a). Finally, it is 
stated that these four forms were united in a bull, and the l\1entus of Hermonthis Madamud , , 
Thebes, and Tod are equated with Nun, Ni1w, lfu~, and Kuk respectively.2 These ideas are ex
pressed in the following titles of Mentu: 
71,,.1 ~ /WVVVV\ D 6) A) ~ ~ -<D- ~ = f !::i:>' ~ C:::::::'J Q e ~ P19 0 Q I ~ 111 M /WVVVV\ D ~ : "the four males of the Ogdoad whose bodies 

are united in a bull" (Theb. T. 30 b). 
~- D1f\ 1/1l 1 ~-<D- A I I I I Q \\ e '\:J t1 : ~ QI~ MMMI\ c:=: ~ IJ ~ ~: "the four males of the Primeval Gods whose bodies 

are united in a bull with sharp horns" (Sethe, 16, l 10 = l 17). 

1 For the construction cf. Blackman inJ.E.A. XVII (1931), 57, note 5. 2 See further Sethe, op. cit., § 173. 
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£& 1~? g ~'~ ;;: 8 : " the males of the Ogdoad united in Mentu (T heb. T . 6 b). 

£& 1~1 ? g ~ ~ ~ ±: " the males of the Ogdoad united in one" (L. D. IV. 64 a) . 
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~ } == j] c:::::::::. ~o ] -<D-~ cElw ~~~~-<D-e:::, ~ ~=~ ~ 1f\l I ~ a --<I>-=== /WVVVV\ ~ \\ /WVVVV\ £:;;:3: M Q © I 111 ~ tJ I ~ ~ MMMI\ 

r=i j : "(the Four Mentus) are united in effigy in their form as a bull. They renew themselves 
here in Madamiid as four males before .their father Tenen" (Drioton, "Les Quatre M t 
d M 'd d" . h E on ou e e amou m C ronique d' gypte, No. 12, July 1931, 266). 

We th~s have good grounds for assuming that the four local forms of Mentu were bulls, and 
were considered to. be incorpor~ted in one bull. Unfortunately, all the texts which we have quoted 
are .late ones, and 1t now remams to be seen whether the same, or similar, ideas existed in earlier 
penods. Our examination must necessarily be incomplete because as yet only Madamiid has been 
thoroughly excavated, and doubtless much additional information will be forthcoming when 0 . d ur projecte excavations at the temple of Armant and those of the French Institute at Tod h 
b . ave 

een completed. 
(a) Armant. The texts of the Late Period at A~mant have already been mentioned briefly (s 

S . ~ 
ect10n IV: A. l ) and it is not ne~essary to repeat them. The Buchis stelae and offering-tables 

also make 1t clear that Hermonth1s was considered as the living-place of Buchis, and that the 
Bucheum was his burial-place. At present evidence for the earlier periods is almost entirely lacking 
and I only know of one text which mentions Mntw nb W1st, k1 (tri-ib 'l wni (Ree. XIX. 14 : Amen~ 
hotep II?). A text, however, from the temple of Mentu at Karnak (quoted by Legrain in B.1.F.A .O. 
XII. 80) gives some interesting titles of Mentu : M ntw-Rr nb W1st, k1 (tri-ib 'lwnw (g 0 ), nb M 1dw, 
~ri-ib !)rwt, "Mentu-Rer, Lord of Thebes, Bull who is in Hermonthis, Lord of Mad~mud, who is 
in Tod". The occurrence of the phrase k1 "f:tri-ib 'lwnw at a time when Buchis, as we know him 
was already in existence is very significant. I t should be pointed out that it is by no means rare i~ 
Theban texts of the Roman and Ptolemaic Periods to find 'l wnw written instead of 'l wnw-smr. 
There can be no reasonable doubt that the local bull-form of Mentu of Hermonthis was Buchis 
in the Late Period, and that at least by rthe XVIIIth Dynasty there was a bull of Mentu there. 

(b) M adamud. The excavations of the French Institute at Madamiid have shown conclusively 
that there was a bull of Mentu there from the XIIth Dynasty, and the same fact is known from 
inscriptions of all the following periods of Egyptian history down to Roman times. The most 
frequent phrases are Mntw nb W1st, k1 "f:tri-ib M1dw ; p1 k1 r1 wr sps n M 1dw, or p1 k1 n M 1dw. 
The earliest reference to "the bull which is in Madamud" occurs in the reign of Senusret III 
(Bisson de la Roque and J. J. Clere, M edamoud, 1928, Inscr . 501_, p . II3, &c.). 

In the XIIIth Dynasty, in addition to the evidence produced by the excavations of the French 
I.r:-stitute at Madamud, the Boulaq Account Papyrus No. 18 (Griffith, A.z. XXIX. 102 ff. ; Scharff, 
A.!. LVII. 5.1 ff., and pls. 1 **~4*~) may perhaps throw light on the existence of a bull at Mada
mud at that time. Some of the entnes refer to the feast of Mentu, which was celebrated from the 
26th to the 28th day of the second month of Akhet. The ceremonies seem to have included a special 
visit of the god (?)or his image(?) or a bull(?) to Thebes on the 27th day. Griffith (op . eit. 109) 
restores and reads the entry for the 27th as "The bull(~~~) of Mentu in Madu ( = Madamud), 
and Horus protector-of-his-father [went] to the Great House l.p.h." Scharff, however (op . eit., 
pl. vii**), in his transcription rejects Griffith's reading and substitutes [rJ} . Griffith, however, 
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in a letter repeats, "The bull of Mont in Madu is clearly mentioned, but whether it was the bull 
or a statue of Mont that visited the palace in Thebes is not clear, unfortunately, owing to the breaks." 

In the reign of Taharka, Mentemhat records the work which he performed at Madamud : 
"[I fashioned] the Bull of Madamud in its sacred image, I built its temple-it was more beautiful 
than it had been [aforetime]" ([iw ms·] n·i p1 k1 n M1dw m titj gsrt, "IJ,d·n·i l;tj, nfr s(i) r imi·s [!ut]: 
Wreszinski) O.L.Z. XIII. 385 ff., pl. iii, 25). It is noteworthy that according to this text the bull 
of Madamud was not a living animal. At least, it seems hardly credible that, if there was a bull 
living permanently at Madamud, it should be necessary to make an image of it. 

The chief attributes of the bull of Madamud may briefly be summarized: 
(i) It seems to have taken part in fights with other bulls in a special arena (Drioton, Medamoud 

(1926), Pt. II, Les Inscriptions, 10, u). 
(ii) Apparently it was able to cure diseases, especially eye diseases (Drioton, op. cit. 9). 
(iii) It possessed an oracle (Drioton, Medamoud ( 1925), Pt. II, 6, 42-5). Kees (Kulturgeschichte 

des alten Orients, I: Agypten, 333) states that it was Buchis who possessed this oracle at 
Madamud. This is not specifically stated in the text published by Drioton. 

(iv) The hieroglyph of the bull was sometimes painted blue (Drioton, Medamoud ( 1925), Pt. II, 
6, and Inscr. So on p. 38). Blue, the colour of the sky, is undoubtedly an indication of 
a solar nature (cf. Sethe, Amun, § 215). 

Finally a brief mention must be made of the statue of Ahmes, son of Smendes (Cairo 37075 = 

No. 197 of the Karnak Cache).1 Ahmes was a priest ("f:zm ntr) of Nekhthorheb. His other titles 

include ~ = g t ~, and ~I ~_JJ ~=\~~~~:"embalmer, divine purifier, who 

enters into the burial-place of the bull who is in Madamud". The title "f:znk nwn brings Ahmes 
into very close connexion with the cult of Hermonthis, and may well mean that he was a priest of 
Buchis. The mention of the burial-place of the bull is interesting, but it should be noted that there 
is nothing in the text that definitely fixes the burial-place at Madamud (see, further, p. 50). 

(c) Thebes. The formula of the type Mntw .... k1 "f:zri-ib W1st does not seem to be known, 
and one must confess that at present there is not any definite evidence for the existence of a bull
form of Mentu at Thebes. Nevertheless, it can hardly be doubted that such a bull must have 
existed, and possibly the lack of evidence is mere chance. It is also always possible that the bull 
of Mentu in Thebes was, at an early date, absorbed by some other d~ity. We have already seen 
that there was a White Bull, who was connected with Min, at Thebes in the time of Rameses III, 
and that it bore a close resemblance to Buchis, and that Gauthier (Les Fetes du dieu Min, 83) 
considers that it was Buchis. One cannot be dogmatic with so little evidence upon which to 
work, but it certainly does seem possible that the bull-form of Mentu of Thebes was absorbed in 
the White Bull of Min and that its cult place was Medinet Habu.2 

(d) '[od. The existence of a sacred bull at Tod is well known. The relevant information has 
been published by Legrain in B .l.F.A. 0. XII. 109 ff. In the reign of Tuthmosis III the temple 
there seems to have been called 1Jt-k1 ("The Mansion of the bull") (Legrain, op. cit. u4), and the 
same name, possibly parallel to Tod, occurs in a text from Armant (L. D. IV. 62 f.: ef,d mdw in 

1 The statue is unpublished, but extracts have been published by Legrain in B.I.F.A.O. XII. 92. It is hoped to publish 
this statue in full in The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology in 1934. 

2 Cf. also the phrase ~ = ~ (Pierret, Etudes egyptologiques, fasc. VIII, p. 7). 
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Rrt-t1·wi "f:zri(t)-ib [)rwt, lft-"f:zr nbt lft:k1). Mentu of Tod himself appears in human form with 
a bull's head (Legrain, op. cit., fig. on P• 120), and finally the bull is depicted on the walls of the 
temple (Legrain, op. cit. 109). It is noteworthy that in the incomplete titles of the bull we read 

%% 
~~I~ 
~ j) ~ , which we may safely emend [b1 rnlj n] Rr, whm n Rr. It is a significant fact that 
%%. MWM %%. 
%%~%% 

titles of this type are absolutely unknown in the titulary of the bull-forms of Mentu, and are solely 
used by Buchis, and never, so far as our present knowledge goes, by one of the local forms of 
Mentu. Moreover, the phrase whm n Rr would seem to indicate that this particular inscription 
was set up before 162 B.C. (see the analysis of the titles of Buchis, p. 44). It is therefore quite 
probable that the bull who is depicted on the walls of the temple of Tod is Buchis himself. 

One final piece of evidence in connexion with Tod may be produced. An inscription of Tuth
mosis III (Urk. IV. 197, l) mentions MnJw-Rr nb Drwt, k1 hri-ib ..... Is it at all unreasonable 

I - • 

to restore lJ t-k1 _in the lacuna, and bring this phrase into line with the similar phrases from Her-
monthis and Madamud? 

The chief results of this brief investigation may be summarized thus: 

(a) There is a definite co~nexion between Mentu and bull-worship at least as early as the 
XIIth Dynasty. 

(b) The bull-cult of Mentu goes back in Madamud to the XIIth Dynasty, and in Hermonthis 
and Tod to the XVIIIth Dynasty. The cult in Thebes is not so certain, but is almost 
certainly not later than the XIXth Dynasty. It is not at all unreasonable to expect that 
further work and excavations will show that all these local forms originated at the same 
period, and not later than the XIIth Dynasty. 

(c) The commonest form in the titulary of the local bull-forms of Mentu is Mntw nb X, k1 
"f:zri-ib Y. This would seem to indicate that the bull is not the chief god in any of these 
places, but a minor or even visiting deity. The bulls of Mentu in Hermonthis, Madamud, 
Thebes, and Tod are never considered as pre-eminent in those places, and the only bull 
of Mentu who lays claim to be the chief god of a place is Buchis as Lord of JJt-'ltm (the 
Bucheum). Buchis is never, for instance, Lord of Thebes, or Hermonthis. Even in the 
Ptolemaic period the bull of Hermonthis was said to be "f:zri-ib that town (p. 4 7). 

( d) At the time of Tahar1a the temple of Madam lid contained a statue of the bull. 1 

(e) Buchis seems to be present (as a visitor?) early in the Ptolemaic period at Tod. 

(f) That the four local forms of Mentu were a single bull, who presumably must have visited 
each place at stated intervals, probably once a month. 

Now Sethe has pointed out (Amun, § 173,-note l) that in the phrase "the males of the Ogdoad 
united in a bull" (L. D. IV. 64 a; see above, p. 25) the bull is undoubtedly Buchis, and that in 
all the other cases quoted on pp. 46, 472 the bull is also Buchis. Thus it follows that even in the 
earlier periods there was not a separate living bull at Hermonthis, Madamud, Tod, and Thebes, 

1 Pococke and Savary refer to bulls at the end of the Mammisi at Armant, but they are probably reliefs only. 
2 With the exception of the last text which was published subsequently. 

H 
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but that rather each was combined in a single bull who visited each town in turn, and who was 
represented in his absence by a sacred image. 

Admittedly this is only a theory, and based on not over-strong evidence, but one additional 
fact may be adduced which may lend it some support. Drioton (Chronique d'Egypte, No. 12 

(July 1931), 259 ff.) has published four statues of Mentu (bull-headed) each of which is named 
after one of the four local forms of the god, who is said to "rest in the stable of the Bull of Mada
muc;l" (Mntw nb X nti l;tp n ( = m) tJ st n p1 k1 n M1dw). May this not be a reference to the visit 
of the four forms of Mentu, combined in one bull, to the temple of Madamud? 

We thus obtain the following reconstructi?n of the history of Buchis. Prior to the reign of 
Nekhthorheb Buchis embodied the four forms of Mentu, and as such he visited the chief towns 
of Mentu in turn. At this period he does not seem to have been given a distinctive name. Nekht
horheb, however, deliberately develops the nature of the bull and makes him an important deity 
on a par with Apis and Mnevis. Buchis still continues to make his regular visits to the towns of 
the Thebaid. 

The fact that Ahmes, son of Smendes, is said to enter the burial-place of the bull of Madamud 
(see above, p. 48) need not necessarily disprove this theory, for it is obvious that if Buchis com
bines all the four bulls in himself, then the burial-place of Buchis is also the burial-place of the 
bull of Madamud. It should also be noted that each local bull retains its individuality in spite 
of the existence of Buchis, and that we can still read of the bull who is in Hermonthis, or in 
Madamud. 

Admittedly there are grave objections to this theory, in particular, if Buchis existed in some 
form or other prior to the reign of Nekhthorheb, even though not invested with the same attri
butes, it is difficult to see why he was not accorded sacred burial. Perhaps he was. In any case, 
this theory is put forward not dogmatically, but with a full consciousness of its imperfections and 
in the belief that it does offer a reasoned explanation of the evidence that is at present available. 

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS INSCRIPTIONS 
The following inscriptions are mainly from blocks of various periods which were built into the 

walls of the Bucheum. A few inscriptions, however, which were bought from the villagers have 
been included. For the sake of convenience, these inscriptions are numbered serially, following 
the Buchis series. 

46. Three portions of a relief showing Ahmes I offering wine to Mentu. To the left, Ahmes 
wears the White Crown and offers to "[Mentu, Lord] of Thebes". To the right, the king wears 
the Red Crown and makes offering to "[Mentu, Lord] of Hermonthis". Found opposite Buch. II. 

Limestone. (Pl. LIV, I) 

47. Sandstone block from the Bucheum 18, part of blocking. Nekhthorheb offers the fields to 
"Thoth, the twice great, Lord of Hermopolis". The ibis wears the 1tf-crown: cf. the similar 
figure on the Baqaria lintel. (Pl. LIV, 2) 

48. Sandstone block from the Bucheum West passage: Mentu seated before offerings. (Pl. LIV, 3) 
49. Sandstone block, bought in the 'Ezba. A man, with hands raised in adoration, kneels facing 
left. The inscription to the left is incomplete, and, after some damaged epithets of a king (a 
Ptolemy?), reads: "Giving praise to the king, giving incense to the Lord of the Two Lands". To 
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the right, the text runs: "May he give . .. and wealth to the Ka of the divine father, and prophet ( ?), 
priest, embalmer in heaven, earth, and dw1t, scribe of the Good God, commander of the army of 
Mentu in Hermonthis, Hapi-wer, justified." 22 x 33 cm. (Pl. LIV, 4) 
50. Reused sandstone block, which was employed as a lintel at the entrance to the Bucheum West 
passage. On the eastern face (Pl. LIV, 5) an inscription bearing the name of Tuthmosis III has been . 
partially obliterated. On the western face a winged disk has been painted in reddish-brown paint. Only 
a fragment of the battered inscription on each side of the disk is preserved, and seems to have read: 
nb pt SJb swt pr m 1bt, "Lord of Heaven, with bright colours, who came forth from the Horizon". 
51. Portion of a sandstone block, brought in by the villagers . This fragment presumably came 
from the temple of Armant. (Pl. LIV, 6) 
52. Sandstone block of Rameses VI, from the Bucheum West passage. (Pl. LV, 1) 

53. Sandstone block in poor condition, showing a king offering the fields to Mentu ( ?) . From 
the Bucheum West passage. (Pl. LV, 2) 
54. Sandstone block with a fragment of a scene of offerings. [)mr seems to be a new word, unless 
it is an early form of the Ptolemaic word gmt (Wb. d. iig. Spr. V. 574). Bucheum West passage. 

(Pl. LV, 3) 
55. Limestone lintel, found lying at the bottom of the Bucheum West passage. XVIIIth Dynasty(?). 

(Pl. LV, 4) 
56. Plate LV, 5, shows a selection from some sandstone blocks which were built into a stone wall 
outside Burial E in the Bucheum. The first stone on the left of the top row is inscribed with the 
name of Horemheb, and is covered with a yellow wash. T he block immediately below it is probably 
connected with it. Mentu appears in the right block in the bottom row. All the other blocks 
contain fragments of Aten inscriptions and the early didactic name of the Aten, ·and include 
a mention of a temple of the Aten. 

57. A small, uninscribed sandstone stela, bought from the villagers. A king offers wine to Mentu 
and Khnum. Ptolemaic. 33 x 33 cm. (Pl. LV, 6) 

( 
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CHAPTER II 

THE DEMOTIC OSTRAKA1 

By G. MATTHA 

Class 1. OSTRAKA DESCRIBING THE CONTENTS OF JARS 

THE ostraka which bear inscriptions describing the contents of the large funerary jars used in the 
burial ceremony of the bull Buchis of Hermonthis may be fairly classified into three categories. 
The first, the earliest, is that dated year 31 either of Soter I or Philadelphus-preferably the latter. 
The text of this category begins with the date, which is always Paope roth of year 3 l, followed 
by the names of the materials, invariably incense, myrrh, and natron, which the jar contained, 
and the purpose for which they were used. The formula of the texts runs as follows: /:t-sp 3 l 
1bt-2 ;°/J ss ro snte br /:tsm n t ~sy Bb "Year 31, Paope roth. Incense, myrrh, (and) natron for the 
burial of Buchis". The second category, that dated year 4, of a much later date (probably the 2nd 
century B.c.), differs essentially from the first in the wording of its formula. In place of the words 
n t ~sy Bb, which conclude the version of the first category, the text of this category begins with 
the words p tms Bb "the tomb of Buchis", which conveys a different meaning from the former, 
being concrete instead of abstract; then follows the date, which is invariably the 6th of lVIekheir, 
and an account of the contents of the jar with an estimate of their weight. The formula is p tms 
Bb /:t-sp 4 1bt-2 pr ss 6 krkr /:tsm br snte ro "The tomb of Buchis. Year 4, Mekheir 6. io talents 
(kerkers) of natron, myrrh, and incense". Besides natron, myrrh, and incense, ostrakon No. 
0.131 (which belongs to this category) gives in a separate text 9 oipe-measures of salt for 
21 tombs. 0.93 and 0.94 give snte s~-"ground incense"-and 0.91 gives besides snte "incense", 
snte s~ "ground incense". The third category, which belongs either to the latter half of the second 
century B.C. or the earlier (half of the first century B.c., is that dated year ro. The text of these 
ostraka merely mentions tile date, which is invariably Mekheir 8th of year ro, and the contents of 
the jar with an estimate of their weight. No indication is made of the destination of the jars as 

1 The ostraka from the Bucheum and environs are very fragmentary and at first sight did not appear to be very promis
ing material, but, thanks to Mr. Mattha's patience and care, they have produced results of considerable importance to us 
in building up the history of the Bucheum. Except for two or three examples the entire work of copying, transliterating, 
and translating has been done by Mattha in time freely given from his own pressing labours; and we are deeply indebted 
to him for his generosity in undertaking this arduous labour. Professor Griffith has also given much time and assistance 
and has looked over the whole of the material before it was sent to the press, as well as giving much assistance in other 
ways. Our gratitude is also due to Sir Herbert Thompson for examining and reporting on one or two specimens. 

In this chapter are printed Mattha's transliterations and translations, side by side for ease of reading; and the Plates LXV 
to LXXIII are arranged in a similar manner, with the photographs and facsimiles facing each other. It has not been found 
possible to observe this arrangement exactly in the case of the sandstone stelae and the tomb graffiti. A commentary upon 
the texts is given in Vol. I, chap. xrx. 

The approximate periods of time which correspond with the dating terminology are as follows: 
Early Ptolemaic: Third century B.c. {Early Roman : } 

· l S d · 30 B.C. to A.D. 70. Midd e ,, econ century B.C. First Roman century: 
Late ,, First century to 30 B.c. Middle Roman: A.D. 70 to A.D. 200. 

Late Roman: A.D. 200 to fifth century. o. H. M. 
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in the two former categories. The formula reads b-sp 10·t 1bt-2 pr ss 8 krkr bsm snte 15 "Year 10, 

Mekheir 8th. 15 talents of natron (and) incense". 
It may be noticed that in the text of the first category incense occupies the first place, myrrh 

comes second, and natron is always last. In the second and third categories natron is always 

mentioned first and incense last. In the third category myrrh is never mentioned. 

Some of the ostraka of the second and third categories bear ordinal numbers. The highest 

of these numbers is mb-4, "fourth", and "first" occurs more than once i!1: the same category. 

A few palaeographical remarks may be added here. The word bsm "natron" is written in the 

text of the first category either ;-oo 11 or ;:-, l i ; in the second category it is always <) ~ ) 1 r ; 
in the third <J Tz I~. The word snte "incense" is written in the first category either r )! rr or '(Ii r ; 
the writing \"I L) II belongs to the second category and ~ r to the third. 

Besides these three categories there are: 
(1) 0.87 which gives a different writing of the two words ljre and bsme and may belong to a 

fourth category of a late Ptolemaic date. 
(z) 0.97, dating from the fourth year of Caligula, gives only myrrh as the contents of the jar 

but does not specify for what purpose. 
(3) 0.157 describes the contents of its jar as food and drink. 

(4) Ostraka of this class listed in the register only: 84, 147, 150, 176, 177, 179· 

TRANSLITERATIONS 

1. o.88. 
( l) (i-sp 3 l 1bt-2 1!J ss 10 snte !Jr 
(2) (ism n t /f.sy Bb 

2., 0.50. 
( l) [(i-sp 3 l] 1bt-2 ;!J ss 10 snte !Jre 
(2)[(1,s]m n t lf.sy Bb 

3. 0.125. 
( l) (i-sp 3 l 1bt-2 1!J ss IO snte !Jre 
(2) (ism [n t ~sy Bb] 

4· 0.120. 
( l) [(i-sp 3 l 1bt-2 ;!J ss] IO snte !Jre 
(2) [(ism n t lf.sy] Bb 

5. 0.127. 
( l) [(i-sp 3 l 1bt-2] 1!J ss 10 snte !Jr 
(2) [(ism n t lf.s]y Bb 

6. 0.80. 
(1) [(i-sp 31 1bt-2 1!J ss 10 snte] !Jr (ism 
(2) [n t ~sy Bb] 

7. 0.198. 
( l) snte !Jre 

8. 0.89. 
(1) ....... ] !Jr 
(2) ....... ] Bb 

9· 0.79. 
(1) t lf.sy [ •..•• 

CATEGORY I 

o.88. 

TRANSLATIONS 

Year 31, Paopt; 10th. Incense, myrrh, (and) natron for 
the burial of Buchis. 

0.50. 
[Year 31], Paope 10th. Incense, myrrh, [(and) nat]ron for 
the burial of Buchis. 

0.125. 
Year 31, Paope 10th. Incense, myrrh, (and) natron [for 
the burial of Buchis]. 

0.120. 
[Year 31, Paope] lOth. Incense, myrrh, [(and) natron for 

the burial of] Buchis. 
0.127. 

[Year 31, Paope] loth. Incense, myrrh, [(and) natron for 
the bur]ial of Buchis. 

0.80. 
[Year 31, Paope loth. Incense,] myrrh, (and) natron [for 
the burial of Buchis]. 

Fragments. 
0.198. 

Incense (and) myrrh. 
0.89. 

. . . . . . . ] myrrh. 

. . . . . . . ] Buchis. 
o.79. 

The burial [ . ... 
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IO. 0.90. 
(1) [t /f.s]y Bb 

l I. 0.64: 
(1) t f:sy B[b] 

12. 0.92. 
(1) snte [ .. ? •• 

13. 0.70. 
(1) !Jre 

14· 0.69. 
( l) [[z.-sp 3] l Jbt-2 1!J SS IO snte [ ...• 

I. 0.121. 
(1) m(i-1 
(2) p tms Bb 
(3) (i-sp 4 1bt-2 pr ss 6 
(4) [krk]r (ism !Jre snte 10 

2. 0.122. 
(1) p tms Bb 
(2) (i-sp 4 1bt-2 pr ss 6 
(3) krkr (ism !Jre [snte 10] 

3· 0.131. 
(1) m(i-1 
(2) p tms Bb 
(3) lz-sp 4 1bt-2 pr ss 6 
(4) krkr (ism !Jre snte 10 
(5) P (?) tms 21 (?) (i-sp 4 1bt-2 pr ss 6 (im 'P 9 

4· 0.130. 
( l) kr kr (ism !Jre snte [ 10] 

5· 0.129. 
(1) (i-sp 4·t 1bt-2 pr ss 6 ( 
(2) krkr (i[sm ..... 

6, 7, 8. 0.128, 78, 160. 
(1) p tms [ ..... . 

9· 0 . 154. 
(1) m(i-1 !Jr [ .... ? .• . • 

IO. 0.93. 
(1) snte slf. 

l I. 0.91. 
( l) snte 
(2) snte s~ 

12. 0.94: 
( l) snte s[lf.] 

I. 0.123. 
(1) m(i-3 
(2) (i-sp IO't 1bt-2 pr SS 8 
(3) krkr (ism snte 15 

2. 0.124. 
( l) (i-sp IO ·t 1bt-2 pr SS 8 
(2) [k]rkr (ism snte 15 

0.90. 
[The bur ]ial of Buchis. 

0.64. 
The burial of Bu[chis]. 

0.92. 
Incense [ .. ? .. 

0.70. 
Myrrh. 

0.69. 
[Year 3]1, Paope loth. Incense[, ..... 

CATEGORY II 

0.121. 
First. 
The tomb of Buchis. 
Year 4, Mekheir 6th. 
10 [tale ]nts of natron, myrrh, (and) incense. 

I 

0.122. 
The tomb of Buchis. 
Year 4, Mekheir 6th. 
[ IO] talents of natron, myrrh, [(and) incense]. 

0.131. 
First. 
The tomb of Buchis. 
Year 4, Mekheir 6th. 
IO talents of natron, myrrh, (and) incense. 
The 21 (?)tombs. Year 4, Mekheir 6th. 9 oipes of salt. 

0.130. 
10 talents of natron, myrrh, (and) incense. 

0.129. 
Year 4, Mekheir 6th. 
[X] talents of nat[ ron .... 

0.128, 78, 160. 
The tomb[ .. . . 

0.154. 
First. Myrrh [ . . ... . 

o.93. 
Ground incense. 

0.91. 
Incense. 
Ground incense. 

0.94. 
Gro[und] incense. 

CATEGORY III 

0.123. 
Third. 
Year 10, Mekheir 8th . 
15 talents of natron, (and) incense . 

0.124. 
Year 10, Mekheir 8th. 
15 [ta]lents of natron, (and) incense. 
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3. 0.133. 0.133. 
( l) lz-sp IO ·t 1bt-2 pr SS 8 Year lo, Mekheir 8th. 
(2) krkr (ism snte [ ....... . [X] talents of natron, (and) incense [ ....... . 

(3) m(l 4 (in front of line I.) Fourth. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

I. 0.87. 
( l) !Jre (lsme 

2. 0.97. 
( l) m(l-2 [(l-sp] 4[·t] n Gys 
(2) [1bt-X 11J (?)] SS 8 thm n !Jl 

3· 0.157. 
(1) wm (lbb 

0.87. 
Myrrh, (and) natron. 

o.97. 
Second. [year] 4 of Gaius. 
[Month X of the inundation (?),] day 8. A tehm measure 

of myrrh. 
Notes. (1) rTI k :::-; . Cf. Coptic T€t>_.U.. (2) !Y~~: ~€~.A. 

0.157. 
Food and water. 

Note. The whole phrase may mean "Banquet of 
drinking". Cf. (lbb·t, Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. 63. 

4· 0.158. 
( l) (l-sp 23 ........ ? ...... !Jr (?) [t (?)] n(lb (?) 
(2) 'p·t 3 
Note. Greek: 0.95 from same pot:-"Year 23. Under 

the neck, 3 water pots [I, he, you (?)] carried out 
8 . . . . . , l 5 minae. Khoiak 22, and . . . of a 
sprinkler ............ ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
healing(?) 

0.158. 
Year 23 ..... ? .... under (?) [the (?)] neck (?). 
Three oipe measures. 

Class II. HYMN TO BUCHIS 

0.167. 
(1) 'm n-y Ws'r-B!J pe nb ro 
(2) 'y 'r-f lz(l n 'P 'y 'r-f n mne-w n P-Rr 

(3) 'nk pe-k bk pe nb (0 te-y rs 
(4) n-k b-'r-y !Js n rs rsy ne (?) 
(5) rs n grlz (?) any msr n 
(6) mty p rws (lrs a-lzr (-y?) 
(7) te-y sb~ ar-w tr-w te-y 
(8) rs n-k b- 'r-y !J,s n rs 

0.167. Pebble. 
Come unto me Osorbukhe my great lord ! 
0 may he live millions of counts. 0 may he enjoy the 

duration of the sun. 
I am thy servant my great lord. I cry 
unto thee. I cease not to cry. Manifold are my (?) 
cries by night (?) more than these wanderings by 
day. Care is heavy on me 
I am (so) little against them all. I 
cry out unto thee. I cease not to cry. 

(9) m-'r !J,s n rs a ntr wn-mte-f pe-f (?) ws mwt (?) bn e-f (?) Weary not of calling unto God. Has he his time of death(?) 
(when ?) he will not (?) 

( IO) stm te-y rs n-k stm-k n-e-q-y 

(II) e-tn (sic) rs '-k stm 'm n-y p nb 
( 12) 'y 'r-f lilt n 'P 'r-f (?) rse n n to-w 

( 13) a pe-f ws (?) n n !.y-w n (lwt-w 

hearken? I cry unto thee (and) thou hast hearkened to 
what I have said. 

If you (sic) call thou hearkenest. Come unto me 0 Lord! 
0 may he live millions of counts (and) may he make joy in 

the lands! 
whereas his reign(?) remaineth for the benefit of the men 

and males. 
(14) (before the figure) mne p ss nfr rn!J wrb s!Jm 0 good fortune! life pure and steadfast! 

0.118. 
(1) [!J p rn!J nte 'r X] 
(2) [a 'r-f m-blz (?) Ws'r-B!Jl 

Class III. OATHS 

O.II8. 
[Copy of the oath which X] 
[shall make before Osorbukhe] 
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(3) [n X n] (l-sp 31(?)1bt-4pr 
(4) [ss X] g rn!J Ws'r-B!_z 
(5) nt (ltp ty .. ? .• 
(6) ... ? ..• 
(7) ... ? ..• 

0.172. Recto. 
(1) .?.] s Mnt-(ltp p nt g m-blz 
(2) .?.] Ws'r-B!J p ntr ro nb (?) lzr 
(3) P-a-te-'Tm (?) wpy [ .. ? .. 
(4) / .. ] Mnt P-a-te-'S mwt-f T-lr·t-T(lwt mne 
(5) 'rm rm nb 
(6) 'r (?) !. a-'r (?)-lzr-y e-y sb~ (n) m~ 
(7) .. ? .. ] ty 'r-y wr s!J [ .. ? .. 
(8) ..... ? ...... ] m-blz (?) ntr (?) ro nb (?) 
(9) Ws'r-B!J [ ..... ? ..•. 

(10) .. ? ..• 
Verso. 

( l) s!J ((l-sp) 36 1bt-2 11J. 

[to X in] year 31 (?) Parmute 
[day X] ; As Osorbukhe, 
who dwelleth here, liveth ! 
. .. ? ... 
• •. ? .•• 

0.172. Recto. 
.?.] s. of Mentl:iotp who says before 
.?.] Osorbukhe the great god, lord (?) [ .... 
Petetlim (?) [ . .... ? ..... 
.. ?.]mont (s. of) Peteese, his mother is Tshenthout, remain 
with every man 
who hath belonged to me, I being deficient in age 
. .? .. ] cause me to make a writing [ .. ? .. 
.. ... ? ..... ] before(?) great god(?), lord(?) [ .... 
Osorbukhe [ ... . . ? . .... . · 

Verso. 
written in (year) 36, Paope. 

Class IV. MEMORANDA 

0.168. 
(1) a Ifr-pa-'S P-a-te-Ws'r krkr 4 

0.169. 
( l) Ptlwmys krkr 4 

0.140. 
(1) Jbt-4pr SS 27 t sb n lft .. ? .•. ] (it ~t 5 

0.168. 
( l) Owing from I;Iarpaese (s. of) Peteusiri, 4 talents. 

0.169. 
(1) Ptolemaios, 4 talents. 

0.140. 
( l) Parmute, day 27. The compensation to I;Iar[- ..... ? : 

5 silver kites. 
Note: the name can hardly be Ifr-m-11J·t. 

Class V. ACCOUNTS OF SPELT 

0.30. Accounts of spelt during the month of Mekheir. The surface of the amphora is divided into 
four columns, each of which is divided into sections. Each of these contains an account of spelt 
received by, or in the name of, a certain person during Mekheir, of what was paid on account 
of the preceding month, Tobe, and of what is owing from him. 

By "spelt 1" is understood "One artabe of spelt". 

TRANSLITERATIONS 

0.30. 

COL. I. 1bt-2 pr 

( l) P-a-te-Ws'r-B!J s P-4-Mnt p wrb m(l-1 (?) ss I 
!Jr (?) pe-f (?) ry (?) bt 4 rn P-lr-Wbst (?) !Jr te-f (?) 
sn·t (?) bt I!-(?) p fr n P-a-te-Ws'r-B!J ro bt 4 

(2) ss 2 bt 4 ss 3 bt 4 rn p fr n P-a-te-Ws'r-B!J bt 3 ss, 
4 bt 4 SS 5 bt 4 SS 6 bq .? . rn n te-f (lm·t bt 5 SS 7 bt 4 

TRANSLATIONS 

0.30. 

COL. I. Mekheir. 

(I) Petosorbukhe son of Peftlimont the first {?) priest: 
Day 1-for his house (?)-spelt 4; again Pshenu
bast (?)-for his(?) sister(?) spelt 1! (?);the son of 
Petosorbukhe (the) elder, spelt 4. 

(2) Day 2, spelt 4. Day 3, spelt 4; again the son of 
Petosorbukhe, spelt 3. Day 4, spelt 4. Day 5, spelt 
4. Day 6, spelt 4 .. ? .. ; again-for his wife-spelt 
5. Day 7, spelt 4. 
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(3) SS 8 bt 4 SS 9 bt 4 rn p sljt bt I SS lO bt 4 SS I I bt 4 
rn p sljt bt 4 rn Ste·t (?) 3 ·t n nJ ljne-w (?) ss I2 bt 4 

(4) SS I3 bt{ SS I4 bt{ SS I5 bt 4 SS I6 bt 4 SS I7 bt{ SS 
I8 bt 4 ~se·t (?) P-fr-' Mn p ljm bt I ss I9 bt 4 
[ ] . . ? . .? . . sljt bt I 

(5) ss 20 bt 4 ss 2I (bt I!(?) (crossed out)) P-fr-'Mn 
bt ljm 3 ss 2 [ 2]bt [ ] p sljt wynn bt 4 bt ljm 
!(?) SS 23 bt 4 n-j b-j [ ] bt 2 

(6) n; ljne-w (?) bt 4 Ste·t (?) I ·t ss 24 nJ brb-w bt 
2 SS 27 [ ] [ .? . ] ste·t (?) bt 2 SS 29 
a ste·t (?) bt I rn P-a-te-Ws'r-Bb bt ljm 3 [ ] 
.? .. bt2.? . . 

(7) p sljt bt 2 a-.Hf] bt I30 n wb a bt l:J.m (?) 8! (?) . .j. . 
[P sljt] n n1 ss-nsw-w (?) n tp pr ( ?) tmt I58 

(8) [ ] .... ? . . . [ ] p (?) nt (?) mte-f (?) bt 
80 tmt (?) 2 a ry-f 

(9) P-4-Mnt s Tbwt-'w p wrb ss I br (?) p (?) ntr bt 
8 rn pe-f fr bt ro 2 rn p [sljt] bt I ss 5 bt I bt ljm 4 
p sl:J.t bt I SS 8 bt 2 n p ljb (?) bt I SS lO bt Ste·t (?) 3·t 

( 10) nJ (?) ljne-w (?) ss II p sljt bt 7 ss I4 bt 8 n bt ljm rn 
pe-f Sr bt ljm 3 SS I 5 [ ] bt 3 SS I 6 bt 8 n bt 
ljm n te-j Sr·t SS I8 pe-j SY bt I 

(II) n-f b-f bt ljm 2 SS I9 bt ljm 3 SS 20 bt 2 n-f b-f 
.. ? .. bt ljm 4 rn pe-f fr bt-ro I rn [ a] r p 
jy[ ]a Ste·t (?) bt 6 SS 2I bt ljm 3 SS 23 bt I 
(corrected from 3) bt ljm 3 

( I2) n p sljt bt I SS 28 a Ste·t (?) bt 5 SS 29 a Ste·t (?) bt 
2! p slj[t] [ ]p sljt bt I bt ljm (?) 8I 

( I3) p nt mtej bt 53 n wb a bt (?) 58 (?) br (?) tp pr tmt 
2I tmt [ . .. . ...... ] 

(I4) [ ] ste·t (?) 2·t .?. [ 
(I5) [ ] at(?) kye·t (?) 

(3) Day 8, spelt 4. Day 9, spelt 4; again, the weaver, 
spelt r. Day IO, spelt 4. Day II, spelt 4; again, 
the weaver, spelt 4; again, flour(?) 3 for the dancing 
musicians (?) . Day I2, spelt 4. 

(4) Day I3, spelt 4. Day I4, spelt 4. Day I5, spelt 4· 
Day I6, spelt 4. Day I7, spelt 4. Day I8, spelt 4; 
(for ?) (the) burial (?) of Pshenamun the younger, 
spelt I. Day I9, spelt 4[ ] .. ? .. weaver, spelt I. 

(5) Day 20, spelt 4. Day 2I (spelt I! (?) 1 , Pshenamun, 
small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 2 [ 2], spelt [ ] 
the Ionian weaver, spelt 4, small(-grained) spelt ! 
(?). Day 23, ·spelt 4; for him himself (or "also") 
[ ] spelt 2; 

(6) the dancing musicians (?), spelt 4, flour (?) I. Day 
24-the fodderers (? fi~pw~ : fi~po~)-spelt 2. Day 
27[ ] [ .. . ? ... ] flour(?) of spelt 2. 
Day 29-for (making) flour (?)-spelt I; again Peto
sorbukhe, small(-grained) spelt 3 [ ] .. ? . . spelt 
2 •. ? . . ; 

(7) the weaver, spelt 2. What he took, spelt I30 plus 
(n wb a)2 small(-grained) spelt 8! ( ?) .. . ? . . . the 
weaver of byssus (lit. "royal linens"); for Tobe 
a total of 158. 

(8) [ ] ... ? . .. [ ] What he owns (?) spelt 80. 
Total 2 in his charge. 

(9) Peftumont, son of TJ:ieteu, the priest. Day I, for(?) 
the god (?) spelt 8; again his son, large(-grained) 
spelt 2; again, the [weaver], spelt I. Day 5, spelt I, 
small(-grained) spelt 4; the weaver, spelt I. Day 8, 
spelt 2; for the dancer3 (?), spelt I. Day 10, spelt
flour (?) 3. 

(10) The dancing musicians (?). Day II, the weaver, 
spelt 7. Day I4, spelt 8, small(-grained) spelt; 
again his son, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day I 5 
[ ], spelt 3. Day I6, spelt 8-small(-grained) 
spelt-for his daughter. Day I8, his son, spelt I; 

(II) for him himself, small(-grained) spelt 2. Day I9, 
small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 20, spelt 2, for him 
himself .. ? .. small( -grained) spelt 4; again his son, 
large(-grained) spelt I ; again [ ] towards the 
solid offerings [ ] for (?) flour (?), spelt 6. 
Day 2I, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 23, spelt I,4 

small(-grained) spelt 3; 

(I2) for the weaver, spelt I. Day 28, for (making) 
flour (?), spelt 5. Day 29, for (making) flour (?), 
spelt 2!; the weaver [ ] the weaver, 
spelt I, small( -grained) spelt 8 I. 

( I3) What he owns, spelt 53 plus spelt(?) 58 (?) . For(?) 
Tobe a total of 2I. Total [ . . ......... ] 

(I4) [ ] flour(?) 2 (?) [ 

(I5) [ ] to the provision-store(?) 

1 Crossed out. 2 Lit. "in addition to". 3 ? ~J f, cf. Brugsch, Wb., p. 1065, first word. 4 Corrected from 3. 
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(16) [ 

(I7) [ 
( I8) [ 

] . ? . bt 2! rn p sljt bt 

] 
] n te-f bt bm ss 5 bt 2 .. ? .. bt bm 

(I9) [ ] at kye·t (?) ss 9 bt ro (corrected from 
bm) 3 ..... , bt bm 

(20) [ ] [ss I]2 bt 5 nlfr p sbt bt I bt 2 n wr sb (?) 

( 2 I) .SS I 9 bt 5 [ ] bt 6 SS 29 a Ste·t (?) bt 3 

(22) p bwe (?) [ ] n wb a bt I4I (?) br tp pr 
[ ] 

(23) P-4-Mnt s sp-2 ss I (?) [ 
bt] ljm 2 SS I8 a Ste·t (?) bt 2! SS I9 bt 2 

(24) p sljt bt I bt 20 [ n] wb a bt I9 br tp pr 
tmt bt 40 

(25) P-4-Mnt s P .. ? ... wr . ? . ss I .? . [ 
p sljt] bt 2 SS 3 pe-j Sr a Ste·t (?) bt 2 (rn 

Ty-!Jnm (crossed out)) Ty-!Jnm bt ljm 3 (supra 
lin.) 

(26) rn te-f bm·t (?) bt 6 rn n pe-f (?) fr a Ste·t (?) [bt 
] te-f bm·t 

bt ! pe-f fr a ste·t (?) bt 2 (rn P-a-te-Mnt (crossed 
out)) ss 7 I 

(27) bt 6 ss 7 (sic) te-lf bm·t bt 3 a Ste·t (?) bt (4 (crossed 
out)) 3! (ss) 8 tmt bt [l:J.m ] 3 rn p sljt bt 
I SS I5 p Sr n 

(28) P-a-te-Ws'r-Bb bt I ss I6 te-f sn·t bt bm [ 
bt] bm 3 p sljt bt I bt I n-f p rhwe 

(29) arpfybt I2SS2I .?. [ 
] bt I nJ wn-w bt (?) ] ss 

20 [ +X] 
(30) te-f bm·t bt 5 ss 29 bt 5 r/~ a p-nt-wrb bt I 

] p nt mte-f bt 45 n wb a bt 6I 

(3I) [br (?) tp (?)pr (?)] tmt bt 80 [+XJ . . . ? ... 104 
tmt bt 18 a ry-f (3 ra) [ ... .... ] pr 

(32) P-4-Mnt ljm s P-a-te-Ifr-Ws'r (?) ss 10 bt bm 3 
rn a (?) t (?) bne (?) n 'Mn bt 3 ss , II bt I [p (?)] 
wb mw n bm ss I2 [ ] 

(33) SS I8 a ste (?) bt 2 SS I9 bt 2! SS 20 bt 2! rn P-'swr 
bt ro 4 rn br .? . [ ] 

(34) ss 24 (corrected from ss 22) bt 2! ss 2 5 bt 2! ss 26 
bt [ ] SS 28 a Ste (?) bt I! SS 29 a ste 
(?) [ ] 3 

1 Corrected from "small(-grained)". 2 Crossed out. 

(I 6) [ ] . . ? . . spelt 2! ; again the weaver spelt 
[ ... .... ] 

( I7) [ ] 
(I8) [ ' ] of(?) his small(-grained) spelt. Day 5, 

spelt 2 . .. ? .. . small(-grained) spelt 
(I9) [ ] to the provision-store(?). Day 9, large 

(-grained)1 spelt 3 ...... small(-grained) spelt. 
(20) [ ..... . .. . . . Day I]2, spelt 5; for l;Ior, the 

weaver, spelt I; spelt 2 for a scribe(?) 
(2I) Day I9, spelt 5 [ ] spelt 6. Day 29, for 

(making) flour(?), spelt 3. 
(22) The surplus (?) [ ] plus spelt I4I (?). For 

1 Tobe [ ] 
(23) Peftumont, son of the same. Day 1 (?) [ 

] small(-grained) [spelt] 2. Day I8, for 
(making) flour (?), spelt 2!. Day I9, spelt 2; 

(24) the weaver, spelt I; spelt 20 [ ] plus 
spelt I9. For Tobe a total of spelt 40. 

(25) Peftumont, son of P .. ? .. wer .?. Day I .. ? .. [ 
the weaver], spelt 2. Day 3, his son , for 

(making) flour (?), spelt 2; (again Tikhnum)2 

Tikhnum, small(-grained) spelt 3 ;3 

(26) again, his wife(?), spelt 6; again for his(?) son for 
(making) flour (?) [spelt ] ; his wife, 
spelt ! ; his son, for (making) flour (?), spelt 2; 
(again Petemont4). Day 7, 

(27) spelt 6. Day 7 (sic), his wife, spelt 3; for (making) 
flour (?), spelt (4)5 3! . (Day) 8 a total of [small 
(-grained)] spelt [ ]3; again, the weaver, 
spelt I. Day I 5, the son of 

(28) Petosorbukhe, spelt r. Day I6, his sister, small 
(-grained) spelt) [ ] small(-grained) 
[spelt] 3; the weaver, spelt I; spelt I for him; in 
the evening, 

(29) towards (?) the solid offerings, spelt I2. Day 2I 
.. ? . . [ ] spelt I; the pastophoroi, spelt (?) 
[ ..... . .]. Day 20 [ + X], 

(30) his wife, spelt 5. Day 29, spelt 5. Last day, for the 
sanctuary, spelt I [ ]. What he owns, 
spelt 45 plus spelt 6r. 

(3I) [For Tobe(?)] a total of 80 [ + X] . .. ? ... 104. Total 
spelt 18 in his charge. (3ra) Month x of Seed-time. 

(32) Peftflmont the younger, son of PeteJ:iarusiri (?). 
Day 10, small(-grained) spelt 3; again for (?) the 
dancing musician (?) of Amun, spelt 3. Day I I, 
spelt I, the salt-water pourer. Day I2 [ ] 

(33) Day I8, for (making) flour (?), spelt 2. Day I9, 
spelt 2!. Day 20, spelt 2! ; again, Pesh6r, large 
(-grained) spelt 4; on account of . . ? .. 

(34) Day 24, spelt 2!. Day 25, spelt 2! . Day 26, spelt 
[ ] Day 28, for (making) flour (?) [ ] 3. 

3 Supra Jin. 4 Crossed out. s Crossed out. 
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(35) a 1-f bt 33 n wlj [a] bt 55 [. ?.] [ 

COL. II. 

(I) P-lr-Ws'r-B!J s P-wt (?) ro SS I a ste (?) bt I!. 

(2) SS 4, bt lJm 3 SS 5 bt 4 SS I8 a Ste (?) bt 3 SS I9 a Ste 

(?) bt 3 

(3) SS 20 bt 3 SS 24 a Ste (?) bt 3 SS 25 bt 3 SS 28 S Ste (?) 

btJ 

(4) SS 29 a Ste (?) bt 3 p slJt bt lJm 3 r/~ bt 3 a 1-f bt 28! 

(5) n wlj a bt 35 /Jr tp pr tmt 63! p nt mte-f bt 3 
[ ..... ? ..... ? .•..• 

(6) tmt 4I a ry-f 
(7) P-a-te-Ws'r-B!J s P-lr- ... -wr SS 2 bt (?) ste-t (?) 

9o·t rn .? ... (rn Ty- ... bt lJm 3 (crossed out)) 

(8) ss 3 bt 2 n p wn (?) (rn bt 6! p wrb (sic) (crossed 
out)) ss 4 bt I a p nt wrb ss 5 (?) p slJt bq 

(9) ss I2 (?) n-tr·t (?) P-4-Mnt lJm bt 3 ss I3 bt 2 n 

ste (?)SS I5 bt bt (sic) lJm 3 

(IQ) P-mlj ss I6 bt I n-f rn ss I7 P-mlj bt lJm 3 ss I8 
(corrected from I9) a ste (?) bt 2! SS I9 a Ste (?) 
bt 2! SS 20 bt 2! 

(II) ss 28 bt 2! ss 29 bt 3 (corrected from 4) rl~ bt 3 
(rn bt r pe he (crossed out)) p slJt bt 2 

(12) a 1-f bt 36 p nt mte-f bt I9 n wlj a bt 4 br tp pr tmt 
22 tmt bt IQ[ +XJ 

(I3) P-4-Mnt lJm s Wn-nfr SS I bt ro 2 SS 2 ste·t (?) 
2·t (?) SS 3 bt 2 SS 4 bt I p-nt-wrb 

(I4) SS 8 bt 2 np slJt SS II bt I SS I5 bt lJm 2 SS I8 
n-tr·t (?) [p] wn (?) n pr Gyser bt 2 

(I 5) SS 20 bt ro 2 SS 28 [ 
bt 3 rn bt I n 

] bt 3 ss 29 bt 3 p s!Jt bt 2 rl~ 

(I6) p slJt 1-f bt 26 p nt mte-f bt I7! n wlj a bt I I! br tp 
pr tmt bt 29 (?) tmt bt [ 

(I7)-{2I) gone. 
(22) ss 20[ +X] [ .... 

(35) What he took, spelt 33 plus spelt 55 [ ... ? .•• ] 
[ ] 

COL. II. 

(I) Pshenosorbukhe son of P-wt (?)the elder. Day I, 
for (making) flour(?), spelt I!. 

(2) Day 4, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 5, spelt 4. 
Day I8 for (making) flour (?) spelt 3. Day I9 for 
(making) flour(?) spelt 3. 

(3) Day 20, spelt 3. Day 24, for (making) flour(?), spelt 
3. Day 25, spelt 3. Day 28, for (making) flour(?), 
spelt 3. 

(4) Day 29, for (making) flour(?), spelt 3. The weaver, 
small(-grained) spelt 3. Last day, spelt 3. What 
he took, spelt 28!, 

(5) plus spelt 35. For Tobe a total of 63!. What he 
owns, spelt 3 [ .... ? .... 

(6) Total 4I in his charge. 
(7) Petusorbiikhe son of Pshen ... wer. Day 2, spelt(?)

flour (?) 90; again .. ? . ; (again Ti- . . . , small 
(-grained) spelt 3)1 

(8) Day 3, spelt 2 for the pastophorus (?); (again spelt 
6! for the sanctuary).2 Day 4, spelt I for the sanc
tuary. Day 5 (?),the weaver, spelt 3. 

(9) Day I2 (?), by (?) Peftiimont the younger, spelt 3. 
Day I3, spelt 2 for (making) flour (?). Day I5, 
small( -grained) spelt 3, 

(IQ) Penol;i.3 Day I6, spelt I for him also. Day I7, 
Penol;i, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day I8,4 for 
(making) flour (?), spelt 2!. Day I9, for (making) 
flour (?) spelt 2!. Day 20, spelt 2!. 

(II) Day 28, spelt 2!. Day 29, spelt 3.5 Last day, spelt 
3; (again, spelt I, my expense) ;6 the weaver, spelt 2. 

(I2) What he took, spelt 36. What he owns, spelt 19 
plus spelt 4. For Tobe a total of 22. Total, spelt 
IQ[+X]. 

(13) Peftiimont (the) younger, son oCOennofre. Day I, 
large(-grained) spelt 2. Day 2, flour (?) 2 (?). Day 
3, spelt 2. Day 4, spelt I, the sanctuary. 

(I4) Day 8, spelt 2, for the weaver. Day II, spelt I. 

Day 15, small(-grained) spelt 2. Day I8, by the 
pastophorus of the Caesareum,7 spelt 2. 

(I5) Day 20, large(-grained) spelt 2. Day 28 [ ], 
spelt 3; Day 29, spelt 3; the weaver, spelt 2. Last 
day, spelt 3. Again spelt I for 

(I6) the weaver. He took spelt 26. What he owns, spelt 
I7! plus spelt II!. For Tobe a total of spelt 29 (?). 
Total, spelt [ 

(I7)-(21) gone. 
(22) Day 20[ + X] [ .... 

1 Crossed out. 2 Crossed out. 3 Apparently a personal name meaning "The Eyebrow". 
4 Corrected from "I 9". 

temple of Caesar". 

5 Corrected from "4"· 6 Crossed out. 7 Lit. "The 
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(23) P-sr-ro-#t[ 
(24) a 1-f bt[ 
(25) P-4-Mnt ro s ?P-2 ss I [bt 

(26) ss IQ bt 3 n p s!Jt [ 
(27) np wn (?) n t r·t (?) [ 
(28) SS I8 bt I! SS I9 bt 2 p s!Jt [ 
(29) SS 25 bt 2! SS 28 bt 2 [ 
(30) n wlj a 38 br [tp pr 
(3I) Pa(?) .... ? ss I bt 
(32) bt I SS 8 a Ste (?) bt 2! SS IQ bt lJm [ 

(33) tmt bt 29 [ 
(34) n wlj [a 
(35) P-4-Mnt ro s Wn-nfr [ 
(36) SS I2 bt ro I SS 20 bt ro [ 

(37) n P slJt bt I rn bt [ 

] bt 3 

] n wlj a bt II 

(38) br tp pr tmt bt 29 p nt mte-f bt I7! (?)nm wlj (?) 
a bt II! a ry-f, 

(39) P-rm-n-l)mr ss)4 bt I bt lJm 3 ss 5 bt I n p rhwe bt 

2 SS 6 a Ste (?) bt 4! a p he bt 3 SS 7 bt 4! SS 8 bt 3! 

(40) rn ape(?) he bt 2 ss 9 bt I ss IQ bt ro 2 a p-nt-wrb 
SS I I bt I bt lJm 4 SS I 2 ! n bt 

(4I) rn bt I .. ? . . _ss I3 bt lJm 3 ss I5 bt I ss 2I bt ro In r 
(?)pfy bt 6 

(42) SS 22 I! n bt SS 23 bt lJm 3 SS 24 bt 'fJ,m 3 SS 25 bt lJm 
3 ss 27 p slJt bt !Jm 3 rn bt 10 ss 26 (sic) 

(43) bt lJm 3 ss 29 bt l:Jm 3 rl~ bt lJm 3 rn p rhwe bt I 
p-nt-wrb 

(44) a 1-f bt 46 p nt mte-f bt I5 n wlj a 46 br tp pr 

(45) tmt6I . . ? .• bt 15 [ ar]pfy4o!nss I4 

(46) 20[ +XJ · rl~ (?) tmt bt IO [ ] n wlj a bt I5 

COL. III. 

(I) P-4-Mnt [lJm (?)] .... . . ? ...... SS 6 a ste (?) bt 
3 n wrb [-w 

( 2) SS 7 [ bt] 3 .. ? .. bt I SS 8 bt 3 SS 9 bt 2 [ 

rn ap [ 
(3) rn a r p jy ste (?) bt 6 SS 23 (?) [ 

(23) Pshenrapal;ite[ 
(24) What he took, spelt [ 
(25) Peftiimont (the) elder, son of the same. Day I 

[spelt 
(26) Day IQ, spelt 3; for the weaver [ 
(27) for the Pastophorus (?) of the .. ? .. [ .. ? .. 
(28) Day I8, spelt I!. Day I9, spelt 2; the weaver [ 
(29) Day 25, spelt 2!, Day 28, spelt 2 [ 
(30) plus 38. For [Tobe 
(3I) Pa(?) .. ? .. Day I, spelt [ 
(32) spelt I. Day 8, for flour (?) spelt 2!. Day IQ, 

[ small(-grained)] spelt [ 
(33) a total of spelt 29 [ 
(34) plus [ 
(35)- Peftiimont, the elder, son of Oennofre [ 
(36) Day I2, large(-grained) spelt I. Day 20, large 

(-grained) spelt [ ] spelt 3; 
(37) for the weaver, spelt I; again, spelt [ 

plus spelt I I. 
(38) For Tobe a total of spelt 29. What he owns, spelt 

I7! (?)plus(?) spelt II! in his charge. 
(39) Premengeme. Day 4, spelt I, small(-grained) 

spelt 3. Day 5, spelt I; in the evening, spelt 2. 
Day 6, for (making) flour (?), spelt 4!· For the 
expense, spelt 3. Day 7, spelt 4!. Day 8, spelt 3!; 

(40) again for my (?) expense, spelt 2. Day 9, spelt I. 
Day IQ, large(-grained) spelt 2 for the sanctuary. 
Day II, spelt I; small(-grained) spelt 4. Day I2, 
spelt!; 

(4I) again spelt I .. ? .. Day I3, small(-grained) spelt 3. 
Day I5, spelt I. Day 2I, large(-grained) spelt I; 
for (?) the solid offerings, spelt 6. 

(42) Day 22, spelt I!. Day 23, small(-grained) spelt 3. 
· Day 24, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 25, small 

(-grained) spelt 3. Day 27, the weaver, small 
(-grained) spelt 3; again spelt IO. Day 26 (sic) 

(43) small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 29, small(-grained) 
spelt 3. Last day, small(-grained) spelt 3; again in 
the evening, spelt I, the sanctuary. 

(44) What he took, spelt 46. What he owns, spelt I5 
plus 46. For Tobe 

(45) a total of 61 .. ? .•• spelt 15 [ towards(?)] 
the solid offerings, 40!; on (?) day I4, 

(46). 20[ +X]. Last day, a total of(?) spelt IQ [ ] plus 
spelt I5. 

COL. III. 

(I) Peftiimont [(the) younger(?)] ..... ? ..... Day 6, 
for (making) flour (?), spelt 3; the priests [ 

(2) Day 7 [ J spelt 3; .. ? .. spelt I. Day 8, spelt 3. 
Day 9, spelt 2; [ ] again f~r the [ 

(3) again towards (?) the solid offerings, flour (?) of 
spelt 6. Day 23 (?) [ 
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(4) [ss]2o[+X]bt[ ap]s!Jtbt2ss29bt!Jm2a1[-f (4) [Day]2o[+ XJ,spelt[ ;fortheweaver,]spelt2. 
Day 29, small(-grained) spelt 2. What [he] took 

(5) p nt m[te-f ] n wfl a bt 2 (?) br tp pr (5) What he [owns ] plus spelt 2. For Tobe 

(6) tmt bt (?) [ a ry-f (6) Total, spelt(?) [ , in his charge] 

(7) P-4-Mnt ro s sp-2 (?) [ss X] bt 1! a 1-f bt 1! (7) Peftlimont (the) elder, son of the same (?). [Day 

(P nt mte-f bt 10 (crossed out)) X], spelt 1!. What he took, spelt 1!. (What he 
owns, spelt 10)1 

(8) n wfl a bt 28 br tp pr tmt bt 29! p nt mte-f bt 10 (8) plus spelt 28. For Tobe a total of spelt 29! . What 
he owns, spelt 10. 

(9) [tmt] bt 19! ary-f (9) [Total], spelt 19! in his charge. 

(10) [ J ss 3 bt 1 ss 4 bt 1 wfl (?) mw n flm ss 10 (10) [(Personal name)]. Day 3, spelt I. Day 4, spelt 1, 

.. ? .. br [ ... ?. . . (the) salt-water pourer (?). Day 10 ... ? . .. 

{II) [ J .. ? . . bt I SS II bt I SS 18 a ste (?) bt 3 SS 19 (II) [ ] . . ? .. spelt I. Day II, spelt I. Day 18, for 

a ste (?) bt 3 (making) flour (?), spelt 3. Day 19, for (making) 
flour (?), spelt 3. 

(12) .. ? .. ss 29 bt 3 rl~ bt 1 ss 18 a ste (?) bt 3 p s!Jt bt 1 (12) .. ? .. Day 29, spelt 3. Last day, spelt 3; the weaver, 
spelt 1 

(13) n wfl a bt 18 br tp pr tmt 46 (13) plus spelt 18. For Tobe a total of 46. 

(14) .. ? .. tmt bt 28! a ry-f (14) .. ? .. Total, spelt 28! in his charge. 

(15) [ss X bt] 3 ss 3 bt 1 a p-nt-wrb ss 4 h1t1 1·t (15) [Day X, spelt] 3. Day 3, spelt 1, to the sanctuary. 
Day 4, hata2 1. 

(16) [ J bt 5 ss 15 n-f fl-f bt 5 bt !Jm 4 ss 16 bt 1 wfl (16) [ ], spelt 5. Day 15, for him himself, spelt 5; 

mw n J;m [ small(-grained) spelt 4. Day 16, spelt 1; (the) salt
water pourer (?) [ 

(17) [ ] a ste (?) bt 2! te-j (?) flm·t (?) bt 4 SS 20 bt (17) [ ] for (making) flour(?), spelt 2!; his wife(?), 

1! p s1Jt bt 2 spelt 4. Day 20, spelt 1! ; the weaver, spelt 2. 

(18) [ bt] 2! ss 22 bt 3 (corrected from 2) rl~ bt 3 (18) [ spelt] 2!. Day 22, spelt 3.3 Last day, spelt 3; 

rn p s1Jt bt 2 again the weaver, spelt 2 

(19) [ p] nt mte-f bt 17-~ n wfl a 21! br tp pr (19) [ ] What he owns, spelt 17! plus 21!, For Tobe 

(20) [ ] 9 tmt bt 2 a ry-f (20) [ ] 9. Total, spelt 2 in his charge. 

(21) [ ss] la ste (?) bt l ss 4 bt l rn ! n bt br bt (?) (21) [(Personal name). Day] l, for (making) flour (?), 

n ste (?) ss 6 bt l ss 8 bt l spelt 1. Day 4, spelt l ; again spelt l on account of 
spelt(?) for(?) flour(?) . Day 6, spelt I. Day 8, spelt I. 

(22) [ ss] 12 bt !Jm 3 ss 18 bt 2! (ss) 19 bt 2! ss 20 (22) [ Day] 12, small(-grained) spelt 3. Day 18, 

bt 2! ss 21 bt l spelt 2!. (Day) 19, spelt 2t . Day 20, spelt 2! . Day 
21, spelt I. 

(23) [ ss X] bt 3 rl~ bt 3 (corrected from 2) a 1-f bt (23) [ Day X], spelt 3. Last day, spelt 3.3 What he ' 

54 p nt mte-f bt 17! took, spelt 54. What he owns, spelt 17!, 

(24) [ ] n wfl a bt 6 br tp pr tmt bt 28 (?) a ry-f (24) [ ] plus spelt 6. For Tobe a total of spelt 28 (?) 
in his charge. 

(25) [P-a-te-Ws'r-] Bb ro ss l bt 2 ss 2 bt 4 rn p s1Jt bt 2 (25) [Petosor]bukhe (the) elder. Day 1, spelt 2. Day 2, 

ss 3 bt l spelt 4; again the weaver, spelt 2. Day 3, spelt I. 

(26) [ss 4 bt X ss 5 bt] 3 ss 6 bt 2 ss 7 bt 2 ss 8 bt 2 ss 9 (26) [Day 4, spelt X. Day 5, spelt] 3. Day 6, spelt 2. 

bt 2 ss 10 bt 2 ss II bt 2 ss 12 bt 2 Day 7, spelt 2. Day 8, spelt 2. Day 9, spelt 2. 
Day lo, spelt 2. Day II, spelt 2. Day 12, spelt 2. 

(27) [ss 13 bt X ss 14 bt X] ss 15 bt 2 ss 16 bt 2 ss 17 (27) [Day 13, spelt X. Day 14, spelt X.] Day 15, spelt 2. 

bt 2 ss 18 (corrected from 19) bt 2 ss 19 bt 2 Day 16, spelt 2. Day 17, spelt 2. Day 18,4 spelt 2. 
Day 19, spelt 2. 

(28) [ss 20 bt X ss 21 bt] 2 ss 22 bt 2 ss 23 bt 2 ss 24 bt 2 (28) [Day 20, spelt X. Day 21, spelt] 2. Day 22, spelt 2. 

ss 25 bt 2 ss 26 bt 2 Day 26, spelt 2. 

1 Crossed out. 
2 Probably a kind of spelt, or spelt flour, from which the h11·t- or ht-bread (cf. Wb. d. iig. Spr. III. 482 and 503) was 

made. 3 Corrected from "2". 4 Corrected from " l 9 ". 
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(29) [Day 27, spelt X. Day 28, spelt X.] Day 29, spelt 2. (29) [ss 27 bt x SS 28 bt X] SS 29 bt 2 rl~ bt I a 1-f bt 62 

(30) [ 

(3 l) [ 

] n wfl a bt 8 . ? . a ry-f bt 6i 

br (?) tp (?)] pr (?) .. ? .. 

COL. IV. 

(!) [ nJ (?) wn (?)] -w n pr Ws'r-Bb 

(2) [ ] .?. s (?) 2-nw (?) sw (?) 2! (?) 
(3) [ ] Ws'r-Bb 90 (?) l /3 (?) 
(4) p he . . . ? . .. bt 1Jm 19 (n-tr·t (?) [Py]-k (?) bt 6 

(supra Jin.)) 
(5) bt ro l n . .. ? .. . [ P]-sn-2 s (?) sp-2 (?) 

(6) bt 1Jm 3 br (?) p (?) sb (?) bt 1Jm [ ] n 

(7) l;-ntr-w k·t (?) ste (?) 4 br .? . [ 

(8) t JWle-t ss 15 P-4-Mnt [ ] a(?) 

\ (9) bt 1Jm 3 n wr sb rn p-nt-wrb [ 

(10) ss 16 bt 1Jm 3 n wr hyp1r[ts (?)] ss 18 nJ fls-w (?) 
ft (?) bt 6 SS l ( X 

(II) n wr bsnt ss 29 bt 1 [ 

( l 2) n tr·t (?) ..... . ? . . . . . . . . [ 
(13) ... .. .. ? . ...... n (?) p (?) .. ? .. bt 6 (?) n (?) 

pr·t (?) [ 
(14) .. . ? ... 

0.96. 
(1) p 'P n l;mt n t tny ·t 
(2) n P-lelw p sp mfl-1 flt tbn 29 
(3) p sp n mfl-2 fl t tbn 30 (~t) l·t p sp ml; [-3] 
(4) l;t4 tbn 18 p sp ml;-4 (?) flt tbn [ ... . 

(at bottom) T-fr·t [- .. . 
.? . 

0.165. 
(1) .... · .?. · . · · · 135 
(2) . ..... ? ..•... 2 
(3) n wrb-w nt rf?. 49 
(4) a p mr-sn 15 
(5) a P-a-te-Ifr-sm-te-w Er (?) 2 

(6) a P-mr-'fl s Pa-n-n1Jt-w (?) 2 

(7) T-a-te-Bb 2 

(8) a ... ? .. .. - Sbk (?) 3 
(9) n wn-w . ... ? ...• 4 (?) 

(10) p wn 'Mn l 

0.103 . 
( r) P-mn1Jy (?) . ....... fl t (?) 38 
(2) P-a-te~nb-nb·ty (?) ...... . 

Last day, spelt I. What he took, spelt 62. 

(30) [ ] plus spelt 8 . . . ?. . . In his 
charge (?), spelt 6I. 

(31) [ For Tobe (?)] . .. ? ... 

COL. IV. 

0.96. 

(1) [ _ the pastophoroi (?)] of the T emple of 
· Osorbukhe 

(2) [ ] 2nd (?) phyle (?),wheat (?) 2! (?) 
(3) [ J Osorbukhe 90 (?) l /3 (?) 
(4) T he expense(?) .. .. . ? . .. . . small(-grained) spelt ; 

(by (?) Piko (?), spelt 6 ;)1 

(5) large(-grained) spelt for ... ? . .. [ 
Psensnaw, son of the same (?), 

(6) small(-grained) spelt 3; for the writing (?), small 
(-grained) spelt [ ;] for 

(7) the temples, other 4 (measures) of flour (?) ; for 
. .? . . [ 

(8) the courtyard.2 Day 15, Peftlimont [ 
( 9) small(-grained) spelt 3 for a scribe ; again the 

sanctuary [ 
(10) Day 16, small(-grained) spelt 3, for a sailor (?).3 Day 

18, the singers (?) of the temple (?), spelt 6. Day l [X 
{II) for a smith. Day 29, spelt l [ 
(12) by (?) ... .... . .. ?. - . . .. ... . [ 
(13) . ... ...... . .. ? .. . .. . . . . . spelt 6 (?) .. ? . . 

corn (?) [ 
(14) .. ? • • 

The account of the money of the share 
of Pelilu: the first time, 29 silver tebens; 
the second time, 30 silver tebens and l (kite) ; the [third] time 

18 silver tebens; the fourth (?) time [ ... . . ] silver 
(at bottom) Tshen [- . ..... . 

.? . 
0.165. 

.. ? . . . ... ? . .. . 1 35 

.. ? . ... .. ? . . .. 2 

The fresh priests 49 
Owing from the apx1epevs I 5 
Owing from Pete):iarsemtew s. of Bal(?), 2 
Owing from PleeJ:ie s. of Panekhati (?), 2 
Tatebukhe 2 
Owing from ... ? . .. , (s. of) .. ? .. - Sobk 3 
The pastophoroi of ... ? ... 4 
The pastophorus of Amlin l 
N ote. It does not appear what the units are. 

0.103. 
P-mn!Jy (?) ..... .. ... 38 silver (tebens) 
P-a-te-nb-nb·ty (?) ...... . 

1 Supra lin. 
3 \m11ph11s. 

2 Jwle·t presumably the transcription of avt.i) the Greek equivalent of the Demotic 'nl;. 
4 The second flt is the determinative of tbn wrongly written before instead of after it. 



(3) ? 
(4) ? 
(5) ? 
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? 
? 

Without facsimiles 

. .. 

0.23. A fragment of an amphora recording accounts of spelt very similar to those on 30 (published 

in full) and of the same date. The account presumably belongs to Phamenoth as there is in it 

a record of 21 ( ?) (artabae of) spelt as arrears ( ?) due for the preceding ( ?) month Mekheir. It 

seems, therefore, that a separate amphora was used for recording the accounts of each month. 

The persons whose names are mentioned in these accounts are: 

TRANSLITERATIO NS 

P-4-Mnt ro s P-sr-[t]-ntr-t (?) 
lfnm (?)-'w 
Pa-Mnt ro p wn 

[P-4-]Mnt am 
Pa(?)-' S (?) p (?) ro (?) 

0.25. A fragment of accounts(?). 
(I. i) illegible. 

(2) Pa-[)mr [ . .. 

l3) ?? 
(4) illegible. 
(5) T-sr-t-4-Mnt. 
(6) Pa-[)mr s sp-2. 

TRANS LATIO NS 

Peftumont (the) elder, son of Pshententore. 
Khnemeu. 
Pamont the elder, the pastophorus. 
Peftumont (the) younger. 
Paese the elder. 

Pageme [ . .. 
. ?? 

Tshenftumont. 
Pageme son of the same. 

0.56. A fragment of spelt account very similar to 30. 
(I. 3) ss 20 l:zlb [ . . . ? Day 20, [ . . .. ? 

(6) P-4-Mnt PeftOmont. 

(7) wm k·t 2t another festival, (spelt?) 2t. 

0.67. A fragment of spelt account very similar to 30. 

(I. 2) P-4-Mnt s P-yt (?) -ntr (?) -wr. Peftumont son of P . . . . ? .. . . ? 

(8) n wn-w n twt bt 3 The pastophoroi of (the) Statue1 (?), spelt 3. 

( IO) SS i bt ro 3 n P- ) Sur rn p wn ) s n p tw bt am 3. Day i' large(-grained) spelt 3' for Peshor ; again, the pasto-

phorus of Isis of the gebel,2 small(-grained) spelt 3. 

(i2) ss 3 wm [ ] Day 3, festival(?) [ . ... . ] 

(i4) Hry w p l:zs (?) bt ro i Hereu the singer(?), large(-grained) spelt I. 

ib. p sat it The weaver i t . 

(i2) P-a-te-Ws'r-Bb bt i Petosorbukhe, spelt I. 

Account ostraka listed in the register only: 0.13, 16, 21, 22, 27, 29, 31, 37, 38, 42, 47, 51 , 53, 

n6, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 196, 201. 

o.i75. 
(i) Smwr s Sbe (?) 
(2) 'Y-m-l:ztp s P-mw 
(3) E-f-rna s lfy-wbst (?) 
(4) . . . ? ... s P-S'r-Ws'r 

1 The determinative of twt is unusual. 

Class VI. NAMES 

o.i75. 
Smwr s. of S be (?). 
Iml:10tp s. of Pemu. 
Efronekh s. of lf y-Wbst (?). 
•• ? .. s. of Pshenusiri. 

2 Gebel, a word that may be variously translated as hill, desert, or native rock. When used as hill it may refer to a hill 

as we know it or to the High Desert-the cliffs of the plateau through which the Nile valley is cut. 
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(5) P-1bl:z s Tt 
(6) Pa-sy (?) s Wrse (?) 
(7) P-S'r-'Mn s P-wr p ro 

(8) P-a-te-' Y -m-l:ztp s Ptlmys. 

(9) P-1bl:z s P-a-te-'s 
(io) E-f -rn!J s 'Mn-l:ztp 
(u) E-f -rna s rA-pl:zt 

0.20. 
COL. I. 

( i) ss II P-S'r-t-S'r·t-M nt s (?) 1Rgg (?) 
(2) Pa-[)mr s P-a-te-Mnt ro 

(3) Ta-sam·t (?) T-S'r·t-Mnt 

(4) P-a-te-p -ljrt s Jjr-pa-[)mr 

(5) P . . ? . . s P-a-te- . . ? • . 
(6) Pa-[)mr s P-a-te . . ? . . 

COL. II. 

\ 

0.7. 

o.35. 

0.24. 

( i ) . • . ? . • . 
(2) P-sr-Mnt s P-a-te-Ws'r 

(3) Bb-sw-f s .. ? •• 
(4) Mre(?) s P-'mw 

(5) P-lye(?) s P-a-te-lfns 
(6) P-a-te-Jjr-p -Rr . .. ? . . . 
(7) ljtre . . ... 

(1) t S'r·t Pa-rJ,mr s Jjr 
(2) Pa-Mnt 

(3) P-a-te-p -l:zwt 

(i) Pa-'R s P-a-te-Ws'r-Bh 

(2) P-a-te-Jjr-p -r!Jm (?) (s)-P-bk p mr-'l:z (?) 
(3) P-4-Mnt s sp -2 P-a-te-Ws'r-Bh 

(4)P ..... ? . .... sP-sr-Mnt -

(5) · .. ? . • . s Pa-f)mr 

(i) [. · · · · · . · . . .. . . . ... .. .. -{fn]s 
(2) M n .. . .. ? .. 
(3) Pa (?) .. . ? . . . P-sr-Ws'r-Bh 

(4) P-a-te-Jjr-p -"!Jrt s E-f-rna -
(5) Pa-[)mr s Hryw 

(6) P-[ ]- [Mn]t (?) s Pa-Mnt .?. 
o.io5. 

0.102. 

(i) pa .. ? . • 
(2) Ns-Jjr 

( i ) pa N s-Jjr 
o.i64. 

(i ) pa Ns-Jjr. 
o.i 62. 

(i) pa Jjr. 
o.i66. 

(i) mr (?) pr-l:zt (?) .. ? . . 
O.IOI. 

(i) pa P-a-te-'S 

Pe-abl;ie s. of Twet. 
Pa-sy (?) s. of Uorshe (?). 
Pshenamun s. of Puer the elder. 
Peteiml;iotp s. of Ptolemaios. 
Pe-abJ:ie s. of Peteese. 
Efronekh s. of Amenl;iotp. 
Efronekh s. of rApal;i.te. 

0.20. 

Day ii. Pshentshenmont s. of ;Rgg (?). 
Pageme s. of Petemont (the) elder. 
Tasokhme (?)(d. of) Tshenmont. 
Petepekhrat s. of I:Iarpageme. 
P . . . . . . s. of Pete . . . .. . 
Pageme s. of Pete .. .... . 

' Pshenmont s. of Peteusiri. 
Bb-sw-f s. of . ... .. . . 
Mre(?) s. of Pemu(?). 
P-lye(?) s. of Petekhons. 
Petel).arprer . . . . . . . . 
I:Iatre .......... . 

0.7. 
The daughter of Pageme s. of Hor. 
Pamont. . 

Petepl;iout. 
o.35 . 

Paer s. of Petosorbukhe. 

Petel;iarprakhom (?) s. of Pebek the herdsman (?). 

PeftOmont s. of the same (s. of) Petosorbukhe. 
P . . . . . .. s. of Pshenmont. 
. .. . ... . s. of Pageme. 
0.24. 
[ ........ . .. -khon]s. 
Mn .. . . . .. . 
Pa ... . (s. of) Pshenosorbukhe. 
Petel;iarpokhrat s. of Efronekh. 
Pageme s. of Herieu. 
P-[ ]-[mon]t (?) s. of Pamont. 

0.105. Pebble. 
Belonging to . . ? • • 
Esl;i.or. 

o.io2. Pebble. 
· Belonging to Esl;ior. 

o.i64. Pebble. 
Belonging to Esl;i.or. 

o.i62. Pebble. 
Belonging to I:Ior. 

o.i66. Pebble. 
Superintendent of the Treasury. 

o. rni. Pebble. 
Belonging to Peteese. 

K 
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12. 0.100. 
( 1) pa Ns-lf r 

13. 0.74. 
(1) Pa-IJr 

14. 0.76. 
( 1) P-lr-p-~wt (?) s 

15. 0.72. 
(1) Pys s Gs 

16. 0.12. 
(1) [ ] s Gs 

17. o.8r. 
( 1) [P-a-te (?)]-P (?) -~wt (?) s P-a-te-'s 

18. 0.40. 
( 1) P-sr-n-lf r s ~l
(2) wd 

19. o.4r. 
(1) T~wt-stm s P-g 
(2) l-Hb 

20. 0.45. 
(1) lfr s Hryw 

21. 049. 
( l) T-sr·t-Ws'r-Bl! 
(2) ta NIJt-Mnt 

22. 0.75. 
(1) Hryw s 
(2) Hryw 

23. 0.134. 
(1) [P-lr]-Mnt P-sr-p (?) -'swr 

24. 0.77. 
(1) [Dy (?)]dymw s lfr 

25 . 0.83. 
(1) 1hwre 

26. 0.132. 
( l) ty T-lr·t-Ta (?) -Pwny (?) 

27. 0.63. 
( 1) t sr·t wrb Hryw 
(2) mw·t -s (?) T-sr ·t-kt-t (?) 

28. 0.36. 
(1) [lfr-sy (?)]-'S s NIJt-Mnt 
(2) p IJl-ro 

29· o.59. 
(1) NIJt-Mnt s lfr-sy-'S 

30. o.68. 
[G]mt (?) s T~wt-'w 

THE BUCHEUM 

0.100. Pebble. 
Belonging to Esl).or. 

0.74. 
Pa-IJr 

0.76. 
Pshenpl).out s. of .....•.. 

0.72. 
Pa'ios (?) s. of Gaos (?). 

0.12. 
] s. of Gaos (?). 

o.8r. 
Petepl).oi:it (?) s. of Peteese. 

0.40. 
Psherenl).or s. of I}.oll
ug. 

o.4r. 
Tl).etsotem s. of Pka
lhib. 

o.45. 
J:Ior s. of Herieu. 

o.49. 
Tshenosorbukhe. 
d. of Nekhtmont. 

o.75. 
Herieu s. of 
Herieu. 

0.134. 
Pshenmont (s. of) Pshenpesh6r. 

0.77. 
Didymos (?) s. of J:Ior. 

0.83 . 
Ah were. 

0.132. 
The daughter of Tshentapwoni (?). 
Note. Tshentapwoni is apparently a woman's name. 

0.63. 
The daughter of the priest Herieu; 
her mother is Tshenketi (?). 

0.36. 
[I:Iarsi]ese s. of Nekhtmont 
the magistrate. 

o.59. 
Nekhtmont s. of J:Iarsiese. 

o.68. 
[G]mt (?) s. of Tl).eteu. 

Name ostraka listed in register only: 54, 73, 82, 178, 199. 

Class VII. DEDICATORY 

0.104. 
(1) m-b~ Mnt nb En n-tr·t Prs s P-wnse 

0.137. 
(1) m-b~ 'Mn-nsw-to-w ••••• 

0.104. 
Before Mont lord of On; by Pers(es) son of P-i16nsh 

0.137. 
Before Amesti1. 

THE DEMOTIC OSTRAKA 

Class VIII. SCHOOL EXERCISE 
O.IIO. 

(1) n 1bt . . ? .• 
(2) tp 11J 
(3) 1bt-2 11J 
(4) 1bt-3 11J 
(5) 1bt-4 11J 
(6) tp pr 
(7) 1bt-2 pr 
(8) 1bt-3 pr 
(9) 1bt-4 pr 

(10) tp sm 
(11) 1bt-2 sm 
(12) 1bt-3 sm 
(13) 1bt 4 sm 
( 14) ny (?) n (?) 1bt ~?) .. ? .• 

0.110. 
The months . . ? .• 
lst month of Inundation. 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 

" " 
" " 
,, " 

lst month of Seed-time. 
2nd ,, ,, 
3rd ,, ,, 
4th ,, " 
lst month of Harvest. 
2nd ,, ,, 
3rd ,, ,, 

4th " " 
•• • •• ? of the months (?) 

Class IX. ILLEGIBLE AND FRAGMENTARY 

0.139. 
(1) [ ] .. ? . . 'Mn(?)1bt-2(?)pr(ss) l 

\ (2) lfr-'w (?) s Pa-J:w 
0.174. Illegible. 

I 

0.139. 
(1) .. ? .•..•.. Mekheir (?) lst. 
(2) I:Iareu s. of Pal).o. 

0.174. Illegible. 
0.143. 0.143. 

( 1) .... ? . • • • m~-2 ( l) .... ? .•.•• 2nd. 
[)-t~wt-e-'r-ty-s (?) s lfr. :Qetl).etortais (?) s. of Hor. 

0.173. Illegible. 0.173. Illegible. 

Illegible and Fragmentary ostraka listed in register only: 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, 17, 18, 26, 32, 43, 55, 
57, 71, 106, 107, 109, III,-II2, II3, II4, II5, 141, 142, 146, 148, 149, 151, 152, 153, 159, 1fo, 
194, 195, 197· 

SANDSTONE STELAE 

0.202.1 Written on plaster from block in entrance to D. 
In this inscription I cannot decipher anything with certainty except the name Chons

tehuti (Xm6c.0Tf1S). Perhaps mb"IJ, "before" (ii.&~£) occurs twice-if so, it is a dedication to a god: 
~he ~ate is Ptolemaic, probably late, and, if the date "year 51" is to be read in the penultimate 
lme, 1t can only be year 51 of Euergetes II ( 120-II9 B.c.): but the reading is very doubtful. 

TRANSLITERATIO NS 
0.170. 

(1) P-a-te-If-ns s lfr 
(2) P-a-te-Mnt s P-a-te-Ws'r 

o.17r. 
( l) [ ] p rnlJ [ ] 
(2) [ 'r]m (?) ne-f rpy [-w ] 
(3) rt n t nt (?) [ 
(4) sbn m-b~ [ ] 
(5) [ ]-/ n mr [-w (?) ] 
(6) t nt (?) [ ] 
(7) swy [ ] 
(8) 'rm ne-f [ ] 
(9) mr·t (?) [ ] 

TRANSLATIONS 
0.170. 

Petekhons s. of J:Ior. 
Petemont s. of Petei:isiri. 

o.17r. Two fragments. 
. ... the oath 
. .. and (?) his temples [ 
agent of the (fem.) .. ? .• [ ] 
celebrate (?) before [ ] 
. ? . the places (?) [ ] 
the (fem) . ? . [ ] 
Shu [ ] 
and its (or "his") [ ] 
Mer (?) [ ] 

1 We are indebted to Sir Herbert Thompson for the note on this inscription. 
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0.200 .1 0 .200. 

(1) b-sp 29·t tp pr ss 27 n Pr-ro Ptlwmys [s]. (2) 
Ptlwmys p ntr mr ytf p ntr mr sn ? (3) p ntr bwn 
Mn-ke-rer s lfr-pa-'S p srtygws (4) p swng[n]s n 
p tS n Pr-lf·t-lfr n p ts (5) [n] ...... n p ts n 'mb 
p bm-ntr (6) ...... Rr-to·wy lf·t-br . . .. (7) ... . 

Year 29 Tobe 27 of Pharaoh Ptolemy son of Ptolemy 
Theos Neos Philopator Philadelphus ? Menkere son of 
Harpaese, the strategus, the syngenes, of the nome of 
Pathyris, and of the nome of (Latopolis ?), of the nome of 
Ombos, the prophet of ... Ratous and Hathor .. . .. . 

The Ptolemy here must be Auletes after the death of Berenice, and the date 3oth Jan. 54 B.c. 
Menkerer (Mencheres) son of Harpaese the syngenes and apparently epistrategus of the Thebais 
is new, I think, in this form, but his family is known, living at Hermonthis. The elaborate sarco
phagus of Ankhnesneferebrer, queen of Amasis II, now in the British Museum, was usurped by 
Pamont who among other titles is "Cavalry-officer" and "brother of the family of kings", i.e. 
crvyyEvi)s: he was son of Menkerer and Tshenpamont.2 His brother by the same parents, Ham-Souf, 
was also in the cavalry and "brother of the family of Pharaoh", and for him was written one of the 
bilingual (hieratic and demotic) papyri found by A. H. Rhind in r86o in an early tomb at Sheikh 
abd el Qurna. Ham-Souf was born in 68 B.c., in the r3th year of Ptolemy XIII Auletes, and died 
in 9 B.c. in the 2rst year of Augustus.3 The father of the two brothers, Menkerer, was an important 
person, Chief of the soldiers in Hermonthis, Prophet of Mentrer, Lord of Hermonthis. He was 
also grandfather of the wife of Ham-Souf, who therefore must have married his own niece.4 
Although this Menkerer bears less exalted titles than his namesake on the stele here published, 
and in particular shows no trace of crvyyEvi)s, one can hardly doubt. the identity of the two, con
sidering their respective dates. 

The purpose of the stela remains obscure owing to the loss of the last lines. One may perhaps 
conjecture that it was to record some beneficent act on the part of the local magnate Menkerer. 

SARCOPHAGI GRAFFITI 

(Transcriptions and Translations) 
TOMB D. South Wall. Top two courses. Nothing legible. 

Bottom course, beginning from the West end: 
1st Stone. Illegible. Possibly 1 2 

2nd ,, ? 5 
3rd ,, 7 t mb 8 

The eighth. 
4th ,, Illegible. 

5th " 12 t mb 14 
The fourteenth. 

North Wall. Reading East to West. Top course: 
1st stone. Nothing discernible. 
2nd ,, ? 2 
3rd ,, 7 (?) 

Middle course: 
ISt stone. Nothing discernible. 

t mb 2 

The second. 
3rd and 4th. Nothing. 

1 For the copy, translation, and commentary on this stela we are indebted to Professor Griffith. 
2 See Spiegelberg, "Varia," in Ree. de Trav. XXVI. 50. 3 Moller, Die Beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind, p. 8. 
4 Moller, l.c. 
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·Bottom course: 
1st stone (I.e. edge of stone from the West wall cut to shape). 

2 

2nd 
" t mb 3 

The third. 
4th " 4 t mb 5 
5th " 5 ' t mb 6 
6th 

" 
8 t mb 9 

TOMB N. Roofing blocks. Eastern end of the tomb. South end of the block underneath. 
(A) b-sp (?) 4·t (?) 1bt-3 (?) pr 
Year 4 phamenoth. 

Western end of tomb. Under either end of the block: 
(F) . . . . . . pr . . . . . ? pr . . . . . . ? 

Late Ptol. 

Intermediate blocks, moved from position by robbers, along the faces which adjoin, B, C, at the North end, D, 
end broken, but probably North, Eat the South end. 

B . ... pr ybt (?) the East. 
C. . . . 6 (?) .. pr ybt (?) ... 6 ... the East. 
D . . .. pr mbt (?)the North. 
E .... pr 'mnt (?) . . . . ... the West .... 

\ North Wall. Reading East to West. Top course: 
ISt stone mb I East Early Roman. 
2nd ,, mb 6 
3rd ,, 2 

Middle course : 
1st stone 
2nd ,, 
3rd ,, 

Bottom course blank. 

mb 5 East 
mb 6 
mb 7 East 

West Wall. Top course. Southern stone. mb I. 
South Wall. Top course. Reading East to West : 

1st stone. Nothing discernible. 
2nd ,, pe-f mb-3 'mnt 

(its 3rd, West) 
mb-1 'mnt 
(1st, West). 

(Note the North wall is local West, the West local South, and the South local East.) The signs, 
consisting of three horizontal cuts in the top course and two in the middle courses, are not known, 
but may be masons's marks indicating the courses. 

TOMB rr. In this tomb the graffiti were copied by Mr. Glanville in 1928-9. The signs were 
not copied to scale on a plan of the tomb, but separately with a key, and the facsimile is diagram
matic as regards the sizes of the signs and their placing on the stones. 

This appears to be the only tomb in which the stones were fitted together in their numbered 
order. Of the sarcophagus itself each course is numbered consecutively, beginning at the right
hand side of the entrance, the North-east corner, and working round to the left-hand side of the 
entrance, the South-east corner. Each stone has a cardinal number and an unknown sign, pre
sumably a masons' mark for the course, as it is the same throughout each course and different in 
the different courses. The rear roofing block is inscribed 

p m/:lI n p >nl:ze 
"The first of the courtyard." 
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The next 
p ml; 2 

"The second." 
and so on to the fifth and last block. 

The palaeographical evidence gives a Late Ptolemaic or Early Roman date for this tomb. 
TOMB 8. Professor Griffith copied some graffiti from the walls of this tomb when he visited 

the excavations in 1930. The latter part of each inscription is not translatable, but the beginnings 
of the lines read as follows : 

A. Third on the left ....... . 
B. Fourth on the left . . . . . . . 
C. Ninth on the right . .. .. . 

NOTES 
Chapter XIX of Volume I is a full commentary upon these ostraka, and includes a tabulation 

and analyses of the accounts of 0.30. In it will also be found a list of names compounded with 
Buchis, which has been compiled from the available material other than that published . here. 
There is also a note on P. Lond. 610-which is concerned with Buchis. 

In the register of demotic ostraka on pp. 71-4 of this volume, and in the registers of Greek 
and Coptic ostraka (pp. 7 5 and 78), the following ah breviations are used: Under Provenance: 
Buch. X = from the Bucheum, but unassociated; Baq. X = from the Baqaria, but unassociated; 
Baq. R = from the Baqaria Roman Village; Ar. SX = from the desert surface south of the house ; 
R. V. 200 = from the village remains in the cemetery of that number (see J.E.A . XVII, pp. 224- 5); 
205 was a tomb (human) in the same cemetery. Under Material: T.C. = Terra-cotta; 88 a, 82, 
M. I7, &c., are the type numbers of pots used for the ostraka (see Pls. CXXXIV-CLIV, but note 
that the sub-type numbers are capitals in the plates); under Date: see footnote on p. 53. Under 
B.M. Nos.: the numbers are the British Museum registration numbers of ostraka from the Bucheum 
in that institution; .. signifies that the ostrakon is still in the charge of the Egypt Exploration 
Society, and will be returned to the National Museum, Cairo, if wanted there, and, if not, will be 
offered to the British Museum. 

The index of names on pp. 82-4 should be used in conjunction with the registers of ostraka 
and the subject index to the same (p. 81). O.H.M. 

Ostraka 
Nos. 

2 
4 
6 

7 
9 

12 
13 

14 
16 

17 
18 
20 
21 

\ 22 

23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

29 
30 
31 

32 
35 
36 
37 

38 
40 
41 
42 

43 
45 
47 

49 
50 . 
51 

53 

Provenance Material 

Baq. R T.C. 

" " 
" 

,, 

" 
,, 

" " Buch. X 
" 

88a? 
Baq. X 

" 
88? 

Buch. X 
" Baq. X 
" 

" " 
" " Baq. R 

" 
Buch. X 

" 
88? 

" 
,, ,, 

" 
,, ,, 

' 
" 

,, 

" " 
" " 
" 

,, 

" " 
" " 

88k? 

" " 
88? 

Baq. R 
" 

,, 

" " 
205 " Buch. X 

" 
88? 

" " " 
205 " 
" 

,, 
Buch. X 

" 
88? 

" " 
,, 

205 " Buch. X . ,, 88? 

205 " Buch. X ,, 88a? 

" 
,, 

" .. 
,, . ,, 88? 
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B.M . Nos. 
Description Date (D =Destroyed) 

Illegible. No plate or text .. D 
,, 

" " .. 
" ,, ,, ,, .. 
" Pl. LXXII, p . 65 L. Ptol. .. 

Illegible. No plate or text .. D 
Pl. LXXII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No E. Roman .. 

plate or text 
Fragmentary. No plate or text .. D 
Frag. a/cs. . . . krk 47 ". . 47 silver L. Ptol. .. 

talents". No plate or text 
Illegible. No plate or text .. D 

" " " 
.. 

" Pl. LXXII, p. 65 L. Ptol. .. 
Frag. as 13. Line l. P-4-Mnt s P-a-te-Ws'r- E. Roman .. 

B!J "Peftumont s. of Petosorbukhe". No 
plate or text 

Frag. as 13. Line 8. wlz mw n lzm " salt 
" .. 

water pourer". No plate or text 
No plate, p . 64 

" 
Part m B.M. 

59577 and 
59578 

Pl. LXXII, p. 65 
" 

.. 
No plate, p . 64 

" 
.. 

"430" . No plate or text .. D 
Frag. as 13. Line 3. P-a-te-Ws'r-B!J ro E. Roman .. 

"Petosorbukhe the elder". No plate or text 
Frag. as 13. No plate or text 

" 
.. 

Pls. LXVIII- LXXI, pp. 57- 63 lst cent. Roman .. 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. Line 2. E. Roman D 

Peftumont. No plate or text 
Illegible. No plate or text 

" 
.. 

Pl. LXXII, p. 65 
" 

.. 
Pl. LXXIII, p. 65 L. Ptol. .. 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No E. Roman .. 

plate or text 
Frag. spelt a/cs. No plate or text 

" 
.. 

Pl. LXXII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 

" " " 
,, .. 

Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No E. Roman . . 
plate or text 

"Phamenoth l". No plate or text Roman ? D 
Pl. LXXII, p. 66 L . Ptol. .. 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No E. Roman .. 

plate or text 
Pl. LXXII, p. 66 L . Ptol. .. 
Pl. LXV, p. 54 Ptol. II . . 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 3 o. No E. Roman .. 

plate or text 
As above. On line 9 the name P-!r-n-p-sy E. Roman .. 

(Psherenpshai). No plate or text 
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Ostraka B.M. Nos. 
Nos. Provenance Material Description Date (D =Destroyed) 

54 205 T.C. Proper name of a woman. No plate or text L. Ptol. D 

55 Buch. X 
" 

Fragmentary. No plate or text .. 
" 

56 " " 
88? No plate, p. 64 E. Roman .. 

57 Baq. R 
" 

Fragmentary. No plate or text .. D 

59 205 ,, Pl. LXXIII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 
63 " 

,, ,, ,, ,, 
" 

.. 
64 Buch. X ,, 88a? Pl. LXV, p. 55 Ptol. II .. 
67 ,, 

" 
88? No plate, p. 64 E. Roman .. 

68 ,, ,, Pl. LXXIII, p. 66 L. Ptol. or E. .. 
Roman -

69 ,, 
" 

88? Pl. LXV, p. 55 Ptol. II .. 
70 ,, 

" " " 
,, ,, ,, .. 

7I ,, ,, 88a? Illegible. No plate or text .. D 
72 ,, ,, 

" 
Pl. LXXII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 

73 ,, 
" 

lfr-pa->s (a name). No plate or text 
" 

D 

74 " 
,, Pl. LXXII, p. 66 . . .. 

75 205 ,, ,, 
" " 

L. Ptol. .. 
76 Buch. X ,, ,, ,, 

" L. Ptol. or E. .. 
Roman \ 

77 " 
,, Pl. LXXIII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 

78 ,, 
" 

88a? P tms ... "The Tomb ... ". Pl. LXVIA, p. 55 
" 

D 

79 ,, ,, ,, Pl. LXV, p. 54 Ptol. II .. 
So 

" 
,, ,, ,, 

" 
,, ,, .. 

SI 
" " 

Pl. LXXII, p. 66 M. Ptol. .. 
82 

" 
,, lfr-p-Me ... ( ?). No plate or text .. D 

83 Lost 
" 

Pl. LXXIII, p. 66 L. Ptol. .. 
84 Buch. X 

" 
88a? Ijr "Myrrh". No plate or text E. Ptol. D 

87 ,, ,, 
" 

Pl. LXVII, p. 56 L. Ptol. .. 
88 

" " " Pl. LXV, p. 54 Ptol. II .. 
89 " " " " 

,, 
" " 

.. 
90 " " 

,, Pl. LXV, p. 55 
" 

.. 
9I ,, 

" 
82? Pl. LXVI A, p. 55 Ptol. VI .. 

92 ,, 
" " 

Pl. LXV 
" " 

Ptol. II .. 
93 ,, 

" 
88a? Pl. LXVI 

" " " 
.. 

94 " " 
82? Pl. LXVI. Same pot as 9 I ? p. 55 Ptol. VI .. 

96 Baq. R 
" 

Pl. LXXI, p. 63 L. Ptol. .. 
97 Buch. X 

" 
Pl. LXVII, p. 56 Caligula .. 

IOO 
" 

Chert Pl. LXXII, p. 66 E. Ptol. .. 
IOI ,, 

" 
Pl. LXXII, p. 65 ,, .. 

I02 ,, ,, 
" " 

,, 
" 

.. 
103 Baq. R T.C. 88? Pl. LXXI, pp. 63-4 

" 
.. 

Buch. L T.C. M.I7 Pl. LXXIII, p. 66 
, 

Io4 " 
.. 

105 Buch. X Chert Pl. LXXII, p. 65 ,, .. 
106 

" 
T.C. Fragment of drawing. No plate or text .. D 

107 " 
,, Fragmentary. No plate or text .. 

" 109 " " 
Illegible. No plate or text L. Ptol. ,, 

IIO Baq. R 
" 

Pl. LXXIII, p. 67 E. Ptol. .. 
III Buch. X 

" 
Illegible. No plate or text .. D 

II2 
" 

,, 
" " " 

.. ,, 
II3 " " 

,, 
" " .. 

" ~-II4 " 
,, 

" " " 
.. 

" 

Ostraka 
Nos. Provenance Material 

II5 
n6 
n7 
II8 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 

162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 

Buch. X 

" Baq. R 
Buch. X 

,, 
,, 
,, 

" 
" ,, 

" ,, 

" ,, 

" 205 
Buch. X 

,, 
Lost 
Buch. X 

" ,, 

" ,, 

" ,, 

" ,, 

" 
" 
" 
" ,, 

" ,, 
,, 

" ,, 

" 

" 
" ,, 
,, 
,, 

" Baq. R 
,, 

Buch. X 
Lost 
Buch. X 

T.C. 
,, 

" ,, 
,, 88a? 
,, 

" 
,, " 
,, ,, 
,, ,, 

" " 
,, " 
" " 
,, " 

" ,, 

" ,, 
,, 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" ,, 

" ,, 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

88a? 

88? 
,, 

88 

88a? 

88a? 

" 
" 

68? 

88a? 
90 

88a? 
Chert 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" T.C. 

" Sandstone 

" Chert 

REGISTER OF DEMOTIC OSTRAKA 
73 

Description 

Fragmentary. No plate or text 
Accounts; illegible. Pl. LXXVIII. No text 
Drawing of head. Pl. LXXVII. No text 
Pl. LXVII, p. 56 
Pl. LXV, p. 54 
Pl. LXV, p. 55 

,, 
" " Pl. LXVI,, ,, 

,, ,, ,, 
Pl. LXV, p. 54 

" " ,, 
Pl. LXVI A, p. 55 
Pl. LXVI 

" " 
,, ,, " 
" " ,, 

PL LXXIII, p. 66 I 

Pl. LXVI, p. 56 
Pl. LXXII, p. 66 
Pl. LXXIII ,, , , 
Pl. LXXIII, p. 67 
Pl. LXVII, p. 57 
Illegible. No plate or text 

" " Pl. LXXIII, p. 67 
Lost 

,, 

Illegible. No plate or text 
T flse .. . "The Burial ... ". No plate or text 
Illegible. No plate or text 
Fragmentary. No plate or text 
M(l 3. "No. 3." No plate or text 
Fragmentary. No plate or text 

,, 
,, 

Pl. LXVI, p. 55 
Pl. LXVII, p. 56 

" 
,, 

,, 
" 

Pl. LXVII. (Joins Greek 95), p. 56 
Fragmentary. No plate or text 
Pl. LXVI A, p. 55 
Illegible letter from T-lr.t-lf r (Tshenhor). 

Pl. LXXVIII. No text 
Pl. LXXII, p. 65 
(Arabic), p. 76 
Pl. LXXII, p. 65 
J>l. LXXI, p. 63 
Pl. LXXII, p. 65 
Pl. LXVII, p. 56 
Pl. LXVII, p. 57 

" " " Pls. LXXIV-LXXV, p. 67 
Pl. LXXV, p. 67 
Pl. LXVII, p. 57 

L 

Date 

M. Ptol. 

" Coptic? 
L. Ptol. 
Ptol. II 
Ptol. VI 

" 107 or 71 B.c. 
,, ,, 

Ptol. II 
,, 

B.M.Nos. 
(D =Destroyed) 

L. Ptol. D 
Ptol. VI 

,, 
,, 

L. Ptol. 
107 or 71 B.c. 
L. Ptol. 
E. Ptol. 
L. Ptol. 

,, 
M. Ptol. 

Ptol.? 
M. Ptol. 

" 
M. Ptol. 
Ptol.? 

" L. Ptol. 
Ptol. VI 
M. Roman 
E. Roman 

Ptol.? 
L. -Ptol. 

E. Ptol. 
Arabic 
E. Ptol. 
L. Ptol. 
E. Ptol. 
L. Ptol. 

,, 
,, 

E. Ptol. 
Roman 
L. Ptol. 

D 

" ,, 
Lost 
D 

" 
" ,, 

" 
" 
" 
" 

D 

" 

59450 
59448 
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Ostraka 
Nos . Provenance Material Description 

173 Buch. X Chert Pl. LXXIII, p. 67 

174 " 
T.C. Illegible. Pl. LXXIII, p. 67 

175 Lost 
" 

Pl. LXXII A, pp. 64-5 

176 Buch. X 
" 

88a? Mft 2. "No. 2." No plate or text 

177 " " 
... Bb. " ... Buchis." No plate or text 

178 Outside 
" 

[}-(to. ( ?) (personal name). No plate or text 

Buch. M 

179 Baq. X 
" 

88 Mft 3. "No. 3." No plate or text 

180 Outside 
" 

88? Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No 

N. Bay plate or text 
Buch. 

181 
" " " 

Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. No plate or text 

182 Buch. X 
" " 

Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. Line 1. "1 spelt for 
thetempleofOsiris(pr-Wsr)." Noplateortext 

183 " " 
Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. [x] rno '\- 3 tp pr. 
No plate or text 

184 " " 
Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. ws (ss) 8 ... ? ? 

"Absence day 8 ... " No plate or text 

185 " " 
88? Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No 

plate or text 
186 

" " 
Frag. spelta/cs. As above. Line 3. P-fr-ro-pftt. 

"Pshen rapaJ:i.te"Line4. P-a-te-'S. "Petese." 
No plate or text 

187 " " 
Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. No plate or text 

188 
" " 

88? " " " 
189 ,, ,, 

" " 
,, 

" 
190 " 

,, ,, Frag.spelta/cs. As above. Line 1. "1 spelt for 
P ... p gm the younger." No plate or text 

191 " " 
,, Frag. spelt a/cs. As above. Line 2. "2 spelt for 

the ... " No plate or text 

192 " " " 
Illegible. No plate or text 

193 " " " 
Frag. spelt a/cs. Very similar to 30. No 

plate or text 

194 ,, 
" " 

Illegible. No plate or text 

195 " " " 
,, ,, ,, 

196 ,, ,, ,, As 193. Line 1. Pa-Mnt. "Pamont." No 
plate or text 

197 " " 
,, Illegible. No plate or text 

198 ,, 
" " 

Pl. LXV A, p. 54 

199 " " " 
T ytmws (personal name). No plate or text 

200 Buch.22 Sandstone Pl. LXXIV, p. 68 
201 Baq. R T.C. 88? A/c illegible. No plate or text 
202 Buch. Out- Plaster on Pl. LXXVII, p. 67 

side D sandstone 
203 Baq. R Sandstone Fragment of drawing. Pl. LXXVII. No text 

204 " 
T.C. Drawing. Pl. LXXVII. No text 

B.M. Nos . 
Date (D = Destroyed) 

. . .. 
L. Ptol. D 

" 59575 

" 
D 

" " .. 
" 

M. Ptol. 
" E. Roman 59581 

" 
.. 

" 59582 

E. Roman? 59615 

" 59606 

E. Roman 59587 

" 59595 

" 59586 

" 59617 

" 59576 
,, 59579 

,, 59580 

. . 59618 
E. Roman 59583 

.. 59588 

.. 59591 
E. Roman 59614 

.. 59601 
Ptol. II Lost 
L. Ptol. D 
54 B.C. Buried 
E. Roman .. 
M. Ptol. Buried 

. . .. 

. . .. 

CHAPTER III 

MISCELLANEOUS 

I. THE GREEK OSTRAKA 

WE are indebted to Professor Hunt and to Messrs. Tait and Skeat for the copies, translations, and 
notes on these ostraka. Mr. Skeat dealt with the ostraka in the British Museum and in addition 
helped :Vith the arr.angement of the material. Mr. Tait read and translated 0.108, and Professor 
HJnt did the remamder. · . 

Of 26 ostraka 7 are illegible, and 16 are uninformative fragments. Of the remaining three 
there is not very much to be said. 0.95 is on the same jar as. a very rubbed Demotic inscription, 
0.158. Both belong to the first Roman century, according to the palaeographical evidence. Both 
contain mention of the 23rd year, and this is probably the 23rd year of Tiberius, though it might, 
alternatively, belong to Augustus. Both inscriptions mention" .. under the neck" and both refer to 
three containers. The Apis Papyrus refers to pots "to be placed under the trf of the God that nothing 
may fall therefrom" ; these may have some connexion with the present example, and burial num
ber l l in the Bucheum has been tentatively attributed to this date. It is possible that the pot had 
no connexion with a burial, however. 0.156 apparently concerns the delivery or collection of a con
siderable quantity of produce. As we know from the accounts in the Demotic ostraka, much corn 

was paid out at the Bucheum at times and it has been reasonably supposed that these were the 
occasions of a burial. It is therefore interesting to note that a bull burial has been tentatively 
attributed on other grounds to the 9th year of Hadrian, and this letter may be regarded as possibly 
of corroborative value. 

Likewise a burial is attributed to year 20 of Antoninus Pius, and the letter 0.108, from the 
Baq. R. village, is dated year 21 of this Emperor and also concerns bushels of something. The 
connexion here is quite possibly only a coincidence. 

0.62. B.M. 59590. Late 3rd cent. B.C • 

(2nd hand?) 
(1st hand?) 

1ovs [3ov:AoµEvovs TIP .••..•• 100 rn:rrp[ os ?] 
µov 2:.1o:vo:f?O:C!l 100 cp •••• 2:.10: . [ ..... J 
100 6rn[O] •f\s µey6:['.A.ris . • ... ••• .• • ] 
V"J!9T [. · .Jcpio: 2:.16: 'T~ [S] 1[ .. •• ...••. ] 
'TWV µey6::Awv TIO:V'TOS 2:.[. . . . . . . • • • . . . J 
'TWV TIOVTJ pwv 'TWV • [. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J 
'99"~!? . . ... . 

about 6 more lines, almost completely effaced, ending perhaps with a date: 
10 1._.1 •••• v 'Aevp µ[ 

0.65. B.M. 59603 + 59593. Late 3rd cent. B.c. 
oTic.vs µev 100 eµ [ 
Tro:po::Ao:[3wv <;X[ 
mpi 'TWV TI • [ 
Mmopei •f\s µ[- - - TIO-J 
10:µ00 Trap[ 
:Aeyoµev. [ 
'TTJC!lV[ 
El CJ![ 



76 

o.66. B.M. 59607 + 59612. 
'TOV :Atc;x[ 

THE BUCHEUM 

Apparently same hand as 1. 

The '7th year' in line 3 is probably either 240/39 or 216/15 B.c. 
End of 1. 2 possibly TI/. EV TIOAAOV f\1 

'TOV Z (E'Tovs) 
] . [ 

0.52. B.M. 59602 + 59598. Same date. Palimpsest. 

Jl3ovi\EVov[ 
]Y.·Ev6µEvc;x µEVTICY[ 
] .•• µex ~vi\ov [ 

J <!!AT)f?WV [ 
]~T)V[ 

0.28. B.M. 59592+ 59613. Apparently same hand as 1. 

J ' <!<?V'T • [ 

J . \ex EV TI6NEt 
)ta 'Ti)V 'T . [ 
] ~exACXKT[ 

5 J 8w'T ~ ex • • <?~ . [ 
? Kp ]hc.uv * L c;xN 

Line 2. Perhaps an item of expenditure "11th, in the city". 
5. A date, "Thoth 2nd ..... " 
6. "(? Kr)iton, · i artab of wheat .... " 

0.95. 1st cent. A.D. 
(Efrovs) KY 
VTio'TpaXT)AOS 

v:t.pi( ex1) y EK~EvT)vox •... .: • Kvex TI 
µvex(i) iE Xoicxx i<l3 

5 Kexi Eml3e[ •• • . ]µex pexV'Tfjpo(s) 
'T<;X .• ! ..• . T) [ ... ] EV 'Tfj cxV'T . ( ) TI • [ 

"23rd year. Under the neck. 3 water-pots .... carried out eight ..... weighing 15 minae, 
22nd Choiak, and ........ . of a sprinkler ....... " 

Line 1. If correctly dated to the 1st cent. A.D., the year must be A.D. 36/7, and the date in 
1. 4 Dec. 18th, 36. 

0.156. 

5. Eml3E[l3exic.u ]µex would fill the lacuna, but the meaning of the whole text is very obscure. 

A.D. 123/4. 
L'TPCX'TT1Y0 (Perhaps Lucius Funisulanus Charisius, seeBockh, C.I.G. III,4721-2.) 

' ' ' voµov Epµc.uv6E1'Tov 
crEKc.u( ) yEvi)(µCX'Tos) ri (E'Tovs) 'A:Ap1exvov Ko:icrexp[ o(s)] T[ o(v)] 

Kvp(iov) 'YEvocriptS 'ATioi\i\c.uviov 
~c;xl oi cryy ex(lrwt i:r~9ic.uy 3 
O:yc.u(yf\s) ( ap'TCXl3wv) i\ .. 13( ) xc.u( ) q. ~P.P~( cro ). 

"To the strategus of the Hermonthite nome, of the produce of the 8th year of Hadrianus 
Caesar the lord, Psenosiris son of Apollonius, and his associates, on 7 boats of 30 artabae burden 
200 . .. Goodbye ( ?)." 

MISCELLANEOUS 77 
0.108. 4th May 158 A.D. 

Recto : 'TO Tipw'Tov. [ ] ] , • r:i. . . . • • • . . o:p'To:t-'o:s 
no:crfjµts 'Wpic.uv 'T<{) <ptAT9:- IO [ •• • • 8T)]l3o:EtAt. 
'T~ xo:ipEtV. TIPO µev TICxV- Verso: ~<;X! . . ••. T<?V • AEtV 
'TC.UV EVXoµo:i crot Kai O:cr- 'T~ .. v • l3pc;x .. 0~. 

5 TI6:(3oµo:i) crE. o:i6:v croi :C.6~0:1, KvptE L Ko: A\.1'T0Kpm9p9? Ko:!cro:pos 
a:AE:A<pE, xpf\cr6v µot Thov Aii\iov 'A~P.!c;xv9v 'Av-

) vyT)V µEy6:i\o:v TIµ . . 15 'TWViv9y 2Wo:crwQ ~y-
[ .. ]KIAO:. i:Aov EAGUKex q~l39YS no:xwv e. 

"The first. Pasemis to his dearest Horion greeting. Before all things I pray for you and greet 
you. If it seems good to you, my lord and brother, lend me a large .... Behold, I gave ...... . 
bushels .... Thebaid (on reverse side) ......... 21st year of the Emperor Caesar Titus Aelius 
Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Pachon 9th." 

Line 1. Apparently inserted afterwards. 
2. Read 'Wpic.uv1 . 
4. Evxoµo:i cro1, if correctly written, is unique; normally the dative is the name of the 

deity addressed, not the person on whose behalf the prayer is made. Possibly Evxoµo:i cro1 is a 
shortened form of some such phrase as Evxoµo:i cro1 O:yo:66v 'TI yiyvwem; otherwise we must assume 
some more serious error and correct to the usual formula Evxoµexi cr(E vy1o:ivE1v ). 

5. TIO:CYE ostrakon. For cxto:v read Eav, for :C.6~0:1, :A6~1J. 
7. Apparently not 'TT)V at the beginning of the line; VKT)V, a species of sea-fish, seems 

impossible in the context; if there has been omission as well as misspelling we might read vy(:C.)T)v 
for ly:A1v, a mortar. For µEy6:i\exv read µEyai\riv. 

8/10. The lacunae at the beginnings of the lines assume that they began as far to the 
left as lines 2-6. 

8. "i:Aov ostrakon. 
10-11. Whether there is really any connexion between recto and verso is not certain. 

REGISTER 

Ostraka N os. Provenance Material Date Description B.M.Nos. 

10 Baq. X T.C. 88 . . Illegible .. 
19 Buch. X 

" 
,, Ptol. Illegible D 

28 ,, 
" 

,, Late 3rd cent. B.C. p. 76. Same hand as 62 {59592 
59613 

33 ,, ,, ,, 1st cent. A.D.? Large semi-uncial: 4 lines, imperfect at sides and 596o4 
bottom: ]~EO<JO[j ]µIOV 2.[J ]~IV µ71v[ J mTE1v9[ 

34 ,, 
" 

,, Roman 'Ano/..( ) K1.[ 59595 

39 Buch. X T.C. 88 . . Stamp, illegible: •• NW!;JO .. 
44 ,, ,, ,, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. Cursive; ends of 4 lines: ]~o •. J] .KTov J]71Tcx J ]ov 59616 

vi6s l}~.w/..( ) 

46 . ,, 
" 

,, Roman Large uncial hand; 6 lines, apparently only 59608 
. meaningless rows of letters; perhaps a writing 

exercise 

48 ,, 
" 

,, Roman Scarcely legible: perhaps two names 'fe .... , <l>wv .•. 59610 

52 " 
,, ,, Late 3rd cent. B.c. p.76 

{59602 
59598 

58 ,, ,, 
" 

.. Illegible 59584 
60 

" 
,, 

" 
.. 

" 59599 
61 

" 
,, ,, .. ,, 596n 



OstrakaNos . Provenance Material 

62 Buch. X T.C. 88 

65 " 
,, ,, 

66 " " " 
85 Buch. OX 

" 
,, 

86 Buch. X 
" 

88? 

95 " " " 
98 R.V. 200 

" 
88 

99 Baq. R 
" 

,, 
ro8 

" " 
88? 

135 Buch. X -
" 

138 ,, ,, 88? 

145 " 
,, -

155 -,, 
" 

156 " " 
88 

Date 

THE BUCHEUM 

REGISTER (cont .) 

Late 3rd cent. B.C. p. 75 

" " 
,, 

Description 

" " P· 76. Same hand as 62 

lSt-2nd cent. B.C. Illegible 
lst cent. A.D. L:Evvi'icr1o(s) "belonging to Sennesis" 

" 
,, p.76 

lst cent. B .C. <l.lvqvµ( ) 'Ecpc.vv(v)x ( ov?) 
After lSt cent. A.D. 'Aevp K . • • ( ) 1Tpm[3(vTEP ) .. 
A.D. 158 p.76 

.. Illegible 
lSt cent. A.D. no:o-ri( ) ["belonging to Pase ... " 

.. Illegible 
lSt cent. A.D. Tip6:KTOPES .[ \ 'Epµwv6(Ec.vs) ["tax-collectors 

Hermonthis ... " 

A.D . 123/4 p . 76 

II. THE COPTIC OSTRAKA 

B .M.Nos. 

5959° 

{596o3 
59593 

{596o7 
59612 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. . .. 

.. 
D 

" 
" 

. of .. 

.. 

We are indebted to Mr. Crum for kindly copying and translating the greater number of these 
ostraka. Mr. Glanville examined 0.5, 0.15, and 0.22. 

The ostraka are even more fragmentary than the Greek and bear, of course, no relation to the 
Bucheum. They are included here because they were found at the sites described in the book, but 
they will probably prove of greater interest when the Coptic monasteries on the site are excavated. 

It is an interesting fact that three of the ostraka, all apparently of the seventh century A.D., 

come from the Baqaria Roman village. It seems possible that there was a temporary, if small, 
occupation of the site at that date. It is extremely improbable that the site continued in use till 
that date, all the other evidence being to the contrary. 

0.126 Pottery. 
f n'2>.m."10n ii[ n ~nn] 
'2>.Mlm'(\ ne1e~?[X1 ii.uonoxoc 
TI!!JHpe iin.u"K"PIOC "!·[ {em J 
Tpen€ llMI. €Tp€R!!JP" ei:1[ 'JS.Ill€ J 

5 TIOO} ii.c"eH ~IIl€RTi'!1;1[ 00}€ .uii.neR 
"TW IH''2>.!0m€I ii.neq!!J~ .. [ 
ve1~ nvq1 neR.uepoc ~1wo1 ~'![ e 

'2>.€ €K!!J"n"JS.o n.uepoc iiR"~· .[ 
O} ii.uoq nee ii<iw.u Illll €R.f![ 

10 11.0}R e11.T.uR°ARw'Aq '2>.€ eneg . . [ 
nvp n"JS.oe1c '2>.€ on iine1.uepoc ii[-.:< 
.u1me11.1'1'111001e nv"no-;\0{'1z,e .[ 
'2>.Hii/ Tppo.une "}W "JS.eiinen.uon'l'.[ CTHprnn 
!!J"Il"i n1.u eper.ieqR°AHpono.uoc [n" 

15 iic€<1.TIOA0{'1z,e ii.uOO'f eTi'iq1[ 

n.&ei:c . :-;- ij.11."~ rnr1"!YP" ei:c[ 
Je.&o'A iln[ 

0.3 Pottery. 

+ J"no11. "n" 1w"n[nHc n 
J "}W TIOlll.OllO.llOC [urrTonoc J 

.u1]X"H'A iinrn'A1c p.uonT r" 

Jc ne}'A"i'i;fi.uoft "JS.e{em[ Tpene J 
n"11. eTpeR J"JS.o TCnTe ii.c{w~e .iiffro[ noc] 

]TOO} ~I1T€1po.un€ 
J.oc 11<1.1 ~"irr"}Ill 
Je ll{'llTO} enTonoc nv 
] 'A"JS. en'2>.111.<1.10n 4i'.TWP"JS. 

T€1€fi!T JponH co i:i[ 'JS.0€1C 0 

e.u }f?Ml[ 1z,e .u.uoc ii~HTq] 

0.1 Pottery. 
t ec O}IlH!!J€ Il~OAOR, "C€1 €TOOT 

~ITOOTK fiTOR Clll.J;l ~Zl.TI€R{<1.-.:<p/ 

~rn11.w e~p<1.i0 iiTepo.une '2>.ecc"p~~/ 
'ir1'2>.1 "noR °AO}R" {noxe + 

. ~I"~ H~9.u . . R€°A€}€ 
n"I "IC.UnT~ 

5 

10 

5 

MISCELLANEOUS 
79 

) 0.126. Agricultural contract between the management, council (2l!Kaiov) of the monastery of ? , 
represented by Daniel (presumably its steward) and a single cultivator. The land is either a vine
yard or a date grove. Work is to begin forthwith and is to be carried out by the lessee with his 
own beasts, while the land-tax (2rriµ6cr1ov) is to be paid by him yearly. Most details are uncertain, 
as the right half of the text is lost. Interesting and obscure are the words !YP" (4, 16, elsewhere 
~P") and Ro'.\11.'A (ro). 

0.3. A sowing contract (enrrponfi) between John [prior?] and steward of the Tonos of St. Michael, 
in the town of Armant, and the monk ... , whom he authorizes to sow two arouras of land, the 
produce (1. 7, Kapn6s?) of which shall be delivered him in the month of Payni. On monasteries 
and churches of St. Michael in the Theban neighbourhood see Monastery of Epiphanius, i. II6. 

o.r. A tax receipt, similar (though in phraseology not identical with any) to a large number found 
at various West Theban sites (v._ Coptic Ostraka, 409 ff.; Short Texts, 414 ff.). The sum received 
is a half-solidus (6AoK6T1vos), being the payer's contribution (216:ypacpov) of his tax for the Fourteenth 

Indiction year. For the usual Ka<a~oAT] this scribe apparently uses nRw e~p"1, not found elsewhere. 

0.15. 
I 

f e1c eeoc o i'ioHewn 

".llHil "A}IlH n'2>.1"-

11.o[no Jc T} ••• i'io'A ~11 

•••AB•••-:U:Ton 

I. 5. '6:1f••••c 'JS.0 ]TT'-l;r1c 
·····[~no ]Te1pHirn 

f One God, the Helper, 
Amen. Alupaios ( ?), the dea-
con .............. out of 
............. [he] entered 

I. 5. [into rest?] .... [the twen ]ty-ninth 
.................. [in] peace. 

An epitaph of the type commonly found on stelae (see Hall, Coptic and Greek Texts, 8 ff. 
and 132 ff.). 

REGISTER 

Ostraka 
Nos . Provenance Material Date Description B.M.Nos. 

l Baq. R T.C. 7th cent. A.D. P· 79 .. 
3 " " 

88 
" " pp. 78-79 .. 

8 
" " 

88? 
" " Legal ( ?). Legible words: ncnwd e, .f!IlnepHo'f, .. 

nTnn11.w.u€[ c. Perhaps a sowing contract 

II Buch. X 
" " " 

Illegible .. 
15 ,, 

" 
.. p.79 59594 

22 ,, 
. " .. Legible words: .u"nX e.u .u".u( sic )X e 59609 

II9 " " 
7th cent. A.D. Letter. Legible words: e1coo1n, n]o<i np"n, !!J"i'io'A .. 

nq [. Literary uncial hand 

126 Ar. SX 
" 

88? 
" " PP· 78- 79 . . 

136 Buch. X 
" 

,, ,, 
" 

Legible words: ni'innme " of iron'', nTeTn€1 e.&o '.\ "and .. 
ye came forth", IlX"°ATop1c (or? -1c.uoc), ll.nT€X€ 

.u.uon "prevent us", .uw1cHc. 

143 Baq. R 
" 

,, 
" 

End of a letter: T J""c. n"n"[? J"c. ~1rnne1 [?]npeqp no.&[ e .. 



So THE BUCHEUM 

III. AN ARABIC INSCRIPTION 

One pebble inscribed in ink in Arabic was found among the Demotic ostraka at the north 
end of the Bucheum north passage, on the surface of the ground. 0.163. 

Dr. L. D. Barnett, Keeper of the Department of Oriental Printed Books and MSS. at the British 
Museum, kindly arranged for Mr. A. S. Fulton to examine this. Mr. Fulton sent in the following 
report: 

"I have made several examinations of the inscription. The first two lines to me are quite 
obscure owing to the rough and fragmentary character of the writing, except for the number 5 
(or it may be 15) beginning the first line. The next line, however, seems to read 0~~~.b. .J .. MIL' 

I;IAFNATAIN, meaning "two handfuls". The whole thing, therefore, would seem to be some sort 
of prescription." 

It is a strange coincidence that an Arabic inscription should be found among all the Demotic 
ostraka, and it is quite possible that it was found elsewhere and intruded by one of the workmen. 
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INDEX OF NAMES 
HIEROGLYPHIC PERSONAL NAMES 

(The numbers in brackets refer to inscriptions not pages.) 

lmn-fitp, s. of P-d-lmn-nb-nst-t1wi (45) (L. Dyn.). 
frfims, s. of Smendes I and Ti-nb, h. of T1-frU-Mn, and 

f. of Smendes II (Cairo 37075)1 (E. Ptol.). 
W1fi-ib-Rr (37). 
W1fi-ib-Rr (B.M . 6969)2 (60 B.C. ?). 
E1-nb-gdw . . . . See Smendes. 
P-lmn-pwny, h. of T1-snti and f. of G-r-s-y-r-y (Kalasiris) 

(13 and Pap. B.M. 9995) (29 and IQ B.c.). 
P1-wfr, f. of Ss-firi (?) (7) (194 B.c.). 
P1-Sri-r1-pfiti, the elder, s. of Ns-Ifr and (?) Tnw . . . . The 

fink-nwn, embalmer, and Purifier of the God (29 and 
32) (L. Ptol. ?). 

P-di-lmn-nb-nst-t1.wi, s. of Ifr and N fim-s-Rr-t1.wi and f. of 
lmn-fitp (45) (L. Dyn.). 

Mrdt, d. of KrSdt (B.M. 6964)2 (1st cent. B.c. ?) . 
Nfim-s-Rr-t1.wi, w.of Ifrandm. of P-di-lmn-nb-nst-t1.wi (45) 

(L. Dyn.). 
Ns-Ifr, f. of P-Sri-r1-pfiti the elder, the fink-nwn, and (?) h. 

of Tnw ... (29) (L. Ptol. ?). 
If1pi-wr, priest, embalmer, Commander of the Army of 

Mentu, &c. (49) (Ptol. ?). 
Jfr, f. of P-di-lmn-nb-nst-t1.wi and h . of Nfim-s-Rr-t1.wi (45) 

(L. Dyn.) 
Ifr, embalmer and priest, son of T1-n-hb ? (28) (Ptol. ?). 
Ifr-nriw-r1-br (?) ( 19) (A.D. 279). 

lfrd-pi- . . . (1 8) (A.D. 259). 
Smendes I, h. of Ti-nb and f. of f rfims (Cairo 37075)1 (E. 

Ptol.) . 
Smendes II , s. of frfims and T-Sri .t-Mn (Cairo 37075)1 

(E. Ptol.). 
Ss-Ifri (?), s. of P1-wfr (7) (194 B.c.). 
KrSdt, m. of M rdt (B.M. 6964) (1st cent. B.C. ?). 
G-r-s-y -r-y (Kalasiris), s. of P-lmn-pwny and T1-snti (13 

and B.M. 9995) (29 and IQ B.c.). 
G-r-s-y -r-y (Kalasiris), s. of Kalasiris (17) (A.D. 141). 
G-r-s-y-r-y (Kalasiris), f. of Kalasiris (17) (A.D. 141). 
T1-nfr, m. of T1-sri.t-Mnt (B.M. 6966)2 (1stctent. B.c . ?). 
T1-n-hb (m. of the priest Ifr ?) (28) (Ptol.). 
T1-Ifr, m. of TJ-Sri.t-Mnt (B.M. 6968)2 (1st cent. B.C. ?). 
T1-snti , w. of P-lmn-pwny and m. of G-r-s-y -r-y (Kalasiris) 

(13 and B.M. 9995) (29 and IQ B.c.). 
T1-fri.t-Mn, w. off r!zms and m. of :i;mendes II (Cairo 37075). 1 

TJ-Sri.t-Mnt , d. of T1-nfr (B.M. 6966)2 ( lst cent. B.C. ?). 
T1-Sri.t-Mnt, d. of T1-Ifr (B.M . 6968)2 (1st cent. B.c. ?). 
T1-fri.t-If1pi (?), m. of Twr-km (B.M. 6963)2 (1st cent . B.C. ?). 
Ti-nb, w. of Smendes I and m. of f rfims (Cairo 37075)1 (L. 

Ptol.). 
Twr-km, d. of T1-Sri.t-If1pi (?) (B.M. 6963)1 ( lSt cent. B.C. ?). 
Tnw . . ., m. (?)of P-Sri-o-p!zti, the elder (29) (Late Ptol. ?). 

DEMOTIC PERSONAL NAMES 
'Y-m-fitp , s. of P-mw (0.175) (L. Ptol.) . 
E-j-rnlj, f. of P-a-te-Ifr-p-!Jrt (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date 

as 30). 
E-f-rnlj, s. of rA-p!zt (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
E-j-rnlj, s. of 'mn-fitp (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
E-j-rnlj, s. of Jjy -wbst (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
'mn-fitp, f. of E-f-rnb ( 0.175) (L. Ptol.) . 
'rgg, f. of P-fr.t-Mnt (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
'hwre ( 0.83) (L. Ptol.). 
rA-pfit, f. of E~f-rn!z (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
Wn-njr, f. of Pjtw-Mnt the elder (0.30) (E. Roman). 
Wn-nfr, f. of P-ftw-Mnt the younger (0.30) (E. Roman). 
Wrse, f. of Pa-sy ( 0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
Er, f. of P-a-te-Ifr-sm-to-w (0.165) (L. Ptol.). 
E!J,-sw-f (0.20) (L. Ptol.) . 
P-1bfi, s. of P-a-te-'s (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-1bfi, s. of Tt (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 

P-m !z (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-'mw, f. of Mre (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-'y -m-fitp, s. of Ptlmy s (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-'s, f. of M nt and h. of T-fr.t-Tfiwt (0.172) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-'s, f. of P-1b!z (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-'s, f. of (P-a-te)-p-fiwt (0.81) (M. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-'s (o.IQ1) (E. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ws'r, f. of Ifr-pa-'s ( 0.168) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ws'r, f. of P-fr-Mnt (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ws'r, f. of P-a-te-Mnt ( 0.170) (E. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb, f. of P-ftw-Mnt (0.21) (E. Roman). 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb, f. of P-bk the herdsman (0.35) (E. Roman. 

Same date as 30 ). 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb the elder, f. of ...... (0.30) (E . Roman). 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb, s. of P-fr- ... -wr ( 0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb, f. of Pa-'r ( 0.35) (E. Roman. Same date as 

30). 
1 See above, p. 48. 2 Cartonnage in the British Museum: see above, pp. 24 and 26, and J .E .A., XVII, 227. 

I N D EX O F NAMES 

P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb, s. of P-jtw-Mnt (0.30) (E. Roman), 
,{P-a-te)-p-'f:iwt, s. of P-a-te-'s (0.81) (E. Roman. Same date 

as 30). 
P-a-te-p-'f:iwt ( 0.7) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Mnt the elder, f. of Pa-[)mr (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Mnt, s. of P-a-te-Ws'r (0.170) (E. Ptol.). 
-P-a-te-Mnt (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-a-te-nb-nb.ty ( o.IQ3) (E. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ifr-p-rljm, s. of P-bk the herdsman (0.35) (E. Roman. 

Same date as 30.). 
P-a-te-Ifr-p-!Jrt, s. of E-j-rnlj (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date 

as 30.) 
P-a-te-Ifr-p-Rr (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ifr-sm-tiJ-w, s. of Er (0.165) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-Ifr-Ws'r, f. of P-ftw-Mnt the younger (0.30) (E. 

Roman). • 
P-a-te-ljns, f. of P-lye (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-a-te-ljns, s. of Ifr (0.170) (E. Ptol.). 
Pa-'r, s. of P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb (0.35) (E . Roman. Same date' 

as 30). 
Pa(?) -'s (?)the elder (0.23) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
P-'swr (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-'swr (0.67) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
Py s, s. of Gs (0.72) (L. Ptol.). 
P-wr, f. of P-fr-'mn (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-wnse, f. of Prs (o.IQ4) (E. Ptol.). 
P-wt the elder, f. of P-fr-Ws'r-Eb (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-bk (the herdsman), f. of P-a-te-Ifr-rljm and s. of P-a-te-

Ws'r-Eb (0.35) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
P-ftw-M nt, s. of T!zwt-'w ( 0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-ftw-Mnt the younger (0.23) (E. Roman. Same date as 

30). 
P-ftw-Mnt the elder (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-ftw-M nt the elder, s. of Wn-nfr (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-ftw-Mnt the younger, s. of Wn-nfr (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-ftw-Mnt, s. of P-y t-ntr-wr (?) (0.67) (E. Roman. Same 

date as 30). 
P-ftw-Mnt the younger, s. of P-a-te-Ifr-Ws'r (0.30) (E. 

Roman). 
P-ftw-Mnt the elder, s. of P-fr.[t]-ntr.t (?) (0.23). 
P-ftw-Mnt, s. of P-bk, s. of P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb (0.35) (E. 

Roman. Same date as 30 ). 
P-ftw-Mnt , s. of P-a-te-Ws'r-Eb (0.21) (E. Roman. Same 

date as 30). 
P-ftw-Mnt, f. of P-a-te-Ws'r-Bb (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-ftw-Mnt, s. of P- .... .. wr (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-mw, f. of ' Y -m-'f:itp (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-mn'f:i, f. of [)-'f:io, the chief priest (?) (Strasbourg Mummy 

Ticket). 
P-mnby (0.103) (E. Ptol.). 
Pa-Mnt, f. of P- ( ... )-(M n)t (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date 

as 30). -
Pa-M nt the elder, the pastophorus (0.23) (E. Roman. Same 

date as 30). 

Pa-Mnt , s. of M n-ke-Rr and T-fr-p -Mnt (0.200) (54 B.c.). 
Pa-Mnt (0.7) (L. Ptol.). 
P-mr-'h , s. of Pa-n-nbt-w (0.165) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-n-nbt-w, f. of P-mr-'h (0.165) (L. Ptol.). 
P-rm-n-[)mr (0.30) (E . Roman). 
Prs, s. of P-wnse (o.IQ4) (E. Ptol.). 
P-lye, s. of P-a-te-ljns (0.20) (L . Ptol.). 
P-lelw (0.96) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-'f:io, f. of Ifr-'w ( 0.139) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-Jjr (0.74) 
Pa-sy , s. of Wrfe (0.175) (L . Ptol.). 
(P)-sn-2 (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-fr-'mn the younger (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-fr-'mn, s. of P-wr (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-sr-ro-p'f:it (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-fr-Wbst (0.30) (E. Roman). 
P-sr-Ws'r (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
P-fr-Ws'r-E!J,, f. of Pa- ..... (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date 

as 30). 
P-fr-Ws'r-Eb, s. of P-wt the elder (0.30) (E. Roman) 
P-fr-p-'Iwr, f. of (P-fr-)Mnt (0.134) (L . Ptol.). 
P-sr-p-'f:iwt (0.76) (L . Ptol. or E. Roman). 
P-fr-Mnt , s. of P-a-te-Ws'r (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
P-fr-Mnt , f. of P . .... . . ( 0.35) (E. Roman. Same date as 30 ). 
(P- fr-)Mnt, s. of P-fr-p-'swr ( 0.134) (L. Ptol.). 
P-sr-n-p-sy (0.53) (L. Ptol.). 
P-fr-n-Jfr, s. of Jr.l-wd (0.40) (L . Ptol.). 
P-sr. [t]-ntr.t (?), m . of P-ftw-Mnt the elder (0.23) (E. 

Roman. Same date as 30 ). 
P-sr-t-fr.t-Mnt, s. of ' rgg (0.20) (L . Ptol.). 
P-gl-hb, f. of T'f:iwt-stm (0.41) (L. Ptol.). 
Ptlwmys (0.169) (L . Ptol.). 
Ptlwmys, f. of P-a-te-'y -m-'f:itp ( 0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-[)mr (0.25) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
Pa-[)mr, s. of P-a-te- ... . (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-[)mr, s. of P-a-te-Mnt (the elder) (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-[)mr, s. of Ifr (he had a daughter) (0.7) (L. Ptol.). 
Pa-[)mr, f. of ... .. ... (0.35) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
P-[)mr, s. of Hryw (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
P-g-twt (?), s. of Nfr-tm, an embalmer (Strasbourg Mummy 

Ticket). 
Mn-ke-rer, s. of Ifr-pa-'s (the strategus-syngenes) h . of 

T-fr-p-Mnt., f. of P-Mntandlfm-sw.f (o.200)(54B.c.). 
. . . • M nt , s. of P-a-te-'s and T-fr .t-Tfiwt (0.172) (L. Ptol.). 
Mnt-'f:itp (0.172) (L. Ptol.) . 
Mntw-81.f, s. of Mn-ke-Re' and T-fr. t-p-Mnt (probably 

identical with Ifm-sw.f. q.v.). 
Mre, s. of P-rmw (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
Njr-tm, f. of P-g-twt (?)the embalmer (Strasbourg Mummy 

Ticket). 
Nljt-M nt, s. of Ifr-s-'s ( 0.59) (L. Ptol.). 
Nljt-Mnt , the magistrate, f. of (Jfr-s)-'s ( 0.36) (L. Ptol.). 
Nljt-Mnt, m. of T-fr.t-Ws'r-Eb (0.49) (L. Ptol.). 
Ns-Ifr (0.105, o.IQ2, 0.164, o.IQo) (E . Ptol.). 

M 2 



INDEX OF NAMES 

Hryw, s. of Hryw (0.75) (L. Ptol.). 
Hryw (Wereb-priest), f. of •... (fem.), h. of T-sr.t-Kt.t 

(0.132) (L. Ptol.). 
Hryw, f. of Hryw (0.75) (L. Ptol.). 
Hryw the singer (0.67) (E. Roman.- Same date as 30). 
Hryw, f. of P-[)mr (0.24) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
Hryw, f. of !fr (0.45) (L. Ptol.). 
Iftre ( .... ?) (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
Ifm-sw.f, s. of Mn-ke-Rr and T-sr-p-Mnt (probably identical 

with MnJ.w-s1.f) (0.200) (1st cent. B.c.). 
!fr, f. of P-a-te-Ijns (0.170) (E. Ptol.) . 
!fr, f. of Pa-[)mr (0.7) (L. Ptol.). 
!fr, f. of [)-Tl:zwt-e-'r-ty-s (0.143). 
!fr, the weaver (0.30) (E. Roman). 
!fr, s. of Hryw (0.45) (L. Ptol.). 
!fr, f. of ([)y)dymw (0.77) (L. Ptol.). 
Jfr, f. of Ifr-wg (Tomb 401) (2nd cent. B.c. ?). 
!fr (0.162) (E. Ptol.). 
Ifr-'w, s. of Pa-l:zo (0.139) (L. Ptol.) . 
Ifr-wg, s. of !fr (Tomb 401) (2nd cent. B.c. ?). 
Ifr-pa-'s, f. of Mn-ke-Rr the strategus-syngenes (0.200) 

(54 B.C.). 
Ifr-pa-'s, s. of P-a-te-Ws'r (0.168) (L. Ptol.). 
Ifr-p-'s (0.73) (L. Ptol.). 
Ifr-p-m . .. (0.82). 
Ifr-s-'s, f. of NfJt-Mnt ( 0.59) (L. Ptol.) . 
(Jfr-s)-'s, s. of NfJt-mnt the magistrate (0.36) (L. Ptol.). 
Ift-l:zr-iy.ti, w. of Kalasiris and m. of Ti-iwny.t (0.200) (1st 

cent. B.c.). 
Ijns-Tl:zwt (0.202) (Euergetes II?). 
Ijy-wbst, f. of E-f-rn!J ( 0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
lfnm (?) -'w (0.23) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
Sbe, f. of Smwr (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 

Smwr, s. of Sbe (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
~l-wg, f. of P-lr-n-Ifr (0.40) (L. Ptol.). 
[G]mt (?), s. of Tl:zwt-'w (o.68) (L. Ptol. or,cE. Roman). 
G-r-s-y-r-y (Kalasiris), s. of Mn-ke-Rr and(?) T-sr.t-p-Mnt 

and h. of Ift-l:zr-iy.ti, f. of Ti-iwny .t (0.200) (1st 
cent. B.c.). 

Gs, f. of Pys (0.72) (L. Ptol.). 
Gs, f. of .... (0.12) (L. Ptol.) . 
T-a-te-Bb ( 0.165) (L. Ptol.). 
Ta-Pwny, m. of ..... (0.132) (L. Ptol.). 
Ti-iwny.t, d. of Kalasiris andlft-l:zr-iy.tiand w. of Mntw-s1.f 

(?) (0.200) (1st cent. B.c.). 
Ty-lfnm (0.30) (E. Roman). 
Tl:zwt-'w, f. of P-ftw-Mnt (0.30) (E. Roman). 
Tl:zwt-'w, f. of [G]mt (?) (o.68) (L. Ptol. or E. Roman). 
Tl:zwt-stm, s. of P-gl-hb (0.41) (L. Ptol.) . 
Ta-S!Jm.t, d. of T-lr.t-Mnt (0.20) (L. Ptol.). 
T-lr.t-Ws'r-B!J,, d. of N!Jt-Mnt (0.49) (L. Ptol.). 
T-lr.t-p-Mnt, m. of P-Mnt and Ifm-sw.f (0.200) (1st 

cent. B.c.). 
T-lr.t-ftw-Mnt (0.25) (E. Roman. Same date as 30). 
T-lr.t-Mnt, m. of Ta-SfJm.t (0.20) (L. Ptol.) . 
T-lr.t-Ifr (0.161) (L. Ptol.). 
T-lr.t-kt-t, m. of .... (fem.), w. of Wereb-priest Hryw ( 0.63) 

(L. Ptol.). 
T-lr.t-Tl:zwt, m. of Mnt and w. of P-a-te-'s (0.63) (L. 

Ptol.). 
Tt, f. of P-1bl:z (0.175) (L. Ptol.). 
([)y)dymw, s. of !fr (0.77) (L. Ptol.). 
[)-l:zo ( 0.178) (Outside Buch. M.) (E. Ptol. ? ?). 
[)-l:zo, s. of Pa-mnl:z, a chief priest (Strasbourg Mummy 

Ticket). 
[)-Tl:zwt-e-'r-ty-s, s. of !fr (0.143). 

GREEK AND COPTIC PERSONAL NAMES 

(Arranged in order of English alphabet) 

Alupaios (?) (0.5). 
Apollonios, f. of Psenosiris (0.156) (2nd cent. A.D.). 
Bal (Tomb 401) (1st cent. B.c.). 
Daniel ( 0.126). 
Dioskorion (Inscr. 26) (Ptol. III). 
Epikrateus (Tomb 204). 
Eponuchus (0.98) (1st cent. B.c.). 
Hegesimachos (Tomb 401) (1st cent. B.c.). 
Horion (Baq R. 108) (2nd cent. A.D.). 
John (Prior ?) (0.3) (7th cent. A.D. ?). 

Pase ... (Baq. R. 108) (2nd cent. A.D .). 
Pikos, s.-in-law of Thaisis (Strasbourg Mummy Ticket). 
Pseneoneris, gravedigger and Pastophorus of Buchis 

(Strasbourg Mummy Ticket). 
Psenosiris, s. of Apollonios (0.156) (2nd cent. A.D.). 
Sennesis (o.86) (1st cent. A.D.). 
Senplenis (Tomb 909). 
Senthoteutes, m. of Thaisis (Strasbourg Mummy Ticket). 
Thaesis, d. of Senthoteutes and m.-in-law of Pikos (Stras-

bourg Mummy Ticket). 

) 
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PERSONAL NAMES COMPOUNDED WITH BUCHIS 

Blj-sw-f 
P-a-te-Ws'r-Bb 
(Petosorbukhe) 
P-lr-Ws'r-Bb 
(Pshenosorbukhe) 

(For references see index above.) 

T-a-te-Bb 
(Tatebukhe) 
T -fr·t-Ws'r-Bb 
(Tshenosorbukhe) 

(See also Vol. I, Chap. XIX.) 

PERSONAL NAMES COMPOUNDED WITH MENTU 

P-a-te-Mnt 
(Petemont) 
P-4-Mnt 
(Peftumont) 
Pa-Mnt 
(Pamont) 
P-fr-Mnt 
(Pshenmont) 
P-sr-t-fr·t-Mnt 
(Pshentshenmont) 
Mnt-l:ztp 
(Menthotp) 

(For references see index above.) 

Mntw-S1f 
N!Jt-Mnt 
(Nekhtmont) 
T-fr·t-p-Mnt 
(Tshenpamont) 
T-fr·t-4-Mnt 
T1-sri·t-Mnt 
(Tshenmont) 
T-fr·t-Mnt 
(Tshenmont) 

ROYAL NAMES 

(Only persons whose names or titles are included in the texts are given. References are to pages.) 

Ahmes I, 50. 
Tuthmosis III , 51. 
Horemheb, 5 I. 

Rameses VI, 5 I. 

Nekhthorheb, 2, 20, 22, 50. 
Darius III, 3. 
Alexander the Great (titles), 3. 
Ptolemy I Soter I, 3. 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus, 3. 
Ptolemy III Euergetes I, 4, 21. 
Ptolemy IV Philopator, 4. 
Ptolemy IV and Arsinoe, 4. 
Ptolemy V Epiphanes, 5, 6. 
Ptolemy V and Cleopatra, 5. 
Ptolemy VI Philometor I, 6, 7. 
Ptolemy VII Euergetes II, 7, 9, 10. 
Ptolemy VII and Arsinoe, 9. 
Ptolemy VIII Soter II, 10, II. 

Ptolemy VIII and Cleopatra, 10. 
Ptolemy XI Auletes, II, 12, 68. 
Ptolemy XI and Cleopatra, 11 . 
Cleopatra VI (titles), 12. 
Augustus, 14, 15. 
Augustus (titles), 12. 

Tiberius, I 5. 
Caligula, 56. 
Domitian, 16. 
Hadrian, 77. 
Antoninus Pius, 17, 78. 
Commodus, 20. 
Valerian, 18. 
Probus, 18. 
Diocletian, 18. 
Maximianus, 18 
Galerius Maximianus, 18. 

NAMES OF GODS 

(Occurrences of gods' names in the commentary are not included below. See further the general index . Names 

of gods from royal titles, royal names, and from names and titles of Buchis are omitted. For the 

Amaunet, 20, 25. 
Amenopet, 7, 23. 

last two see Section VI. References are to pages.) 

Amiln, 7, 9, 10, II , 12, 14, 15, 22, 63 . 
'Imn-wr, 25. 
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Anubis, 4, 14, 15. 
Amset, 18, 19. 
Atum, 7, 18, 19, 21. 
Buchis, passim. 
Duamutef, 18, 19. 
[)t, 12, 14. 
Dwn-r·wi, 18, 19. 
God ( ernc), 79. 
Hapi, 18, 19. 
lff:i (nf:iM, 12, 14. 
Homs, 22, 23, 24. 
Isis, 6, 20, 22, 24, 64. 
'Iwnit, 26. 
Kebehsenuf, 18, 19. 
Hathor, 6, 24, 26, 68. 
Mentu, 12, 22, 25, 50, 51, 66. 
Neith, 25. 
Nephthys, 6. 

INDEX OF NAMES 

Nun, 9, 10, II, 12, 15, 23. 
Nut, 12. 
Onnophris, 12. 
Osiris, 4, 15, 22, 24, cf. 5, 7, 13. 
Ptah, 25. 
Rer, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21 , 24, 25. 
Rer-Horakhte, 12, 15, 25. 
Rer-Homs, 26. 
Rrt-t1·wi, 25, 26. 
Sarapis, 21. 
Shu, 12, 14, 16, 25, 67. 
Sm1-wr, 26. 
Sokar, 14. 
Tenen, 12. 
Thoth, 50. 
Tnnt, 26. 
~18. 

* 

·; 

GENER AL IN DEX 
Abbreviations (list of) (Ostraka), 70 (note). 

(Hieroglyphic inscriptions) , 1, 2 . 

Accounts, 71 (0.16), 63 (0.96, 165, 103), 73 (0.116), 74 
(0.201). 

of spelt, 57- 63 (0.30), 64 (0.23, 25, 56, 67), 71, 74 
passim. 

Aelian, 27. 
Agricultural contract, 79 ( 0.126). 
Ahmes I , 50. 
Alexander the Great, stela of, 3, 28. 
Amaunet, 20, 25. 

identified with mother of Buchis, 20, 26, 43. 
Amenopet, 7, 23, 41, 42, 43. 

as Buchis, 41, 42, 43. 
son of Buchis (?), 42. 

'Imn-wr, 25, 26, 42, 43. 
Ami.in, as Bull, 41. 

barque of, 9, 10, 12, 15. 
Buchis as, 7, 8, 12, 41. 
connexion with Buchis, 14, 41, 42, 43 . 
father of the fathers of the Ogdoad, 43 . 
Pastophoms of, 63 (0.165, 1. 10). 
temple of, 7. 

Antiochus IV invades Egypt, 6, 30. 
Antoninus Pius, 34, 35, 75, 77 (0.108). 

stela of, 17, 33. 
Anubis, 4, 14, 15. 
Apis, 7, 28, 40, 50. 
Apis Papyrus, The, 75. (See also Vol. I, p . 18, n . 1.) 
Apollo-Zeus at Armant (Strabo), 27. 
Archiereus, the, 63 (0.165, 1. 4). 
Armant, temple of, inscriptions from, 25. 
Artabae, boats carrying, 30, 76 (0.156). 

half, 76 (0.28). 
of spelt, 57- 63 (0.30). (See also Vol. I , chap. xix.) 

Asflm, see lf t-snfrw. 
Aten, 46, 51. 
Atum, 7, 18, 19, 21. 

the house of, name of the Bucheum, 7, 12, 14, 23 . 
lord of the house of, title of Buchis, 5, 7, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 17, 19, 23 , 34, 41, 44· 
Augustus, 34, 38, 75. 

stela of, II , 13, 32. 
B1 1lj, name of Buchis, discussed, 39, 40, cf. 44. 
B1-l,ir-b1t, name of Buchis discussed, 38-40, cf. 44. 
Ba, hidden, .16. 

living, of Rer, title of Buchis, 40 and passim. 
name of Buchis (?), 26. 

Ba- ( cont.) 
of Buchis, II, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23 . 
of Him-who-is-on-his-bier, 5, 6, 7, 13. 
of Rer, 12, 14. 

as name of Buchis, 23. 
of Shu, 12, 14. 

Banquet of drinking, 56 (0.157). 
Baqaria Roman Village, occupation of, 78. 
Barnett, L. D., 80. 
Barque, of Ami.in, 9, 10, 12, 15. 

Neshmet-, 14. 
Beer, offered to Buchis, 23. 

mother of Buchis, 24. 
Bb, name of Buchis, discussed, 38- 40, cf. 44. 
B ikn nb, 12, 25 . 
Birds, offered to mother of Buchis, 24. 
Boat, divine, 14. 
Boats, for grain, 76 ( 0.156). 

of the king (see also Ships), 9, I I, 12. 
Borchardt, L., 1 , 2 . 

Bottle, lead, 20. 
_Brazier, mentioned on stela, 7. 
Bread, offered to Buchis, 23. 

mother of Buchis, 24. 
Bucheum, ancient name of, 7 and passim. 

lintel, 51. 
Buchis, as Ami.in, 7, 8, 12, 41. 

as father of Amenopet, 42. 
as father of Ptah, 42, 43. 
as father of the Eight Gods, 42. 
as father of the fathers of the Eight Gods, 43 . 
as Homs, 20, 24, 42. 
as son of Ptah, 25, 26, 42, 43 . 
as the Eight Gods, 42, 43 . 
as the Four Mentus, 25. 
as White Bull, 25, 26, 42. 
birthplace of, 17, 18. 

Hermonthis, 14, 15. 
Nekhen, 11. 
Northern F ield of the house of . .. , 7. 
Ombos, 4. 
Pn-wnwt, 10. 
Southern City, 6, 9. 
Ta-ark, 5. 
Thebes, 19. 
T i-khetyt, 9. 

burial of, mentioned on Ostraka, discussed, 53. 
examples, 54, 55 (Cat. I). 
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Buchis-(cont.) 
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Buchis-(cont.) 

commission of inspection of, 8, 9. 

connected with Amun, 4I-3. 

with l\1entu, 4I, 43, 45· 
with Rer, 41. 
with Sm1-wr, 26. 
with White Bull, 42, 43· 

crown of, mentioned on stela, I6. 

description of, by l\1acrobius, 27. 

embalmer of, 24, 26, 27. 
head-dress of, I6, 45. 
hymn to, 56 (o.I67), cf. I2, I4. 

installation ceremonies, 7, 8, 9, I2, I6, I7. 

delays in, discussed, 35, 36. 

at Hermonthis, 2, 3, 4, 5· 
at Thebes, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, I2, I5. 

mother of, as Hathor, 20, 24. 

the Great Cow, 5, II, I4, IS, 20, 24, 25, 26. 

titles of, 43. 
named Isis, 3; T1-!rlt 'Ist, IS; Ta-Amen, 4; Thenu

heb, 3; Ti-Aset, II, 19; Ti-Heb, 2; Ti-het .. ., 9; 

Ti-Khnumt, 6, 7. 
mother of, offered beer, 24. 

birds, 24. 
bread, 24. 
cattle, 24. 
incense, 24. 
milk, 24. 
wine, 24. 

names of, discussed, 38-40, 44. 

Pastophorus of, 27. 
priests of, specially appointed, 7, 8, 9. 

publications mentioning, 25-8. 

sacrifices to, 8. 
solar nature of, 40, 41, 43, 45· 
statues of, mentioned on stela, 16. 

stela of Nekhthorheb, 2, 28. 

Alexander the Great, 3, 28. 

Ptol. II Philadelphus, 3, 4, 28, 29. 

Ptol. IV Philopator, 4, 29. 

Ptol. V Epiphanes, 4, 29. 
Ptol. VI Philometor I, 5, 6, 30. 

Ptol. VII Euergetes II, 6, 9, 30, 31. 

Ptol. VIII Soter II, 10, 31. 

Ptol. XI Auletes, II, 31. 

Augustus, II, 13, 32, 33· 
Tiberius, 14, 33. 
Domitian, 15, 33 . 
Antoninus Pius, 17, 33· 
Valerian, 18, 33. 
Diocletian, 18, 34. 
Commodus, 20, 35. 
unknown Emperor, 19, 34, 

titles of, discussed, 5, 40, 43· 

dating by, 44. 
tomb of, mentioned on ostraka, discussed, 53. 

examples, 55 (Cat. II). 
unites in himself the fathers of the Eight Gods, 42. 

Bull, of Hermonthis, 47, 49. 

l\1adamud,38,42,47,48,49, 50. 
attributes of, 48. 

l\1entu, 4I, 46. 
Thebes, 48, 49. 
Tod, 22, 48, 49. 

Bull, White, identified with Buchis, 25, 26, 42, 43. 

l\1entu, 43. 
l\1in, 43, 48. 

connexion with Lower Egypt, 43. 

Burghers of Hermonthis, visit Thebes, 6, 9, 10, I I, 

I2, I5. 
Burial of Buchis, .ostraka mentioning, discussion, 53. 

examples, 54-5 (Cat. I). 
Caesar (Augustus), I2, 32. 

Caesareum, Pastophorus of, spelt for, 60 (0.30, 1. I4)· 

Caligula, ostrakon of, discussion, 54. 

example, 56 (0.97). 
Cattle, offered to piother of Buchis, 24. 

Chassinat, E., theory on titles of Ptolemy Soter II, 31. 

City of the Great Bull, 26. 

Civil War under Ptolemy VI, 6, 30, 36. 

Cleopatra VI, II, 25, 32, 44· 
visits Upper Egypt, I2, I3. 

Commentary on the ostraka, see Vol. I, chap. xix. 

Commodus, stela of, 20, 35. 

Contents of jars, ostraka describing, 53-6. 

Contract: agricultural, 79 (o.I26). 

sowing, 79 ( 0.3 and 8). 
Courtyard, the, spelt for, 63 ( 0.30, 1. 8). 

Cow, see l\1other of Buchis. 

Crown of Buchis, mentioned on stela, I6. 

Crum, W. E.,. 78. 
Cultivator, agricultural, 79 ( o.I26). 

Dancer, spelt for, 58 ( 0.30, 1. 9). 

Dancing musicians, spelt for, 58 (0.30, 11. 3, 6, 10), 59 

(0.30, 1. 32), see also 'Iwntyw. 

Darius III, 3. 
Date grove, 79 (0.126). 
Dating, double, 3, 7, II, I2, IS. 

of Buchis inscriptions, 28-38. 

terminology, 53 (n. I). 
by style of stelae, 28-35, 36, 37. 

offering tables, 37, 38. 
Dedicatory ostraka, 66. 
Deir esh-Shelwit, 26. 
Diocletian, stela of, IS, 34, 38. 

) 
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J)mr, unknown word, 51. 

Domitian, stela of, 15, 33, 38. 
Drunkenness, 16. 
Dwn-r·wi, 18, 19. 
Edfu, 36, cf. 31. 

Buchis inscription from, 26. 

Edgar, C. C., 1, 29, 30. 

Embalmer of Buchis, 22, 23, 24, 27. 
Emery, W. B., I, 21. 

Epagomenal days, included in year, 6. 

Epitaph, Coptic, 79 (o.I6). 

Festival, spelt for, 64 (0.56 and 67, 1. 12). 
s1g, ·5. 
of the Gods, I2. 

of l\1entu, I2, 13, 47. 
of Rer, I9. 

Fodderers, the, spelt for, 58 ( 0.30, 1. 6). 

• 

Food and water, mentioned on ostrakon, 56 (0.157). 

Foreigners in Thebes, 6, 7, 8. 

Fragmentary and illegible ostraka, 67. 

Fulton, A. S., So. 
Galerius l\1aximianus, 18, 34. 
Gardiiier, A. H., 1. 

Glanville, S. R. K., I, 15, 16, 78. 

Gravedigger at the Bucheum, 27. 

Griffith, F. LI., 47, 68. 

Hadrian, 26, 75, 76 (0.156). 

Hata, grain, 62 (0.30, 1. I5)· 

Hathor, as mother of Buchis, 24. 

mentioned on stela, 6. 
mentioned on cow stela, 20. 
musicians of, 17. 
prophet of, 68 (0.200). 

lf1yt, epithet of Hathor, 20. 
Jjr-wryt, a crown, 20. 
lfgt, town, 16. 

Hermonthis, Atenism at, 46, 51. 

birthplace ofBuchis, I4, 15. 
Buchis Lord of, 5. 
Buchis worship at, 45, 47. 

burghers of, visit Thebes, 6, 9, 10, II, 15. 

centre of sun-worship in Thebaid, 45, 46. 

installation of Buchis at, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

living-place of Buchis, 7, 9, 10, II, 12, 15. 

l\1acrobius mentions, 27. 
people of, drunkenness of, 16. 

Strabo mentions, 27. 
strategos of, 76 (o.I56). 
tax-collectors of, 78 (0.155). 

Hieratic graffiti, 21. 

lfnk-nwn, title of priest of Buchis, 22, 23, 48. 

Horemheb, 51. 
Horses, 16. 

Horus, Buchis as, 20, 24. 
Eye of, green, 23 . 

Hour-priests, stela mentions, 7. 

House of Atum, name of Bucheum, 7, 12, 14, 23. 

lord of, title of Buchis, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, I6, 

. 17, 18, 19, 23, 34, 4I, 44. . 

House of the Wise l\1en, 7. 
lft-nb, 7, 8. · 

lft-k1, temple of 'fod, 48, 49. 
lft-snfrw, 7, 8, 9. 
lfu~, 43, 46. 
Hunt, A. S., 21, 27, 75. 

Hymn to Buchis, 56 (o.I67), cf. I2, 14. 

Illegible and fragmentary ostraka, 67. 

Incense, formulae mentioning, discussion of, 53-4. 

examples of, 54-6 (Cats. I, II, and III). 

ground, 55 (o.9I, 93, 94). 
king offers, 6. 
offered to Buchis, 6, 23. 

mother of Buchis, 24. 
writing of, 54. 

Inspectors, royal, 7. 

Installation of Buchis, 7, 8, 9, 35, 36. 

king's presence at, 7, 9, 10, 11, I2. 

queen's presence at, I2. 

Invasion of Egypt by Antiochus IV, 6, 30. 

Isis, 21, 22. 
mentioned on stela, 6, 20. 
portrayed on cow stela, 20. 

Isis of the Gebel, Pastophorus of, 64 ( 0.67, 1. 10 ). 

'Iwntyw,female musicians, 16, I7. (See also Vol. I, chap. xix.) 

Jars, numbering of, discussion, 54. 

examples, 55 (o.I21, 123, 131, I54), 56 (0.97). 

Junker, H., 1, 6, 8, 16, 17, IS, 28. 

Kites, silver, 57 (0.140), 63 (0.96). 

Kuk (the god), 43, 46. 
King, the, offering wine, 3. 

boats of, 9, II, I2. 
installs Buchis, 7, 9, 10, II, I2. 
ships of, 10. 

Land-tax, 79 (0.126). 

Latopolis, nome, strategos of, 68 (0.200). 

Lintel, Bucheum, 51. 

Lucius Funisulanus Charisius, 76 (0.156). 

l\1acrobius, 27. 
l\1agistrate, the, Harsiese, 66 ( 0.36). 

l\1adamud, bull of, 38, 42, 47, 48, 50. 

connected with Buchis 38, 42. 

l\1arcus Aurelius, 35 . 
Mask of plaster, I2. 

l\1aximianus, IS, 34. 
(Galerius), 18, 34. 

Medinet Habu, 23, 4I, 42. 
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Memoranda, 57· 
Mentemhat, at Madamud, 48. 

Names, of Buchis, discussed, 38-40. 
meaning of, 38, 40. 

demotic, compounded with Buchis, 27. (See also Vol. I, Mentu, connexion with Buchis, 4I, 42, 45, 47· 
bulls, 4I, 45, 46, 47, 49· 

probably secondary, 41. 
Min, 48. 
White Bull, 43 · 

father of the fathers of the Ogdoad, 42. 
festival of, I2, I3, 47· 
four Mentus, 25, 46, 47, 49, 50. 
head-dress of, 45· 
local forms of, 43, 46-9. 
titles of, 43, 46, 47 · 
unites in himself male members of Ogdoad, 42. 

Milk, offered to mother of Buchis, 24. 
Min, 4I, 42. 

and Buchis, 4I, 43· 
and White Bull, 43· 
connexion with Mentu, 48. 

Minae, 76 (0.95). 
Mkrm, unknown substance, 22. 
Mnevis, 40, 43, 45 (n. I), 50. 
Monasteries Coptic, 78. 
Monastery, council of, 79 (o.I26). 

steward of, 79 (0.3, I26). 
Mother of Buchis, as Amaunet, 20, 25, 26, 43· 

as Hathor, 20, 24. 
as the Great Cow, 5, II, I4, I6, I8, I9, 20, 24, 25, 26, 43· 
as mother of Rer, 5, I6, I8, I9, 20, 24, 25, 26, 43· 
as Neith, 25, 26, 43· 
as Rrt-t1·wi, 25, 26, 43· 
mummification of, 26. 
purification of the bones of, 21. 
(named) Isis, 3. 

T1-'frit-'Ist, I8. 
Ta-Amen, 4. 
Thenu-heb, 3. 
Ti-Aset, II, I9, 24. 
Ti-Heb, 2. 
Ti-l:let ... , 9. 
Ti-Khnumt, 6, 7. 

offering tables of, 24. 
stela of, 20. 
titles of, 20, 43. 

Mummification of mother of Buchis, 26. 
Mummy ticket, 27. 
Musicians, dancing, spelt for (see also 'Iwntyw), 58 (0.30, 

11. 3, 6, 10), 59 (0.30, 1. 32). 
'My Expense', spelt for, 60 (0.30, 1. II), 6I (0.30, 1. 40), 63 

( 0.30, 1. 4). 
Myrrh, formulae mentioning, discussion, 53, 54· 

examples, 54-5 (Cats. I and II), 56 (0.87, 97). 
writing of, 54. 

chap. xix.) 
Greek, compounded with Buchis, 27. (See also Vol. I, 

chap. xix.) 
ostraka giving, 64-6. 

Natron, formulae mentioning, discussion, 53-4. 
examples, 54-6 (Cats. I, II, III), 56 ( 0.87). 

writing of, 54· 
Nekhen, birthplace of Buchis, II. 
Nekhthorheb, 39, 44, 50. 

block of, 50. 
nmst vase of, 20. 
offering table of, 22. 
Buchis worship organized in reign of, 40, 46, 50. 
stela of, 2, 28. 

Nekhtnebef, 2. 
Neith, as mother of Buchis, 25, 26, 43 · 
Nmst-vase of Nekhthorheb, 20. 
Nepherites, 2, 2S. 
Nephthys, 6, 21. 
Neshmet-barque, I4· 
Ni1w (the god), 43, 46. 
Numbering, of jars, discussion, 53-4. 

examples, 55 (o.I2I, I23, I3I, I54), 56 (0.97) . 
of sarcophagi stones, discussion, 69. 

examples, 6S (Tomb D), 69 (N and II), 70 (II 
and S). 

Nun (the god), 9, 10, II, I2, I5, 23, 43, 46. 
Nut (the goddess), I2. 
Oaths, 56-7. 
Offering tables, of Buchis, 22, 23. 

dating by style of, 37, 3S. 
of mother of Buchis, 24, 25. 

Ointment, jars of, mentioned on situla, 22. 
Oipe-measures, 56 (o.I5S). 

of salt, 55 (o.I31). 
Ombos, Buchis born at, 4. 

nome, strategos of, 6S (0.200). 
Onuphis, 27. 
Osiris, 6, 22, 25, cf. 5, 7, I3· 

temple of, spelt for, 74 (o.IS2). 
Osorbukhe, hymn to, 56 (o.I67). 

oaths before, 56, 57 ( o.IIS, I72). 
Pastophorus of, 63 (0.30, 1. I). 

Ox, leg of, offered to Buchis, 7· 
P. Land. 610 (see Vol. I, chap. xix, end). 
Palace, I6. 
Pastophorus, 60 ( 0.30, 1. S), 6I ( 0.30, l., 27). 

of Amun, 63 (o.I65). 
of Buchis, 27. 
of the Caesareum, spelt for, 60 (0.30, 1. I4)· 
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Pastophorus-( cont.) 
as gravedigger, 27. 
of Isis of the Gebel, 64 ( 0.67, 1. 10 ). 

Pastophoroi, 63 (o.I65). 
spelt for, 59 (0.30, I. 29). 
of the statue, 64 ( 0.67, 1. S). 
of the temple of Osorbukhe, spelt for, 63 ( 0.30, 1. I). 

Pathyris, nome, strategos of, 6S (0.200). 
Pebbles, inscribed with hymn to Buchis, 56 (0.167). 

with names, 65 (0.101, 102, 105, I62, 164, I66), 66 (0.100), 
So ( o.I63). 

Arabic, So ( o.I63). 
Phyle (2nd), spelt for, 63 (0.30, 1. 2). 
Pithom, stela of, 26. 
Plumes, worn by Buchis, 26, 45. 
Pn-wnwt, birthplace of Buchis, 10. 
Priests, mentioned on stela, 7, 9, 10, II, I2, I5. 

the, spelt for, 61 (0.30, I. I). 
the fresh, 63 (o.I65). 

Probus, 34. 
Prophet of Hathor, 6S (0.200). 
Prophets, 7, 9, 10, II, 15. 
Provision store, spelt for, 5S (0.30, 1. 15), 59 (0.30, 1.19). 
Ptah, 25, 26, 4I, 42. 

father of Buchis, 25, 42, 43. 
father of the Eight Gods, 42. 
identified with 'Imn-wr, 25, 26, 43. 
son of Buchis, 43. 

Ptolemy I Soter I, 53. 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus, stelae of, 3, 4, 29. 

ostraka of, 5 3. 
Ptolemy III Euergetes I, 21, 29, 36, 44. 
Ptolemy IV Philopator, inscriptions of at Edfu, 26, 39. 

Pithom stela, 26. 
stela of, 4, 29. 

Ptolemy V Epiphanes, stela of, 4, 29, 36. 
Ptolemy VI Philometor I, Antiochus IV invades Egypt in 

his reign, 6, 36. 
stela of, 5, 6, 30. 

Ptolemy VII Euergetes II, stela of, 6, 9, 30, 31. 
Ptolemy VIII Soter II, changes in titles of, 31. 

exile of, 31. 
offering table in reign of, 24, 3S. 
stela of, 10, 3 I, 36. 

Ptolemy IX Alexander, 31. 
Ptolemy XI Auletes, stela of, I I, 3 l. 
Purification of bones of mother of Buchis, 21. 
Rameses III, 43. 
Rameses VI, 5 1. 
Raphia, battle of, 36. 
Rrt-t1·wi, 25, 49. 

identified with mother of Buchis, 26, 43. 
Register of demotic ostraka, 71-4. 

Rer, festival of, 19. 
Rhind bilingual papyrus, 26. 
Risings, native, in Egypt, 36. 
Royal inspectors, 7. 
Sacrifices to Buchis, S. 
S1g-festival, 6. 
S1-mrj, name of incense burner, 23. 
Sailor, a, spelt for, 63 (0.30, 1. 10). 
Salt-water pourer (see Sprinkler), 59 (0.30, 1. 32), 62 (o 30, 

11. 10, 16), 71 ( 0.22). 
Sanctuary, the, spelt for, 59 (0.30, 1. 30), 60(0.30,11. S, I3), 

6I (0.30, II. 40, 43), 62 (0.30, I. I5), 63 (0.30, 1. 9). 
Sandstone stelae, demotic, 67-S. 
Sarapis, 21. 
Sarcophagus, hieroglyphic inscriptions on, 20-1. 

numbering of stones, discussed, 69. 
examples, 6S (Tomb D), 69, (tombs N and II), 7I 

(tombs I I and S). 
School exercise, 67 (o.IIo). 
Scribe, a, spelt for, 63 ( 0.30, 1. 9). 
Senusret III, 47. 
Ships of the King (see also Boats), 10. 
Shorter, A. W., I, 2I, 22. 
Sbm, 23. 
Shu, I2, 14, I6, 25. 
Singer, the, Hereu, 64 (0.67, I. I4)· 
Singers of the temple, spelt for, 63 (0.30, 1. 10). 
Situla, 22. 
Skeat, T. C., 75 . 
Sm1-wr, Buchis as, 26. 
Smith, a, spelt for, 63 ( 0.30, 1. II). 
Smith, Sidney, l, I5. 
Sokar, 14. 
Solid offerings, the, spelt for, 58 ( 0.30, 1. I I), 59 ( 0.30, 1. 29), 

6I (0.30, 11. 3, 41, 45). 
Solidus, half-, 79 (0.1). 
'Southern City', birthplace of Buchis, 6, 9. 
Sowing contract, 79 (0.3, S). 
Spelt, accounts of, 57-64 (0.30, 23, 25, 56, 67), 71, 74passim. 
Sprinkler (see Salt-water pourer), 56 (o.15S n.), 76 (0.95). 
Statue, Pastophoroi of the, 64 ( 0.67, 1. S). 
Statues of Buchis, mentioned on stela, I6. 
Stela, Buchis settling on, I2, I4. 
Stelae, dating by style of, 36, 37. 

demotic, 67 (0.170, 171, 202), 6S (0.200). 
hieroglyphic, Nekhthorheb, 2, 2S. 

Alexander the Great, 3, 2S. 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus, 3, 4, 2S, 29. 
Ptolemy IV Philopator, 4, 29. 
Ptolemy V Epiphanes, 4, 29. 
Ptolemy VI Philometor I, 5, 6, 30. 
Ptolemy VII Euergetes II, 6, 9, 30, 31. 
Ptolemy VIII Soter II, 10, 31. 
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Stelae, hieroglyphic-( cont.) 
Ptolemy XI Auletes, 11, 31. 

Augustus, II, 13, 32, 33· 
Tiberius, 14, 33. 
Domitian, 15, 33. 
Antoninus Pius, 17, 33. 
Valerian, 18, 33. 
Diocletian, 18, 34. 
unknown Emperor, 19, 34. 
Commodus, 20, 35. 
miniature, 20. 

Strabo, 27. 
Strasbourg, mummy ticket, 27. 
Strategos, of the nomes of Pathyris, Latopolis, and Ombos, 

68 (0.200). 
of Hermonthis, 76 (0.156). 

Syngenes, the, of the nomes of Pathyris, Latopolis, and 

Ombos, 68 (0.200). 
Ta-Amen, mother of Buchis, 4. 
Ta-ark, birthplace of Buchis, 5. 

Taharka, 48, 49. 
Tait, J. G., 75 . 
Talents of myrrh, natron, and incense, 53-6 (passim). 

of ? ? , 57 ( 0.168, 169). 
silver, 71 (0.16). 

Tanis, papyrus from, shows Buchis, 26. 

Tarn, W.W., 1, 13, 29, 30, 36. 
T1-frit 'Ist, mother of Buchis, 18. 

Tax-collectors of Hermonthis, 78 (0.155). 

Tax-receipt, 79 ( 0.1 ). 
Tebens, silver, 63 (0.96, 165). 
Tehm measure, 56 (0.97). 
Temple, of Armant, inscriptions of, 25. 

of Apollo (Macrobius), 27. 
of Edfu, inscription from, 26. 
of Osiris, spelt for, 74 (0.182). 
of Osorbukhe, the Pastophorus of, spelt for, 63 (0.30, 

J. I). 
Tod, 48, 49. 
singers of the, spelt for, 63 (0.30, 1. 10). 

Temples, the, spelt for, 63 (0.30, 1. 7). 
of the gods, mentioned on stela, 12.-

Thebes, birthplace of Buchis, 19. 
burghers of Hermon this visit, 6, 9, 10, II, 15. 

attack on, 6. 
foreigners in, 6, 7, 8. 
installation of Buchis at, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 15. 

people of, drunkenness of, 16. 
Thenu-heb, mother of Buchis, 3. 

Thompson, Sir Herbert, 27, 67. 
Thoth, 50. 
Ti-Aset, mother of Buchis, II , 19, 24. 
Tiberius, 75. 

stela of, 14, 34. 
Ti-Heb, mother of Buchis, 2 . 

Ti-l:Iet ... , mother of Buchis, 9. 
Ti-Khetyt, birthplace of Buchis, 9. 
Ti-Khnumt, mother of Buchis, 6, 7. 
Titles, of Apis, 7, 40. 

Buchis, dating by, 44. 
discussed, 5, 40, 43. 

Mentu, 43, 46, 47. 
Mnevis, 40. 
mother of Buchis, 20, 43. 

Tngngs, the Uraeus, 20. 
Tnn, installation ceremonies at, 7, 8, 9. 

Tod, 26. 
bull of, 22, 48, 49. 
temple of, 48, 49. 

Tomb of Buchis, ostraka mentioning, discussion, 53. 

examples, 55 (Cat. II). 
Tombs, 'The 21', 55 (0.131, 1. 5). 

Tpbt g1r, 25, 43. 
Troops, 16. 
Tuthmosis I , 46. 
Tuthmosis III, 48, 51. 
'Under-the-neck', pot for, discussion, 75. 

example, 56 (0.158), 76 (0.95). 
Valerian, stela of, 18, 33. 
Vineyard, 79 (0.126). 
Wart (place-name), 3. 
Water offered to Buchis, 22. 

Weaver, the, spelt for, 58 (0.30, ll. 3, 4, 7, 12), 59 (0.30, 

11. 16, 20, 24, 25, 27, 28), 60 (0.30, ll. 4, 8, II, 15), 

61 (0.30, ll. 26, 28, 37, 42), 62 (0.30, ll. 4, 12, 17, 18, 

25), 64 (0.67, 1. 14). . 

Ionian, spelt for, 58 ( 0.30, 1. 5). 
of Byssus (royal linens), spelt for, 58 ( 0.30, I. 7). 

White Bull, the, as Buchis, 25, 26, 42, 43, 48. 

connexion with Mentu, 43. 

Min, 43, 48. 
Lower Egypt, 43. 

Wine, king offers, 3, 4. 
offered to Buchis, 3, 4. 

Whm, as title of Buchis, 40, 41. 
'Wisemen, House of the', 7. 
'Writing, the', spelt for, 63 ( 0.30, 1. 6). 

Yh (foreign country), 7, 8. 




